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EDITORIAL COMMENT

A magazine that has presented itself regularly to the public gaze for
twenty-two years can perhaps be permitted the temporary leisure to look
back on its past history to see what it has achieved, what it has failed to
do. The editors have spent many hours this summer reading all back
numbers of Westerly in preparation for a selection of the magazine's
best published work. Fremantle Arts Centre Press have undertaken to
publish this selection from Westerly later in the year. We think that
readers will find it lively reading and interesting from a historical point
of view, showing, as it will, a cross-section of Australian and overseas
writing styles and preoccupations over the period 1956-1977.
Another associated venture during the year will be the publication of
an Index to Westerly, which will be an indispensable aid for libraryusers, students and collectors. Both of these pUblications will be advertised in later issues of Westerly. The exercise of compiling the Index
has convinced us of the value for libraries particularly, of indicating
volume numbers. We have assumed one volume for each year since 1956
(even though the magazine was published irregularly and only three
times a year from 1956 to 1962, becoming a quarterly in 1963). Hence
our volume number for 1978 is 23.
Readers will notice that we have two new 'consultants', Alan
Alexander and Swami Haridas Anand. The former is teaching at the
W.A. Institute of Technology and the latter, who (as Harry Aveling)
helped to edit our Southeast Asian issue in 1976, is teaching at Murdoch
University.
We will welcome comment from readers about the quality, variety
and interest of Westerly in 1978. The only thing more welcome will be
your annual SUbscription.

JAMES McQUEEN

Waiting for Rain

Tomorrow I may be Winston Churchill. Depending upon circumstances.
But in the meantime, today, I am myself.
I remember one occasion when she said to me:
-Try and think of yourself as a 'nice' bastard!
The nights are cold. Ten degrees of frost, the pipes have been frozen for
twenty-nine days.
A wavering trail to the funny farm ...
a close brush with a submerged rock ...
1 wonder how Tabloid Story would regard this format?
Perhaps they would consider it grossly eccentric, flagrantly contrived?
.,
osed to give one
It s supp
a different slant
on a common malady known

as insanity
Where have all the lung men gone?
Another time she said:
-Random brushes with humanity are therapeutic.
But are they?
One must be either involved or detached. No middle ground.
A year or two ago she involved herself with astrology. Thus:
-We have Saturn opposite Neptune. a common occurrence for people of
our generation. So we have difficulty in defining ambitions. selecting
directions. channelling energies . ..
And so on.
I used to remind her slightly of Bernard Shaw, she said. Something concerned
with detachment and ascetic assessment.
No-one could accuse her of being consistent.
It occurs to me that some people murder roosters for their hackles. A kind
of symbolic sexual suicide? Decapitation of their cocks?
WESTERLY, No.1, MARCH, 1978
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Bastards beget bastards.
She always thought, of course, that I hated my father, that he mistreated me.
Simply because I was unable to practise kindness and tolerance on myself. Nonsense, of course. I loved my father very much.
On the other hand, I disliked my mother intensely. She was one of those
women who insist on a quid pro quo. Conformity was the price of her approval.
But my mother has nothing to do with this.
If any woman has, it is the companion of my days, whom I seem to be quoting
much too often. But a field of infinite and inconstant variety. For instance:
-The bitchiest, nastiest thing I can say is ... be yourself.
Pause.
Reading what I have written I am conscious that perhaps I have given a quite
erroneous impression of my state of mind. References to insanity, eccentric alignment, disjointed prose and so on. Well, be reassured (to whom am I talking,
writing? Myself? Must I reassure myself?), I am simply bored, and pass the time
by recording odd vagaries and fantasies. In proof of my sanity (relatively speaking) I will proceed to a consistent description of my present circumstances.
I am sitting in my small house (rented) high on the eastern side of a small
mountain. The slopes are covered with ti tree scrub (endemic) and occasional
stands of pine (introduced). Far below in the valley is a small town (mining).
It is winter, in the wettest part of the country, yet there has been no rain for
twenty-nine days (a record) and the ground is frozen to a depth of several feet.
It never thaws from one day to the next.
We came here six months ago, supplied with food and money, so that I might
write my book without disturbance or interruption. And, it is true, no outsiders
have been near us. Twice we have been down the steep tracks to the town to
replenish supplies and collect mail. That is all. The book is completed, except for
certain references which must be checked in a library. Having read the completed
manuscript carefully, read and reread it, I am fully convinced that it has little
value, is of no real interest to me, and will prove of even less interest to others.
Despite this, I retain a certain proprietorial, even parental, regard for it. Strange.
And despite my disillusionment with the result of my labours I am not dissatisfied with my stay here. Certain problems have been resolved, certain dispositions made.
But nothing more can be done until it rains.
In the meantime I amuse myself by sitting near the large window in the
morning sunlight (the weather remains clear and bright-warm enough behind
glass) and playing the fool on my typewriter. And when that bores me, why, for
a little I can be Winston Churchill, or Jelly Roll Morton, King George the Third
or Nostradamus. Oh, I never imagine for a moment that I am some-one else.
It's all simply play-acting to pass the time. And great fun, a change of pace.
It's not a new relaxation. She said once:
-You're poised aloft, you bastard, you look so bloody euphoric!
At the time, I seem to remember, she was involved with one of her young men,
and couldn't bear my indifference.
It must end soon, surely! Rain must come!
I am chained, despite all her carping, to eternal practicalities.
I am-according to her judgment-hypercritical, aggressive, proud, vain, resentful, revengeful, argumentative, impatient, touchy, pessimistic and sensitive!
I think she must, when she reached that judgment, have found me much more
interesting than I find myself.
Over the years I have learned to disregard almost entirely her superficialities.
Bnt I must admit that recently she touched me on a raw spot. She said:
6
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-Writers eventually give themselves away if they're dishonest . .. rehearsed
attitudes are less easy to recognise. But their soul shows through their
writing, paltry, impoverished . ..
To tell the truth it is a little frustrating to be cooped up here, waiting, God
knows, I have no pressing commitments.
She said:
-Be different.
I suppose that in a way I have taken her at her word.
She had a great crisis of conscience, I remember, shortly after she took up
astrology. She completed a horoscope for one of her acquaintances, a newly
remarried woman. She believed, as a result of her computations, that the woman
would discard her new husband within a short time. In the end, despite her highminded strictures on my behaviour, she chickened out herself, and concealed her
own spurious truth.
And she had said:
-You HAVE to believe in what you're doing, otherwise you automatically
let other people down.
I have had my bags packed for over a week, waiting, ready.
We fought, ragingly, after she had read the book. I was a little surprised at
my reactions in defence of its demonstrated mediocrity. After all, my responses
had been flattened by years of her prickling. Why should I be so defensive? I
had thought that her opinionated inconsistencies had long lost their sting. But a
weird kind of truth lingers behind her idiocies.
After all, didn't she say:
-The most agonisingly painful probes have deceptively blunt and rounded
ends.
Well, perhaps it will rain tonight. If not tonight, then soon. Once the weather
breaKS (I know this country well) it may rain for weeks.
Then I will be free.
The rain will fall, soaking, steady; the temperature will rise, the ground will
thaw; a spade will penetrate the earth's skin again; and I will be free.
She said (a long time ago):
- / don't know how anyone as restless as you can tolerate the status quo.
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WENDY JENKINS

About that Rabbit
Last night I killed a rabbit with my car.
Too soon thrown up fom darkness
shown up wrong, raw,
stopped between two stabs of light
to be knocked to red
and then to dark again.
As images done out of darkness
skitter across the page,
in the sometime chancy highroad of a poem,
scared fleet before the lights that knife and drive,
and overkeen can knock your first line trackless.
Sometimes, reckless of the probing lights
the creatures pause sniff the air,
apulse with possibility, alive,
and the lights inch in, inch in,
a nose, a whisker, a whole hot animal
may be very slowly beggaring
the cool white of the page.
But times,
hot bulleted with light
they leave just tracks,
stopped roads, shot maps,
great white holes
about that rabbit.

8
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MICHAEL SMALL

Roadscape

It appears to disappear, the dual carriageway. Whining between two hills.
Colleen's breasts. Then inevitably, inexorably, a tunnel. Or a funnel. Or runnel.
Cleft in the skirt of emerald. A part of the great design. Apart, I cannot weave
inroads. Yet I can see. I can see.
The road is never constant. All day long I suffer vehicles of one kind or
another, myriads, varooming away from my window as if I were about to pluck
one in mid-flight and gobble it down for a snack. Consumerism run riot. A
pantechnicon on a long haul: headlights as immanent as eyes, bumper smiling.
A Volkswagen hot on his tail, like a calf elephant, beetling in from a trunk road.
A petrol tanker, its bold, blazoned face like a used car salesman's radial smile.
I strain to catch an impression of Ben Hall or the armour-plated Kellys clopping
the trail, but merely a tow-truck from a festive lubritorium bites the dust.
Highway robbery accelerates. For example, the tow-truck driver. He and his
trucks are welded as one: a-r-t-i-c-u-l-a-t-e-d. The driver is encapsuled in a mobile
cabin; that's his little self-containerised world. He speaks a few words. To himself, of course. The truck utters volumes-of poison admittedly, but what's the
differential? This inmate is on the watch right round the clock, contriving to
capture a screech or scrunch. He has a vested stake in the chips of cut glass that
ornament our highways to such dazzling effect, but his speed off the mark and
vehicular concern are roadworthy commendations. Hear, Knights of the Road,
let me nail the Distinguished Servicing Medal to your ... skull.
The tow-truck driver is a sports model. Yesterday afternoon, or morning, or
some previous day, at two past two two tow trucks-yes, I am absolutely certain
of that time-two tow trucks were hurtling towards each other along the duel
carriageway. Just a joust for easy pickings. The town planners had haphazardly
bequeathed an intersection just at the point where their two careers were to
overlap. This full frontal exhibition resembled the powers of a tourney, but after
the grinding and tinkling both mercenaries were lying on their ironsides, as heavily
caparisoned charges were wont to do, their jibs and joists jettisoned.
A mere atom of a second exploded before four more tow-trucks, in their black
and white guernseys, identical zebras on safari, orange neons a beacon for carwrecked motorists, converged from four different directions and stables to encircle
the inoperative trucks, a wagon train against a tribe of paleface commuters
spluttering in their saloons, of frigidaire wives spinning out of their cocoons like
a hydra along the four approach roads. Stumped at one end of this hydraulic
limb wailed an ambulance, a far cry from the crux of the matter, whilst a nuclear
family of self service tow-trucks was holding up the distended sinews of disgruntled roadhogs. At last the disabled were escorted away by their hang-ups to
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the knackers' yard. What became of the drivers no-one knows. There was no
profit in salvaging their bodywork too. Horsefeed? Most unlikely. Battery men
are as tasteless as beakless chickens. Perhaps their arterial veins were severed and
they died a natural death, or they were hooked on to their own pulleys to
complete the vicious circle of articulation, hoisted by their own petard on to the
scrap-heap of twisted human bones and detritus, whence they will be summoned
before their five-star Manufacturer, the omnipotent Deus ex Machina Himself,
Lord of the Assembly Line. Who cares? Why kowtow to a k.o. tow?
And then I detected these zebras everywhere, their giraffe necks craning over
the wall, sniffing for a prang-bang, and the rescue-party of four begat four more
and these four begat four more, who in turn processed a whole traffic-jam of
zebras, so that the ordinary common or garden roadhog was being winched up
and led away whether he liked it or not, thus cleansing the air of inexhaustible
carbon dioxide but adding to the toxic gases fumigating the ozone ceiling because
these trucks of one thousand z.p. exude their own excremental disorders, and the
more they rev forth and multiply the more their oily droppings tarmacadam our
highways with a greasy tops-oil, so that even the pedestrians find it impossible
to keep their feet, which by definition they are compelled to do, but they too are
picked up by wallowing zebras, debriefed by military experts, scoured by
R.S.P.C.A. personnel and rebriefed by the Salvation Army, then confined till they
have refound their feet. Whether they fall on or off their feet or stand on or
under their head they cannot overtake the hordes of zebras, who by this stage
of evolution have pleaded penitence and spread their sprouting wingpanels to
dominate the skies too, like huge hornets, firing sting rays at the armsless pedestrian, who hasn't a leg to stand on-except in a dictionary-because all freeways
are slithery sloughs of despond alid only airborne creatures like tow trucks-or
other loftily conceived squadrons, like Hells Angels-have facility of movement
(not to mention grace) and they only because they must tow the line or suffer
a breakdown or risk having their spark plugs disembowelled on a crucifix of
axle bones.
"How are we today?" A voice of the nurse's appears in my right ear.
I turn my eyes and head. I smell the nurse. He smiles. Or laughs. He wrings
his hands. Perhaps he is nervous. I smile at him. He feels more relaxed.
He says, "You do find that road fascinating, don't you?" And chuckles.
I say, "Yes. Life is a journey. So they say."
He says, "Indeed? Then you are at the crossroads."
"Why do you hold the red light against me?" I say.
Finally, he says, "It's your colourful imagination."
I look back at the pane and see off-white jacket and teeth deflected. He must
be smiling. But why? What's he advertising? His self-image, his faith in me? or
lack of it? Yet, if he's not smiling, he may be angry. With me.
"It's raining," I say.
"You've noticed then," he says.
"Hardly. It's always raining."
"Yes," he says. "Unless it's fine. Like yesterday."
"I don't remember yesterday," I say.
I confront the pane. His fist comes up to his face. He scratches a spot. Or
picks his nose. Or gouges out an eye. I pretend to suspect nothing. I follow the
droplets down his face. He is crying. Till that slash of white across his mouth.
He is laughing! I want to scream, rain, vomit, smash the pane.
Instead ....
"Still raining," I say.
"Indeed it is," opens the slash.
"I'm afraid you're right there."
10
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"It's all too depressing outside."
"Why don't you look at the tele?" he says. "It'll take you out of yourself."
"I must go for a walk," I say.
"In this weather? But you can't. It's raining."
"That's why. I must walk."
Finally, he says, "All right. But wrap yourself up against the elements."
"I always do," I say.
There is a green hill, not so far away. Colleen. Roses blush in your hair. Lilies
lie on your breast. Beyond the grizzle of rain. Beyond the weals of time. Beyond
the shadows of doubt.

ANDREW McDONALD

Visiting
Familiar faces keep blowing
across my path. I'm pared down
by my four months' absence,
little in a littler, quiet place.
My watch slips over diminished
wrist-bones, flapping trouser cuffs
scuff behind me.
Smiles of former friends
tug at my sleeves, kindly, curious.
Wind lifts our hair in soft sun,
words stir and drift in the air;
leaves of yellowing liquid ambers
whirl across wide lawns.
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ELIZABETH MARSH
L. S. Lowry Exhibition, London, 1976
When the old man died
they put his stuff together
in a few rooms
and got the people in, well-shod,
(but without dogs) to stare
and preen themselves
on one more British genius.
Schoolchildren, alas, had seeing eyes,
dipped in like birds and out
to knots of naked giggles.
His circuses were silent, critical,
these visitors their parodies:
I also paid my visit.
And then his canvases with rapid strokes
like cinders from a chimney
patches of paltry snow
swept all the crowds away
leaving me bleak like him, alone
to face the silence of his music,
departing carriage, empty washed-up house
(lady without a dog)
unpeopled, peopled streets,
one grey accusing sea,
one frozen child's autistic frozen fog.
Till from the drum of nakedness
pitched tough against my nakedness of soul
and grown crescendo in the galleries' silences
his canvas wind turned in its whirlpool eye
and perished. The cinders of my self I then swept up
and watched without surprise a distant shape
turn his old back on this and walk away.

12
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Chapelle du Rosaire, Vence, Provence
Like sea-birds on sea-blue,
the windows in the white chapel
rise green and gold forever.
Wings beat the sea silence.
No hand can stay their rising;
no hand can hold
the untiring pulse of wings
that has no movement.
White wall-tiles set in walls
temple the wandering sketches.
There on a purity of white,
eagle-above the host,
floating on child-clouds
the fine hand of Matisse
draws upward forever
like a freed bird, perfectly still.
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RICHARD W. HIBLER

Slum Night-Naples
Tenements squib with dissonance.
Garbage tossed from fifth floor balcony,
caroming off car roof, splatters pavement
with melons, tomatoes and leeks.
Dogs nip each other in wild
yipping chase for dregs.
One old man braving August heat stench
sleeps on cot in street, where
every night pasta slop and ripe fruit
fall around him, while small dogs,
tails between legs, skitter sideways.
Across from my darkened room
high above street, a fat
placid figure, haloed by pale light,
incurves his body near t.v.
Sitting inches away, violet undershirt
and deep jowls flick shadows,
a staccato tattoo from screen,
oblivious to evening rage from street.
Hours later, windows darkened,
Man on his street cot asleep,
Metal shoe taps echo along flush tight
Apartments, clicks which resound along walls.

14
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ROSITA DELLIOS

Cave of the Sun

As I climb, you lower your skyline that I may peer into your vast blue head.
And you make me fall in love with you, and lust for you. My dreams seek to
possess you, each night, each sorcery, you evade yet lure me on.
Juno turned homeward, the dust breathing beneath her feet. The rising wind
pushing her red gown against her body. A youthful body, tall as a man's, perhaps
taller, lean but well made. The women in her family remained Arab, despite the
squatter's seed. Juno's face was olive-brown, like her great grandmother's, but the
looks of a captive diminished with each new birth. Juno, the last of the generation,
remained suspended as the heir to miles upon miles of a squatter's bad judgement.
She sank on the porch, clutching her knees, watching the light ebb. The wind
swept aside tangled scrub and whirled the dusty hem about her ankles. She looked
on ocean darkness, sighing, staring, alternating with night. The winds play alone
here. In loud whispers, oracles come out of the ground, whistling to the plains.
The nights can be long. She left for camp forty minutes away. Stockmen had been
there for three nights.

*

*

*

The kerosene lamp hovered over the wooden table. A tarnished light like Da
Vinci's Last Supper. And two antique servants, chewing slowly at each other,
devoutly existing on stewed rabbit. Their wages ceased long ago, but not their
habits. Like their Irish accents and quaint manners, habits persisted. William was
sixty-eight with a fixed squint, and although his bearing was distinctly emu, he
was as wiry as the rabbits. His wife Katherine was slightly younger and talkative,
but only because she spoke out of memories.
"Rain is falling," her grey eyes rested on the shelf beside the window, where
a little porcelain fairy stood, quizzical.
William said nothing.
"Can you hear it?"
"Eh?"
"It's cleaning the air."
"When?"
"When Juno was born. Don't you remember?"
William nodded.
Katherine's eyes moved to a framed family tree, in crude child-hand. Juno at
seven constructing clarity, her sense of place. The violet line was the squatter.
Joined to him was a black line, great grandmother. Issuing from violet and black,
a brooding grandma in deep green. She joined the brown thread of a local Afghan.
WESTERLY, No.1, MARCH, 1978
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Juno's mother emerged in pale rose, joining the unsettled orange of her white
father. The last line, ending in nothing, was Juno in red.
"It broke a four year drought," Katherine continued. "In the middle of Wednesday afternoon. Nineteen-fifty-four."
"I was greasing saddles."
"The sound of running water was for days like music from heaven."
Outside the wind sang. Katherine kicked the sausage-dog stopper against the
door.
"What time is it?"
She held her gold pendant watch up close to her face.
"Half-past eight."
"A couple of rounds?"
"You can deal first," she started clearing the table. "Did you find the rest of
the deck?"
Because of your naked heat, because you are naked, because of your heat.
Juno tossed and awoke herself. Her disquiet gaze met the eastern sky. She noticed
the coals of a spent fire, and beside her, last night's self-conscious youth. Still
sleeping, oblivious to screeching cockatoos and the crystal light. The native stockman called her for coffee. They talked about the drought, cattle prices and the
lives of other black people, none of which was good. He asked her how long she
reckoned she could hold out on the property. She said she didn't know.
"You oughta know."
"I don't. How can I? Besides, it might rain."
"Yep, it might rain."
Jasper just sat on the tree stump, his eyes steady on the distance, and his
fingers, thick and short, curled around the coffee mug. Juno sat on the ground
close by, looking to his red shirt.
"Why do blacks always wear bright colours?"
"Do they?"
"Maybe I just thought they did." She poured herself another cup and dug up
an old ant hill for a while.
"Whatcha thinking about?"
She wasn't thinking on anything but the lingering feelings left by colours. But
that was no answer.
"Do you think I should leave the place?"
"Not if you can hang on. Anyway, where would you go?"
She let the colours go in an effort to concentrate.
"I don't want to live with my uncle's family."
"Why not? It's a way out."
"He smells of death. His religion, that is."
"It's not that bad."
"No, but it is."
"With you it is."
"You're pretty smart for a black fellow," she laughed.
"That comes from being corrupted," he laughed back. "Do you think of the
city?"
"Only that it's frantic and fat. Myoid man lives there. He's frantic and fat
too."
Jasper passed the tobacco.
"He's got a white wife now, and white children. But he still drinks. I didn't
stay very long, just long enough to see how it was. Besides, he felt bad about me.
And I wasn't going to live there for his comfort."
"So nothing's changed for him."
16
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"Nothing. "
A pale sky lined the ridge far to the west. Past the valley to the caves. She
never went there much. Maybe she half-feared, maybe she never quite understood. Being there with that god. Not her uncle's death-god. But a god whose
incandescent passion layover this land. Why else was she scorching? Why was
she so impatient? Her head often flooded like that. As she began to leave the
camp, as she looked at the white youth stirring out of sleep, and Jasper, still
watching the distance, to the last draw of his cigarette, as she looked at the
glistening morning taking them deep into itself, her head couldn't help but flood.
It was like crying with thought, rather than emotion. The thought that this was
not all for nothing. Yet it was so close.

*

*

*

"Tell me of the night of power."
"On the night of power and excellence, the angel Gabriel appeared before
Mohammed," her grandmother said as she crocheted on the porch one morning.
"He revealed God's word to the Prophet."
"Yes, but you know the story ... now go off and play."
"And the blowers on knots?"
"Who's been teaching you sorceries child?"
"It's in the Koran."
"So it is ... powers within power."
Grandma used to sit on the porch a lot, with her dogs and cats, who thought
well of each other, and potted plants with velvet tongues which seemed grotesque.
When Juno had nothing to do she would listen to grandma-a talented storyteller,
balladist and disputer. Even when there was no one on the porch to provoke her,
grandma could erupt in shrill dissent, like a cockatoo in panic. It was usually over
a difference of opinion about the scriptures. Whose opinion she differed from, no
one was ever quite certain, for such sessions came and went all by themselves. The
town of corrugated tin and grey verandahs was most amused by her grandma. She
would haggle a whole day for groceries which she ended up buying for the correct
price, all the while warning in dire terms that next time she would not be so
easily tricked. Juno used to cling to her on these rare excursions into the world,
and marvel at its wealth. There was a house full of shoes that you couldn't wear
out in a whole lifetime, and another house had so much food that you'd get sick
trying to eat it all. She couldn't understand why grandma had to fight so hard to
get some of it from him, for the man who lived there obviously had more than
enough. Sometimes he gave her a toffee, which was a hellish experience, because
he would always ask-"And what do you say to that young lady?" Juno could
never remember whether to say 'please', 'Thankyou' or 'I'm sorry'. For it meant a
lot to the people of the world that you said the right thing.
Grandma used to spend her evenings watching the scriptures through a magnifying glass. She would sit bent for hours over Squatter Robinson's eighteenth
century desk. She never called him father, always Squatter Robinson, which he
thought was quite proper. And this desk he would often say, came from London,
from an old Greek, whom he described as enormously hairy and clever. Christos,
as he was called, hung a scroll on his shop door which said-''The Past for a
Price"-and inside his shop, the squatter remembered, was the thick odour of
Byzantine incense, lurking about a clutter of old things, older and darker than any
he had ever seen. And then the squatter would laugh, grandma said, telling us
what a clever fellow this Christos was, tricking the senses with an ancient incense,
making you think you were truly in another age.
The magnifying glass was Juno's, given to her by grandma to observe insects_
But she took it back when her eyes were failing. Which suited Juno who felt no
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particular inclination toward insects. She would rather observe grandma peering
through the glass at the Koran. "Stop your giggling at once," grandma would
snap, "or you won't get any more of my syrup cakes." An unfair threat, thought
Juno. When grandma became even older she would not stay long at her scriptures
or stories on the porch. She forgot and would look out into the plains. In those
last months Juno never got in her way. She was thirteen then, and knew she would
soon have no one. Her mother died many years before from a fever that led her
wandering in 1:he night; toward the caves. Grandma too, died. Past the valley to
early morning. It seemed to Juno that the sick and old, when gripped by the
pilgrim's urge, must head back to sun and stone and the caves that trap time.
For when the Prophet summoned his people to worship, the south had not yet
awoken. Grandma beyond the valley, where painted caves remember an artist's
dream.

*

*

*

Juno looked into the dense heat. She pulled her hood over her head and
climbed down to the rock ledges which served as waiting platforms. Here mortals
must wait, she decreed when still a child, for the cloud bird. Held secure against
its white breast, the traveller watches an ochrous slate give way to a tropic sea.
It is possible, on such a journey, to hallucinate on blue. The sunlit blue of sea
and sky. Of blue born all things. Of a reflection of the stone Sakrat. The bird is
known to rest on Mount Qaf, supported by Sakrat. From there its journey is
untold. Juno remembered the sleeping youth. Unreal at noontide.
Her thoughts moved more slowly now. Slow and buoyant as the rising heat.
A minaret of tumbled stone beckoned her lazy eyes, and a circling crow, black as
the charcoal of his maker's fire. Sometimes, when the sun seems at a standstill,
she can hear a low buzz. As if from the other side of silence, from over a
vibrating wall of heat. Only the winds can raise it to a near human pitch. Like
black women in lament. She lowered her head, thankful the winds were silent.
But leaded with an unchanged presence, of all that was forever.

*

*

*

"As Allah is my God," Ali Blooch declared, "that is the truth!" They broke
him with disbelief. For twenty years, sometimes away from a settlement for
months at a time, he searched. Each day came empty handed-only heat and dust
and an eye past compromise. Then, in the olive light of a July afternoon, he saw
a gidyea-tree with Leichhardt's mark. His roaming ended at the feet of four
human skeletons and their rusty belongings. He barely savoured his victory when
it became clear no one wished to follow him there. As if the legend of the
obsessed German was ordained a mystery, to sink forever in the desert's memory
of all that was. Only Ali's camels remained. Their shabby descendants uncertain
of their whereabouts, unaware of their purpose. Juno had grown fond of them.
Perhaps she suffered their amnesia.
Juno's great grandmother was much taken by Ali Blooch. Both were believers
bound to the foreign wilds. Ali by a promise to a dying Englishman to find the
lost expedition, and the other by marriage to an irresponsible colonial. Entombed
in an alien land and longing for her own people, the first Arab mistress of the
selection withdrew behind a shawl of prayer. She found her own place of worship
in the distant caves. Here murals of a dream watched, a thirsty chant in the thin
light, thinner than divine reason. She was kindled knowing that believer had
roamed close by. Ali Blooch filled her own exile with significance. The law of
Allah's will. Her own was strained.
By the heaven and the night-comer. And what shall make thee comprehend
what the night-comer is? It is the bright star-there is no soul but has a guardian
thereon. Then let man see what he is made of. He is made out of liquid poured
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forth. Coming out from between the backbone and the breastbone. Most sure He
is capable of causing him to return. The day all secrets shall be exposed, and he
shall have neither might nor keeper. By heaven which comes back, and the earth
which splits asunder, most surely this Koran is a decisive word, and it is no joke.
Surely they plot a plot, and I plot a plot; therefore give time to the unbelievers;
give them time for a little while.
With every footfall the dust shatters. And the wind, become innocent, stoops
down in sympathy. Between the possibilities, many worlds exult and break,
compete and conspire, for an inkling of favour, for the eyes of the blameless one.
Each more sorrowful as the sun falls low. Juno approached the house. She looked
forward to Katherine, her cooking and fussing. Her soothing human temperature.

"William! Juno! Dinner's ready. William, have you put on clean clothes like
I told you?"
William grunted. They settled to a meal of cold duck, cheese and bread.
"I'm glad to see you're both looking respectable. I don't know why you insist
on wearing red gowns all the time, Juno, not that you don't look nice ..."
"Who's coming?"
"What, I didn't tell you?"
"No, you were scraping at something when I came."
Katherine stamped her foot, "The floor! The floor! It was filthy. But my poor
back. After all that cleaning and fetching water from the well, it's just not holding
me together right."
"I don't want you doing that again. William, if you see her scraping these
stones, tell her I don't want her doing that."
"Now don't start fretting. Kate's not going to fall to bits."
"Well I certainly hope not. Not because of your uncle, anyway."
"Is he coming!"
Hashim was not her real uncle, he was just called that. He was her mother's
companion for some years after her father left. His family, like Ali Blooch,
brought camels from Afghanistan. Her mother and Hashim were good for each
other, their minds and bodies were never far from The Law.
And ye believing men! marry not pagan women till they believe. and a believing maid is better than a pagan woman although you fancy her; and ye believing
women! marry not pagan men till they believe. and a believing servant is better
than a pagan free man though you fancy him. These call you to the fire. but God
calls you to the garden and the forgiveness with His own authority. And He
makes clear these signs for men that they may be mindful.
He came when William and Katherine were playing cards, his duty fixed intent
on his elegant face with its perfectly symmetrical moustache. She wondered at his
desire to gain still a larger share of Allah's favour. Her return to the faith would
no doubt score points for him. Or else why would he bother coming twice a year
to win her over? A promise to her mother? To look for a lost soul, but finding it
sunk forever in the desert's memory. No, he was part of The Plot, and couldn't
help himself. His belief outweighed compromise.
"We hear you've been off on a pilgrimage," Katherine was glowing with the
thought of having a guest again.
"I have kissed the black stone in the wall of Ka'ab in the Prophet's city. It
fills the heart to see so many believers at their devotions."
"I sometimes get the pilgrim's urge myself," said Katherine quietly.
William seemed alarmed for a moment, but it passed and he watched his
visitor with the eyes of an old servant recalling grander days.
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Late in the evening, when the two servants had gone to bed, Hashim felt it
was time to speak to Juno. She was drinking outside on the porch. The wind was
well behaved, but the stars were intense. She sensed them spearing into her head.
When she heard Hashim approach, she recited a passage from the Koran:
I will cause him to carry a great load to a great height, because he thought
and he weighed; then he denied!
Again he denied.
How he weighed! and again he denied!
o how he weighed, then looked about, then frowned and scowled, then deliberated, and swelled with pride, and said:
"This is nothing but an enchantment which has been learned from others; this
is nothing but the words of man."
I will throw him into the flames of hell.
Juno laughed.
Hashim sat on the porch steps beside her, "I'm glad to see you can still recite
the scriptures."
"Don't worry, it wasn't meant for you. I've never known you to think and
weigh."
"You aren't what you ought to be."
"No, but I thrive."
"On fire?"
"As a way to the god of the sun."
"Who burns and blackens all he touches? Your forebears suffered tyranny, and
you covert the tyrant?" He refused her offer of a drink.
She smiled. "His power and excellence."
"You mock Allah."
"I mock submission to his will. This land is not the land of Allah. It belongs
to a more ancient god, more passionate and alarming. You, in your servile ways,
will never know. Only the wild men in these parts know of him."
"The black men know you too."
"Well enough!"
Hashim became tense in his growing anger. "The only spirit you have in
common with them is alcohol."
"It's If >t for you to say."
"Juno, when will you understand there is only one god? You can't have gods
like kings presiding over different continents."
"Hashim! When will you understand there is no limit to belief?"
"Well then, let me tell you what I see. The house is falling about you, there
are no more cattle, the desert seems to be creeping closer and closer, and your
servants are old. You will find your end in the cold care of doctors of the mind.
You are not well, Juno."
"You must not presume, Hashim. It is not becoming of a servant of Allah.
I know my end full well," she lied. Yet there must have been a starry spearhead
thrusting deep, for she felt confident in that lie.

*

*

*

The rains came, heavy. The flood, the valley swelled, and then the flowers.
Their scent bringing to the wastes another land, more tender. A white youth who
had been droving for some weeks, stayed a while, not just for the fodder, but
for what he found. In his journal he wrote: "A cave with four human skeletons.
On the walls a primitive art. Weird. The principal figure is over six feet in length,
clothed from chin downwards in a red garment. This and other drawings are
painted in red, yellow and white. About the heads of some are bright red circles,
like rings from the sun. Who painted these foreign figures in a cave, here in inner
Australia?"
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After he wrote these words, he felt an oppression, a density about him. As if
a myth was about to unfold. The silence buzzed in his ears, and the dim cave grew
dimmer. He knew the wilderness played tricks on the mind, that time had little
meaning and the sun became a magnet to all feeling. He knew these things and
tried to regain himself. But the impressions drove him, distracted him. Impressions
of dark women, ripe colours, the memory of waking to glimpse a figure moving to
the fullness of sunlight. He wondered with whose mind he was thinking, but desire
mounted as he verged on belief, about to capture her body, naked to the sun.
Afraid, he broke out, to the fresh air and daylight, lapsing into himself.

CHAE BOLTON

The Original Sin
When eyes prowl
the very nakedness
of skin
And hunt blind
with a leer
not a grin
When all is soft
but the eyes
and the pin
That pricks blind
at the bone
deep within
Does anyone remember
the original sin
that makes eyes
prowl
the very nakedness
of skin?
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HEATHER JOHNSTONE

Da(guerre )otype
Years later
-in surprisecoming upon you calm,
in cameo composure,
caught in the liquid-light
-flashof ice-blue cubes;
'cept for a slender silver
bangle dang-dangling
from your wrist, where
the stubborn pulse beats,
despite:
frozen folds of cloth
falling
in grecian lines,
in well-trained trails
to the floor;
despite:
white stilled
rush of rippling lace
over your breasts
-suspended ...
between self-conscious
sculptured breaths;
despite:
expression theatric,
mouth a bit tight waiting,
eyes watching wary.
Caught like that
(feigning calm)
on a piece of Kodak paper;
while your silver bracelet,
untamed,
goes on throwing knives,
caught in the eternal
moment of surprise.
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FAIRLIE SZACINSKI

Husks

My sister drinks coffee obsessively, cup after cup after cup. If we are both lazy,
she drinks it cold, putting in spoonfuls of sugar dreamily, as if unaware of the
preceding ones.
And I must watch her despair, uselessly, pityingly or sometimes irritated
beyond measure by the superiority of her vacancy. For I am acceptably "normal",
feeding my soul-hunger on tobacco, questionable only on the effect of damage to
heart or lung. April smokes too, but it isn't enough. No doubt our parents
regretted sending us to school in England where, like starved creatures, we fed in
wonder on the abundance of our school-mates' knowledge. Alcohol is now forbidden to April, after the minor catastrophe of last year which ended up with
three months hospitalization in Delhi. So it's coffee now, or ginger ale, all day,
and cigarettes. There's something dirty about the constant flick of ash, the dregs
in cup and glass.
When you are enclosed, the abnormal becomes normal. God knows I know,
because I've been with it these months and years, am watching it now so that I,
too, am in danger of losing perspective. I plead with you, God, what is this choice
you thrust on us all? The realization of it spells the beginning of death, that only
your slaves can shake off.
April is yellow and unhealthy-looking, over and above the duskiness bequeathed by our quarter-Indian parentage. At school, she was considered pretty,
and enjoyed her prettiness, while I, Maxine, was more dully bookish. Now she is
no longer pretty, and is wearing a green dress that doesn't suit her. Her link with
the world is a swirl of mud-brown coffee, and the handful of daily drugs that
keep her docile, like a spayed cat.
I get up after the fourth cup.
"Let's go for a walk, April, get a few oranges and gulab jamin." She will eat
these syrupy donuts in favour of meat and cooked vegetables.
We walk along the dry river bed, as arid outwardly as we are within, although
the summer still lies hotly ahead of us. Winter turns suddenly to summer in this
country, without the green burst of spring we had come to know in England. A
perky grey bird, like a dotterel, prances ahead of us.
April walks with her head down, indifferent. Somehow, her withdrawal acts as
an assault on my sense of responsibility, so her lack becomes my weight, simply
because of my extra-consciousness of it. Dr. Singh says I must try and engage
her in conversation, no matter how take-it-or-leave-it this may be, or simply speak
my thoughts aloud to her, in a monologue. So I stab at her with cliched words
and phrase, forcing myself into a role requiring greater effort than her suffering.
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"Concert coming up next week, did you read about it? I think we ought to
go, you always liked that Sixth of Tchaikowsky, huh?" I let my voice ramble on,
"Becky Marsh is being married next month, and Roma says she'll be living in
Scotland. "
She kicks at the stones in the river bed as answer. My words are tiny pinpricks,
daring to scratch at the outer layer of her consciousness.
A fat man is coming towards us-unusual sight, where all but the wealthy and
the foreigners are lean and unhampered.
The colonel.
"Ah, nice to see you two girls, April and Maxine." He addresses himself to
me, awkward beneath his geniality, but none-the-Iess obligated by remembering
his close friendship with our father. April draws an arc with her chappel.
We play with words, pleasant tiny shafts falling just a little short of natural
ease. He, having had this encounter forced on him, invites us to dinner next
Saturday in the assurance that his kindly wife, Lillian, will fill any conversational
gaps, for we are an uncomfortable pair to handle.
"Thanks, Colonel, we'd like that. About seven-thirty, do you think?" Yes, he
does think. We tit for tat a little longer, importantly, now that arrangements have
been made.
"Shall I take Lillian a bunch of sweet peas?" Who cares, I am addressing the
air, as I watch April wind a pink and silver sari about her middle.
The two English ladies are present, carefully-smiling women probably from the
church. An angry-looking young man, with sparse hair, rises as we come in, all
but closing his eyes into slits of despair. Hoodwinked again, he's thinking.
The sherry, usually brought out on these occasions, is kept locked away in the
sideboard. April, no doubt. I must remember to tell Lillian that April is resigned
to drinking ginger ale now, and doesn't mind seeing others have alcohol, provided
she can drink plenty of whatever's offering. I could do with a sherry now, to help
me cross that border between self-consciousness and ease; still, in the end, I will
probably enjoy the outing for what it's worth to talk and listen and give and take
a few opinions. Meantime .... yes, fruit cup would be refreshing, I say, and
April nods weak agreement.
I cross to the two ladies, and leave the young man to battle with April, or
the other way round-in any case, I try not to be mindful. After dinner, the boy
serves coffee in the sitting room, small cups, weakish.
April reaches out, and pours herself another, and three more. Poor girl (which
one!) what a tragic situation they will agree over their teacups tomorrow, or on
the phone. So young, too, and parents dead already, of course those years in
England after the sheltered life here ... young people there gain freedom far too
soon .... And possibly their speculations will be right, but I, I am grateful forever
for those years. And I could explain to the ladies that I too have seen life, the
life that Sylvia Plath knew and understood, the life that is nothing but the unfolding of tortuous death.
Yet our phone rings too, and it is David of the sparse hair asking to speak
to me.
"Maxine? I'd like to see April again if you think it's all right?" Good heavens,
he's toppling over backwards to be a martyr. Or his charitable mother has forced
him into it. Or he gets some analytical kick from being with a psychiatric case.
Or, and I think of this last, perhaps there's the overwhelming empathy that a
sensitive soul feels towards another.
April is in bed, so I can enlarge a little, assuming him to be an intelligent
person-he is, after all, an accountant with the Mercantile Bank-for both their
sakes. I disclose a little of the identity (can it be identity, the indefinable lack of
it?) that perhaps he hadn't met with last evening.
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"David, you saw how April is. Don't expect much, in fact she may refuse
point blank to see you, and again, by tomorrow night, she may have forgotten
you altogether. No alcohol, and she'll drink gallons of anything else you care to
offer. She likes the local films, especially the soppy ones, and music, though she
may go to sleep. She's on largactil, and it makes her drowsy." I hope I have done
right by my disclosure.
I find that I am crying, not with sadness or joy, but simply with the loneliness
of being who I am at this moment.
April wears red, here, red means fertility. Her eyes look drug-puffed, but her
hair looks glossy and she wears the ruby earrings that belonged to our mother.
She and David will go to a film. For all I know, David will learn something and
a wheel may tum in April's mind, doesn't hurt to give it a nudge.
They are home quite early and we drink tea and eat cake, like ordinary people.
I find I am prepared to like David after all; he is quiet, yet witty, and bored stiff
with his job.
Later, April unwinds her sari, saying nothing.
Two nights later, she wakes at one, in spite of the Nembutal. I can hear her
moving about in her bedroom, and then in the kitchen making coffee. I ignore
it, but she comes into my room, and touches my shoulder.
"Maxine, I've thought of something. I know I'll never be well if I have to keep
having tablets. You'll have to help me, Maxine, I don't want to be like this."
Now she sobs in a gush, and I am glad to see her emotion. I believe her too, have
always known that the tablets are no cure-all. But we have suffered the consequences of withdrawal from the drugs before, and it nearly ended in disaster. Is
it worth while trying again?
I switch the lamp on and ask what made her think of it. The times are so rare
when we can talk person to person, that I am more than willing to prolong them.
"It just came to me," she says, shrugging, "sometimes I care and sometimes I
don't." Now I must go softly, softly-one misplaced word from me will tum her
mute once more. I try to sound casual,
"When you do care, like now, is there anything I can do, or Dr. Singh can do,
that would help? Or anything special you'd like to do. You know, go on a trip or
a holiday? Anything?"
Her eyes wander restlessly about the room.
"I don't like it when you're at me," she says, battening down. This is the
pattern-she asks my help, I respond, and she turns my response into a punishment for us both. April could always outwit me in former years. But slowly her
sharpness grew to be socially unacceptable, and as one cannot live on wits alone,
the needle-point had to be honed down to the limits set by the environment.
Unkindly, our parents died quite young, and within a few months of each other,
leaving April in my care as a legacy. Dr. Singh would like to have her certified
but has promised we can continue on as we are, provided she does herself or
anyone else no harm. Assuredly, I am ill-equipped for such guardianship, I, who
suffer for every hunchback, every blind man, leper or drunkard that I see.
"Play clJess with me," April commands. She only suggests this when her wits
are about her, it is a good sign and I am willing to comply even at this hour. We
play, and she wins, and it brings a gleam of animation to her face. If David visits
again, I shall ask him if he plays chess.
And David does visit again, and again. I assume that his homelife must be
excruciatingly dull. Sometimes we play records, sometimes he takes April for a
drive or to a concert. I believe there's quite a degree of trust amongst us and
am surprised and glad that such a thing could occur.
I am experimenting with April's drugs again-with Dr. Singh's permission, for
I cannot afford to be left helpless should the lower dosages cause the hysterical
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disturbance of last time. Few would notice the change in April, but it's there. I've
noticed her bend down to stroke the Burmese cat that formerly she didn't see,
and even to leaf through the pages of a magazine. She is restless and we go for
walks, have even ridden our bicycles for the first time in two years.
David acts with a tender intuition towards April. When her remarks are erratic
or wandering from the point, we simply carryon the conversation from the new
slant it's taken. It works well. Lillian told me that David had had a twin sister
who died tragically-I don't know how, or when-but perhaps the burden he has
lived with gives him an insight into the weight that we, too, must carry.
I have sensed lately that David wants to see me alone and have guessed at his
thoughts. He has had to wait weeks for this opportunity. April had a headache
and has gone to bed.
"Maxine." I can hear him breathing. "I don't want to wait any longer." He
touches my upper arm, then, hesitantly, my hair. And I respond, for I, too, have
been anticipating this moment.
"I'm human too," I say.
"If I could see you alone sometimes, in the daytime perhaps, meet you somewhere ... "
Impossible. Impossible. "Why not?" I find myself saying, trembling.
Oh, the need is there all right, the need to conquer, be conquered, to give and
to take greedily from that primitive whirlpool within. And our needs were
mastering.
We were caught of course. Not then, but three weeks later. Worldlessly April
stood at the door, then with great dignity in the face of our confusion, she withdrew to her room. Hopefully this would be a time she would forget, but although
she never referred to it, forever onwards she regarded herself as the victim of my
betrayal. Suspecting, I hid her tablets, but she saved up her nightly Nembutals,
and took all ten on the fifth night. It didn't kill her, but she's institutionalized
now, certified insane, as Dr. Singh had wished years ago.
No, I don't blame myself for, as both Dr. Singh and David have pointed out,
and as I know myself, I have rights too. It upsets me to see April; she looks more
haggard and ill each time I visit. I can see her hatred, subdued by drugs, in the
contracted pupils of her non-focussing stare.
I have taken a job as a stenographer, and am learning a new set of perspectives
after these years of pallid existence. Sometimes I hear the night birds shriek a
warning but I don't care. The distant mountains, with their daily-diminishing
peaks of snow, offer reassurance as mid· summer approaches.
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ANNE ELDER
Communication
He came to mend a dripping tap that was getting my goat;
and a blockage in the grease-trap.
Well, what we didn't talk about!
The latest crack re high society
how half an oaf is better than none, heard that one,
and what the little men At the Top done or never done and so on.
Chip, chip, chink went his spanner at the trap
so I couldn't hear half.
I mean once you're well into the cupboard under the kitchen sink
in a crouching position
it does make a barrier to polite conversation.
So I switched on the radio to the latest hit
and I twirled round the kitchen and I said
this hit's absolutely smashing isn't it ....
and I wrenched the top off a can and I said
this Courage is really the tops isn't it,
care for a drink, care for a dry biscuit, care to speak?
Look, I'm expecting a grandchild this afternoon,
care to assist with the confinement of, sit up to tea, read a story,
care to read the First Lesson for the Last Rights,
care to speak, care to go, care to find your own way out
to let yourself out, and Go, Go at Once, At Once, and,
for the love of everything but the kitchen sink, care to wipe
that last expiring pleasantry off your face, take it OFF of it.
So with both free hands I bunched up the flowers from the dresser
and I snuffed them with my last enquiring breath
and I stuffed them into a bag to look like a lunch
not to embarrass the poor young fellah with carrying a lily
and I gracefully said
Here, take these to your wife to save you from hot water
for being late
well I mean I
I thought of it.
And when he went he went
And said All the Best.
I wonder, kneeling in a crouched position, still
coping with my blocked trap (for all his chink chink and his gab
and his pleasant way with it) if she mightn't have liked me
for the thought. You never know, do you. You never know.
It might have got her goat.
Dope. Dope. Dope, goes my drip. It's like a word.
Just a word, just one word.
It's like he left me a tip for my pains, on the sink.
So I've taken to it.
I mean it's the thought that counts I always think.
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ANNE ELDER
Six Poets
Acid in a bleak wind
under pin-oaks the green ground
is mottled with rust, and six
footless pigeons have found
a respite here, breasts down
in settled leaf -drift, all
beaked one way from wind,
one sheen of lavender lit
at throat, one brilliant
veri dian six times thought
at edge of cheek; but most
restful, the fat breasts which
are violets put down in six
bunches of petal on petal
riffling to blue in the wild
shrill tinting weather.
Hush. Rest you at ease,
bunches. Halt,
day, let none come
between pigeon and pigeon.
Six moments are given
plump. But oh now
to the blast of damnation
they scare! A nitwit
obscenity of engine, belch
of exhaust forces them to flurry
the air in six scoops and be off
scattered, then
wheel together, black
bows, their lavender lost.
But on the retina
the dyes are fast;
a Persian miniature,
Six Poets Discoursing in a Garden,
set by a precise
and hair-fine brush. The colours,
acid, tawny, violet, remain
as pain taken for ever.
And this is my block
of calligraphy, part
of the whole design.
My symbol: a nameless heart.
My six
flourishes
diminished ...
28
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Back and Forth
To go back
is to put the back of one finger
against your unturned other cheek and say:
I rejoice in your being-the saying
breaks from its hard prison as breath
goes forth in white to warm the ether;
as a banner of truce is stumblingly borne
clean across no-man's-land into the lines
of the enemy, to be taken in treachery
and cast into dungeon whence I stare
at the moon in a moat imprisoned and sigh
not to be inching escape
over the cut mud to the tent where I slept
before the guy-rope snapped
under the collapse of sodden dream
not dream now, travail-how long, how long?
but to be cast out
wandering in circles, stammering
a foreign language taught me, meek
captive in bewilderment, under duress;
of which the one phrase I recall distinctly
-Give us thy peace.
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LESLIE HARROP

Cows Wont Jump
You, old cat-gone at the knees and fuzzy
with rust-you neither move
nor care too much for the toys my kids
shove at you. One time maybe, a ball of wool would
seem the cosmos
but you old cat, have given up on
questions-prefer a fire
and what you're sure of, the skitter of mice
can't shift you now, you're stoic
by training.-They nudge though memories of
good fat mouse· years when rodents hung like cheddar
on the trees
and fell into your paw
and little birds fell out of their nests, so sleepy,
to be nursed in a eat's lap. The golden days-.
You burgled eyes; egg on your chin; you
were the cat was swallowed by cream. Before the kids
with the moon an ally, when claw and head were hooked
in sympathy, a young eat's promise riffled
the shadows-those
were the milk years. How you'd dance! Now your grin
is a shade ironic: you are ruled by Age in the
Land of Bore. Your mordant fiddling
is tame now, decorous. The cows won't jump, the
Little Dog's sour ... You gaze at the fire-smoke's
befuddled you, you live in a universe unlit
and treacherous, a victim of clercs, of pushy
fellow-cats-a new generation pulled up
by envy. Your old mind rambles. The fight
wasn't worth it but you'd do it again ... You
re-enter sleep where the little prey shiver, begging
to be eaten.
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Out of Haworth
Little hills boned with vacancy, malevolence .. .
misanthropic poets run aground in the farms .. .
ransacked houses, the eyes beaten out of them and reservoirs
snagged like wrapping on the moor. This is not
your country. I watch you by the porch as I
scrape my boots in the stream-the rocks
wet and venomous in the afternoon sun. The walls'
daft weight does its best to inhabit me.
"This is the couch that Emily died on, refusing
to be comforted." There was of course no comfort
Emily knew that. Out in the stairwell the clock whirred
thunderstruck, the father upstairs
still nailed to his piety. If only he could think of
an act fully worthy-. Down on the couch
the future sank nearer, the age
capsized on the moor, in the yard.
Coming into the Leeds the train skips the points
our heads loll sideways the length of the pullman. I shift round
to look at you. Your fingers your wrists and
your ankles are thickening. Overwork's got into
the walls of your veins.
Your eyes look back at me, dark-rimmed and cool.
The truth is you're stronger
than my devices can meddle with,
the one good thing I can sacrifice over and over.
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ANTHONY TURNER

The Cloning Machine
"New here, are you, lass?
Well, look, it's very simple.
Rather like the old colour
Photostat machines we used to have.
You just switch on the D.N.A.
Coding mechanism, right here.
Look through the electron-microscope.
And check the molecular balance.
Extra angstroms and enzymes
Are released into the cytoplasm
Through this endoplasmic tabulator.
The red button controls the genetic input.
Just two very simple things to watch:
If the lysosomes get restless
Release a few more protozoa,
And keep an eye on the chromosome count."
The cells were run off in the usual way,
Aseptically packed in their microphials,
No contaminating hand or eye
To endanger the billion dollar sale.
But the new girl was totally unaware
She'd caught her nail in the gene ingestor.
And what emerged from the cloning wombs
Were a thousand billion identical twins;
All high-wire jugglers with specialised skills
In microwave farming and aerodynamics,
All with a look of incomprehension
And a beautifully painted broken thumb-nail.
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The Migrant
Shore slips away
Like grey ice-floe,
And cranes and tugs
And waving hands
Group and re-group
Like blurred grey stencils
Through a puff of lime.
The world shrinks to
A scuffed suitcase
And a stranger
Staring blankly
From a passport,
As though snap-frozen
For some other time.
Sea-slurped portholes
Gaze unblinking
Through the ink-spills
Sputtering by.
Space enhances
Time's dimensions
Fusing them in mine.
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NICHOLAS HASLUCK

Ode to Apathy
When I think of you
(which isn't often)
I am almost inclined
to say, right out loud,
that you and I
have a lot in common.
But why put myself
to the trouble?
Why stack up a heap
of words when a yawn
will do? Everything
turns to dust or rubble.
Apathy! My dearest;
my indolent own.
If I could be bothered
to write, I would.
If I thought it mattered,
I might even phone.
But let me say this,
just this, my only loveeverything is as it
always was; believe me.
I needn't say more,
having said the above.
Some guys pester their
bird with a lovesong,
I know; and buy cards
and remember birthdays
like they kept her
in mind all day long.
But why get cranky?
Why put me on the mat?
We're still engaged;
okay? You're terrific.
Why turn off the T.V.
just to say that?
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Apathy! My counter-lunch,
my chicken platter,
my smorgasbord of all
I long for ... if you know
what I mean (if you don't,
it doesn't matter).
We were made for each
other; that's the truth.
But let's not get carried
away. Shifting house
is a sweat; an eflortmoving in under one roof.
Why not leave things
exactly as they are?
Saturday night, maybe.
Boiled down, life's a kind
of a drive-in; the back seat
of a fogged up car.
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NICHOLAS HASLUCK

Pageant
The balloon approaches.
It hovers above the plain-

slowly closing in.
The aviator will try
his level best to settle
the basket down
on this crowded hill.
Now, you can just see
his tiny flare frantic
beneath the canopy.
The tug of war teams
have no time to think
of that, leaning outwardsholding the earth
to a fixed point.
One man strains; hot
and pink at the waisthis shirt scrambling
up his back.
Another struggles, slides,
gives ground reluctantly;
inch by inch, his team
driven to the brink.
Mock battles. Races.
Quietly, the plain floats
out into darkness.
The aviator drifts down
towards the target-inwardsand nearly makes it,
plunging into trees.
Look! The bonfire has
gone up anyway, uplifted
in careering flames.
Parents, children, all take
to the streets; juggling
a thousand candles.
The sky held aloft
by warm hands;
the dark, erratic clouds
above the hill's flare
slowly billowing.
36
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Islands
Islands which have
never existed
have made their way
on to maps nonetheless.
And having done so
have held their place,
quite respectably,
sometimes for centuries.
Voyages of undiscovery, deep
into the charted wastes,
were then required
to move them off.
The Auroras, for instance.
Beneath Cape Hom.
Sighted first in 1762
and confirmed by
Captain Manuel de Oyarvido
thirty years later.
But since the voyage of
someone whose name
escapes me on a date
I can't quite rememberthey are now known
not to exist.
Cartographers-hands high
in the. frail rigging of
latitudes· and longitudeswiped them out, reluctantly.
And so, some mariners,
who pushed beyond the pale,
forfeit the names they left
in lonely seas.
Remember them.
Respect their enterprise.
It takes a certain
kind of boldness
to have seen such
islands first of all.
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In the mind's atlas,
footnotes, like broken rules,
are not without importance.
Who found America?
Those clumsy trawlers,
absent for months,
fishing the depths,
must have been somewhere.

ALAN ALEXANDER

So she will sit and smile and take her rest,
And all familiar things shall have their say;
The cat who will be arching his request,
The garden tree that drains the light away,
The opening of flowers, late and soon,
Their ready beauty loved without degree,
The breeze that ushers in the afternoon,
All these will doctor imperceptibly;
So shall my love grow well and walk again,
And trust her body to the rain and sun,
Giving her hand in love where love has been,
Where two had made a meeting and are one;
And everything about her know the sound
Of her small foot and where it may be found.
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GRAEME KINROSS SMITH

Vance Palmer

"When I look back," wrote Vance Palmer as a man, "it seems to be that I never
knew my father. His features are clear enough to me, though most easily seen in
profile, but it is hard for me to imagine how the world looked to him. There were
few occasions when we talked together alone ... "
Edward Vivian (Vance) Palmer was born in 1885 in Bundaberg, Queensland.
His father was a sad, solitary schoolteacher who would have liked to be a writer.
His father's literary talk and his disjointed night-time reading aloud of Dickens,
Thackeray, George Eliot and others were an accompaniment to Vance Palmer's
boyhood. The family moved from one teaching post to another in Queensland.
When he was fourteen years old Vance Palmer began as a boarder at Ipswich
Grammar School. Two years later, leaving behind his schoolday horseriding,
cricket and rugby, he entered the working world. He rejected the idea of a
University course. He had a slow, constant aspiration to write. He worked in
Brisbane as a proofreader, and as secretary to a doctor. He took out copies of the
Russian and French prose writers from the School of Arts Library. He read the
Bulletin and dwelt on everything that A. G. Stephens wrote, read every writer
that the great editor recommended-Lawson and Rudd, Barbara Baynton, Boldrewood, Will Ogilvie, Prince Warung. When he was nineteen years old Palmer's
first articles began to appear in Steele Rudd's Magazine.
Determination and intelligence were already showing themselves in young
Vance Palmer, as they were to do throughout his life of letters and writing. In
1905, heeding the dour advice of Arthur Hoey Davis that he should try his luck
outside Australia, Palmer quit his job as an invoice clerk in Brisbane and used
the money he saved to board a ship for London. He was after experience, but was
determined then, and for the rest of his life, that writing should earn his bread.
Once in Britain he studied the English magazines and papers and wrote pieces that
followed their editorial tone. He swotted up money-making snippets for publishers
and lived largely by inventory writing-The Proverbs of Japan, The Proverbs of
China, The Potted Policy of Parnell, and so on. He called it literary beachcombing. Meanwhile he lived frugally. "Like a mouse in a wainscot I had lived
in a Bloomsbury back room and had stored up provender for the return home,"
he recollected.
And his return home was through Russia-where he failed in his hope of
visiting Tolstoy at Yasnaya Polyana-and then across the continent of Asia to
Vladivostok. Thence to Japan and eventually to Australia. For a time Palmer
worked as salesman and as teacher in Melbourne. He met a young graduate of
Melbourne University, Janet Higgins. She became "Nettie" to him as they exchanged letters about writers and writing. Palmer wrote back to her from AbbieWESTERLY, No.1, MARCH, 1978
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glassie, near Mitchell, in the Queensland Maranoa District, where he worked on
a cattle station to gain experience, to observe men, to observe the country. His
work as storekeeper, bushworker and drover later provided material for his first
book of short stories, The World of Men.
When Palmer sailed for London again in 1910 he had the clear aim of writing
about Australia and Australians-"the people I know best"-and having his work
published and recognised in the larger British market. Palmer luckily fell in with
a group of London writers who clustered around the magazine, The New Age.
A. R. Crage, the magazine's editor, was of great help to Palmer, encouraging his
sketches of Australian life. "His eyes as he read over a piece of writing were alive,
responsive and austere," wrote Palmer of Crage. "He could be warm in his praise,
but his criticism went directly to the point." Palmer, in his own earnest way, was
hunting experience, even living for a fortnight in the derelict slums of the East
End for that reason. Later, as an established writer, Palmer recalled that period.
"Sometimes, in the wake of a strange smell, memories of that fortnight still come
back to me. There was the loathsome food, the foul bedding, the sense of physical
and moral decay in the very air."
In 1912 Palmer made a brief return to Australia via the United States and
Mexico. Back in Melbourne he met Louis Esson, the poet and playwright. They
were to become close literary soul-mates in later years. But Palmer was still
amassing his writer's material, still writing, still eager to travel. He returned to
London, and there he met Nettie Higgins again. There was no need any longer
for letter-writing; they talked and walked the London hours away day after day.
On 23 May, 1914, they were married. They moved from London to Brittany to
write and think in the quiet of a fishing village, while Palmer earned their bread
from the writing of pulp serials for magazines. But the preliminary rumblings of
the Great War forced them back to London. It was a European war which Palmer
at first felt should not concern Australia. In 1915, thirty years old, with a book of
poetry and a collection of short stories published, Vance Palmer took his wife and
baby daughter Aileen back to Australia.
The Palmers lived in Hawthorn, Melbourne, sharing a house with the poet
Hugh McCrae for a time. Palmer's thoughts revolved around the war and Australia's expected sacrifices in it, against which his mind rebelled. On the other
hand he felt intensely the need for a living and distinctive Australian culture. He
travelled the country. He spoke against conscription. He spoke for the development of a national sentiment, a national culture which would silence those who
felt "that nothing in art or life is important unless it comes out of England".
Then, in 1917, Palmer managed to arrange the reissue of Joseph Furphy's Such
Is Life, for which he wrote a penetrating preface. To allow this classic novel of
Australia to sink again into the Australian consciousness was a first step, he felt,
towards cultural maturity.
Palmer was drawn eventually into the toils of the Great War. His sense of
duty made him enlist in the AIF in 1918. He reached London, however, three
days after the Armistice. He visited France and Ireland, sending back his impressions in articles for Australian magazines. Then he came home. From this
time he began to consolidate his experience in writing. In the early 1920's the
Palmers and their two young daughters went to live in the sharp air of the
Dandenongs. They stayed in what was called Rose Charman's cottage at Emerald
-the cottage where Katharine Susannah Prichard had lived before them and
where she had written her novel Black Opal. Emerald was then a tiny settlement
in the ranges, reached by the Puffing Billy steam trains that wound into the forest
from Fern Tree Gully. "You could easily imagine yourself taking root here,"
wrote Nettie Palmer of Emerald, "developing a local patriotism, bringing up your
children to know its history and become attached to its soil ... " Emerald and the
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Vance Palmer types away at his makeshift table during his writing retreat at Green Island.
Photo from the Palmer Collection. National Library of Australia.

Dandenongs were to appear evocatively in Palmer's prose. And not a mile away
lived Louis Esson. He and Palmer wrote plays for the Pioneer Players, a group
modelled on the Irish National Theatre. It served to bring out a dozen indigenous
plays which otherwise would not have reached the stage, and to introduce
European works as readings to Melbourne audiences.
The Palmers still staunchly refused to live by anything but their vocationwriting. Vance Palmer wrote short stories and plays. He produced criticism for
the Bulletin. His further books of poetry and plays, as well as five novels (some
written under a pseudonym) were produced in the 1920's. Palmer also worked
steadily to produce the pulp fiction that earned his living-by 1930 he had written
some 1000 of these slight but money-making pulp stories. But he hoped always
for the time and resources to devote himself more earnestly to his serious work.
On Saturdays in summer he rode to other hills townships-Macclesfield, Monbulk,
Cockatoo-to play cricket under the gums against local teams. A stream of writers
and artists visited him at Emerald. Vance Palmer the writer and man of letters
was becoming well known. His advice and encouragement were greatly valued.
Vance Palmer's early plays and novels dealt largely with life on cattle stations
and in the inland. It was not until 1934 that he produced The Swayne Family, his
only novel with a basically urban milieu. But before anything else Palmer is known
for his short stories of the Australian east coast, among them a number which
sensitively depict the world of childhood and adolescence. There is the story of the
death of Josie, who is taken from among her schoolmates at a country settlement
by diphtheria; or the warmth of a child's feeling for a new foal; or the harrowing
brutality of the honeyman in killing the rainbow bird that is the centre of a young
girl's private world, her own shining discovery on the track from school. Or there
is the tantalizing new wife of the minister Mathieson, in the story "Mathieson's
Wife", her vitality both disconcerting and intriguing to a thirteen year-old schoolboy. There are other stories-one about a shark attack, others about "outsiders"
like the man whose last chance of acceptance by his mates in a coastal fishing
town is ended by his ingrained suspicion. "My purpose in writing," wrote Vance
Palmer, "is to set down Australian rhythms." In these stories he did that unerringly.
Palmer excels, too, in his novels that evoke a strong sense of place. Emerald
and the Dandenongs he immortalized in his novel, Daybreak (1932). And it was
Caloundra, the small fishing village some seventy miles north of Brisbane, that
drew forth the best of his short stories and perhaps his finest novel of place, The
Passage. Caloundra today is a popular fishing and holiday resort like many others
on that coast-shops, holiday homes, motels, parking meters. A modern lighthouse commands the headland, its radio room crackling with news of fishing
that slips down the coast into Moreton Bay and finally to Brisbane. From the
headland's foot runs the bar, white with foam. That is the opening into Pumicestone Passage, where it runs its protected water southwards between Bribie Island
and the mainland. Pumicestone Passage is the passage of Vance Palmer's novel.
It was in 1925, retreating from the rigours of constant pulp writing and
intending to stay only for a short holiday, that Vance and Nettie Palmer first set
eyes on that stretch of coast. They woke on their first morning to an overcast
day, but gleaming overcast, the light shimmering, the Passage still blue, the colours
of the earth muted. The place had them in thrall from that moment. They were to
stay there not a few weeks, but for four years. They were to buy two cottages,
"Treetops" and "Kalorama", to which Vance Palmer retreated again in the late
I 940's to write.
At Caloundra Nettie Palmer took on the heavy job of earning the steady
income for the family-she turned out thousands of words each week for newspapers and magazines. This allowed Vance Palmer for the first time to devote
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himself single-mindedly to his serious writing. He worked on novels and short
stories, writing in the morning for an hour, then going for a long walk in the
afternoon along the deserted beach, planning the next section in his head. He
wrote of his novels: "It isn't merely the time you spend with the pen, it's the
time you need to brood over them." But the Caloundra neighbours, nodding
towards the room in which Palmer sat engrossed at his writing, used to say to
his wife: "But doesn't Mr. Palmer ever work?"
The natural beauty of Caloundra, and the sense of expanded time during his
quiet life there produced some of Palmer's best writing. His children went to the
school of ten pupils above the sea during the week, while Palmer let the details
of the place flood his consciousness. The rich rock pools, the fishing village, the
surf, the patches of wildflowers on the headland, the maidenhair growing wild in
the little gullies that ran down to the beach, the incredible Glasshouse Mountains
to the west glowing purple in the evening-he took it all in. He rowed across to
the lee side of Bribie Island, read the long afternoons away, listened to the
fishermen, the lighthouse keeper, watched the country people who came down
from the orchards in the ranges, all dressed up, and who sailed out on the channel
in dinghies.
Palmer had published five novels to this point, but did not take them seriously.
He knew that his best were still to come. At Caloundra he wrote another two,
The Man Hamilton and Men are Human, as well as a number of short stories.
Nettie noted the details of their happy life down in a journal later to be published
as her fascinating book, Fourteen Years (1948). Local detail, drawing man, land
and sea together, went into it. "The moon's useful," one of the fishermen told
her simply. "Y'always know the tides by her. Quarter flood over the Bar at moonrise. Same at moonset."
Vance Palmer felt deeply such strength and simplicity in man when he moves
to the rhythms of the seasons and nature. His novel The Passage was begun at
Caloundra. It carries the presence of the sea there, as the backdrop for the story
of Lew Callaway, an uncomplicated fisherman who is battling his personal problems and at the same time is rebelling at the gradual change of the settlement
from fishing village to holiday resort. The Palmers left for Melbourne with the
book still incomplete. "Find that with half of me I'm bitterly regretting our
decision to go back to Melbourne ... ," wrote Nettie Palmer in her journal. "It's
necessary because of the children's schooling and other personal matters, but will
we ever again find a place so rich in all that makes for happy living? ... There's
been time to read and think, even to enjoy the company of the casual visitors
who've wandered in. People don't unbutton themselves so easily in town. What
long talks we've had on this old verandah, looking down at Maloney's boat
coming in, or watching the swans flying up the Passage after sunset."
Back in Hawthorn, Melbourne, Palmer worked to finish The Passage. And
when the book was published in 1930, it was good. It won the Bulletin novel
competition. It echoed Caloundra, in descriptions as evocative as the one of the
coming of the mullet in May:
The mullet were coming in. For days a howling gale had been blowing from
the south, with a grey blanket of a sky and heavy masses of darker cloud
sweeping up to break in downpours of cold rain. It was a rain that was fierce
and tumultuous. It blotted out the sandbanks and the low hummocks of
Rathbone Island, while on the main beach it limited the horizon to the foamy
crests of the huge combers that came rolling in so closely behind one another
that there was nothing visible but a mass of dirty white. The tea-tree gullies
poured their floods of stained water out upon the beach, which was flattened
down and strewn with mullet-weed, driftwood, dead fish with their eyes
picked out, and islands of quaking yellowish foam. In that sudden convulsion
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The fishing port of Caloundra today, with the peaks of the Glasshouse Mountains punctuating the distance.

it seemed as if the sea had vomited up most of its refuse. Even with the salty
winds blowing spray far inland, there was a sourish smell in the air, and the
ruffled sea-birds, tossed from one gust to another, had the look of crows.
But now the storm was well over, the sun putting colour into the sea again,
clouds turning white. Lew and the other fishermen, wandering about the
sandy cliffs in oilskins, kept their eyes fixed on a spot in the south-east where
the sea-birds were hovering in wide circles, dropping to the surface now and
again and fluttering up with wet wings. The mullet were moving with the
slowness of an iceberg up the coast. Days before the storm, the scouts had
come ahead, poking into creeks and passages and exploring the spawninggrounds, and now the main army was approaching, packed in close formation, with the birds circling overhead, and the sharks moving on the outskirts
in hordes, glutting themselves on the helpless mass.
For the ten years after 1929 Vance Palmer, with Nettie a fellow spirit beside
him, became more and more consolidated in the minds of Australians as a writer
of breadth and integrity, and a man of letters and a critic such as Australia had
not seen for some time. Christabel Crescent, Hawthorn, was their home in 1929
and 1930-" ... this roomy suburban house", as Nettie described it; "books spread
about and oozing even into long shelves in the front hall." Then back to
Caloundra for a time. Then to Green Island, forty acres of coral sand, plenty of
swimming, the mail coming to their writing camp by launch on Sundays from
Cairns to be tipped out on the silky-oak table beside their tent. Vance Palmer
still savoured new experiences, visited the canefields, went north up the coast on
a lugger with supplies for far-flung camps.
By 1932 the Palmers were back in Victoria, living in the Dandenongs again
at Kalorama-" ... in a cottage perched like an eyrie on the slopes ... morning
sun bouncing from clouds below-whistle of Melbourne train from beneath a
blanket of wool". Visitors were frequent-Leonard Mann, MacMahon Ball, Flora
Eldershaw, Brian Penton. Letters came from others-Frank Dalby Davison, Hugh
McCrae and the number of English writers who were friends of the Palmers.
In 1935, with four further novels of Vance Palmer published, the Palmers went
abroad for eighteen months to London and Paris. They met writers there-Christina Stead, Henry Handel Richardson and Rebecca West. Then it was on to
Barcelona, where Vance Palmer wrote as he looked out on the Mediterranean.
But the sounds of gunfire, the trains and trams at a standstill in the nervous city,
the first signs of the coming bitter civil, drove the Palmers home.
Vance Palmer returned to Melbourne, though, to a period of ten years when
his creative flow seemed exhausted. He made ends meet by giving his radio broadcasts, "Talking About Books" and by reviewing films. "Somehow it seems hard
to work in town," he wrote to his friend Frank Dalby Davison; "although other
people do it. It must be the impulse that is lacking." Later he wrote: "Perhaps
the barren fig-tree will fruit again in happier days." He saw the world plunge into
war, and it spurred him not to novels and short stories, but to the writing of a
series of historical biographies and monographs on writers (including his important book on the Bulletin's editor of the Red Page, A. G. Stephens) as well as
anthologies and analyses of Australian culture-studies of the tradition that Australian troops were already desperately fighting for in Europe and the Pacific.
For fifteen months during the war Palmer worked for the Department of
Labour and Industry, writing propaganda to help galvanize the war effort at
home. He was a far-seeing critic of Australian writing. From 1940 onwards he
gave review broadcasts for the ABC under the title "Current Books Worth
Reading". In 1942 he joined the Advisory Board of the Commonwealth Literary
Fund. Amid this work his novel, Cyclone, was published in 1946. The following
year he became Chairman of the Literary Advisory Board.
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By 1955 Palmer's mood of creative restlessness had returned. In that year he
went abroad to a Peace Conference at Helsinki, and returned to see the publication of Let the Birds Fly, his finest book of short stories. And he was completing the latter two books of the mining trilogy, centred on Mount Isa, which
had begun with Golconda in 1948. In 1957 the novel Seedtime appeared, followed
by The Big Fellow in 1959.
In early 1959, Palmer was reading in proof form parts of the special issue of
Meanjin Quarterly that was to be devoted to his own work and that of Nettie.
He did not live to see it appear. Clem Christesen, the magazine's editor, told the
story on the first page of the issue: "This is not the editorial comment I had
intended to publish by way of tribute to Vance and Nettie Palmer. Vance's death
at about 3-30 pm at his home on Wednesday, July 15, came as a profound shock
to me, as it did to his many friends throughout Australia and overseas. On that
day he had been in a particularly cheerful mood ... quick to respond to questionings about the autobiography he was writing, expansive (for one so reticent
when discussing his own work-in-progress) about his new play, Prisoner's
Country. As he turned from refuelling the slow combustion stove he suddenly
collapsed. Death was instantaneous."
So we are left with the memory of an enigmatic, quiet figure, a man with "a
slow wisdom" as one critic has put it. Frank Dalby Davison knew Palmer well in
his last years; the familiar figure seen in the streets and bookshops of Melbourne,
dressed in sports clothes, blue shirt, bow tie, with his hair turned to distinguished
silver. Davison wrote: "Palmer has plenty of hot coals inside him, but he is
meditative and gives the impression of detachment ... " Vance Palmer was a
humanist, as the writer David Martin has pointed out-a humanist with both
Australian and European roots. His credo had always been that of showing, as
he said, how "the impassive light of art might be brought to bear on the inner life
of quite ordinary people". In his first published article in Steele Rudd's Magazine
he had written the rule for his own life's course in writing: " ... until the Australian writer can attune his ear to catch the various undertones of our national life,
our art must be false and unenduring."
Palmer put his own view of his role definitely and humbly in a letter he wrote
in 1952 rejecting the idea that his name should be put forward for the list of the
Queen's Honours: "It seems to me that the idea of benefit accruing to literature
by some writer getting an official reward is fantastic: literature can only benefit
by writers showing a certain unworldliness about public recognition and putting
their honours into their work ..."
Maggie pulled up suddenly in the final run, clutching at Don's arm.
"Wait! ... Someone's there .... Don't go on yet."
Breathing hard, Don stood staring at the big, dark figure on the slope overlooking the sea.
"It's Peter Riley watching if the mullet are coming in."
"No, it isn't. It's Cafferty. I know his hat."
"Cafferty?"
"Yes, Cafferty the Honey Man."
The man was standing almost on the nest, looking down into the she-oak
by the beach, his body still as a wooden stump, his eyes intent as their own.
He moved slightly to the right; they saw he had a gun at his side. Horror laid
an icy hand on the girl's heart. What was he doing with a gun there?
Suddenly she started to run.
"Come on! I believe he's found the nest. I believe.... "
Her slim legs twnkled like beams of light over the turf, her print frock
blew up over her heated face, and Don found it hard to keep up with her.
She was out of breath when she reached Cafferty and her eyes were points
of fire. He was too occupied to notice her; he was shifting the gun in his
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hands and watching the she-oak tree. She saw a lump in the pocket of his
shirt, a stain of blood.
Words came thickly from her throat.
"What're you doing with that gun?"
"Eh?" he said, hardly looking round.
"You-you've been shooting something .... What's that in your pocket?"
Cafferty let his eyes rest on her stolidly, a slow grin parting his lips.
"Guess."
"It's not. ... It's a bird."
"Right. Right, first shot. Most people'd have thought it was a rabbit. ...
Ever see one of those coloured bee-eaters, little girl? Her mate's somewhere
about. I'll get him, too, before long."
He took the crumpled bird from his pocket and dangled it before her
proudly. Through a blur she saw the ruffled bronze and emerald of its
plumage, the fUm over its eyes, the drop of blood oozing from its beak,
Then she threw herself on the turf.
"Beast! That's what you are ... .A b-beast."
Cafferty looked from her small sobbing figure to that of the boy, a
sheepish bewilderment in his eyes. He was a hulking, slow-witted fellow, who
lived in a humpy on the other side of the creek, surrounded by his hives and
a thick growth of tea-tree.
"What's the trouble?" he asked. "That bird is it?"
Don had no reply. He was confused, half-ashamed of his sister.
"Lord, you don't want to worry about vermin like that," said Cafferty.
"Death on bees, them things are-hanging round the hives and licking 'em
up as they come out. And they're not satisfied with robbing you like that,
the little devils; they'll go through a flying swarm and take out the queen.
It's a fact. Dinkum, ... I'd like to wipe the lot of 'em off the face of the
earth."
He went over to the tiny opening of the tunnel and bruised the soft earth
down over the face of it with his heavy boot. There was a dull passion in
his absorbed eyes, a sense of warring against evil.
(from "The Rainbow Bird")
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MARGARET SCOTT

A Sonnet for No Antony
My love, I have no golden barge,
I help you lace no armour on.
And if my salad days are gone,
My crop of Caesars wasn't large.
You have no armies in your charge.
A triumvir, you never shone
On dazzled kings. Caesarion
Will never your commands discharge.
Our end will take no final glow
From glory of the brilliant past,
Nor love, ennobled by a show
Of Roman courage at the last
Transmute our ruin. Only know
In death, as life, we'll knit as fast.
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The House of a Self-Made Man
Searching the listed years and names one finds
In eighteen sixty-eight a James Burnett
Set as a printer, down in Collins Street.
Then after twenty years the Town Gazette
Shows James, become genteel, quit his press,
His devils and his ink, to build a place
Above the town, with rates of sixty pounds.
And there behind his shrubs and iron lace
He looked across the city to the sea.
And so cut dead a prime of dingy thrift,
As we, who live here now, ignore his ghost,
While relishing the hoarded grace he left.
The house of a self-made man with curving steps,
A lofty porch and massive, stately door,
High rooms with little handles in the walls
To ring the servant in. Yet the upper floor
Had hardly room to hide a servant's bed,
While at the back, the promised halls stopped short
In a little yard and poky crowded shed,
Filled by a copper and fire with cooking bars,
And hotter than any hell that James forgot,
Sitting among the after-dinner stars.
So much one may surmise, and yet, perhaps,
This man of ample dream and bare denial
Is nothing kin to the printer, James Burnett.
No child, no grave, no document or file
Survives, it seems, to give some truth of him.
Perhaps the gold ran out or the builder left
For the golden west. Time and our hands erase
The last misleading clues in endless theft.
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LAUREL DOWNEY

Father's Hand
I held my father's hand
as we stood upon
his grave
Here lies one Louis James
he cackled
was he handsome?
was he strong?
He laughed and laughed
that's me
he cried.
I'm dead
I died last night
Oh daughter
did I let you down
Oh daughter
I have done you wrong
I'm guilty but
I'm dead
I have no shame
so hold my hand
and laugh and shout
and sing and dance
upon your father's grave
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The Necromancer
A tall grey man
with small grey hands
touched my shoulder
I shivered
he said
come hold my hand
come dance
come necromance
with me
He took off my grey clothes
and touched my grey hair
he sang and swayed
he said
come watch my face
come dance upon
your mother's grace
come join my trance
come necromance with me
He reached for me
grey buttons on grey sleeves
and touched my neck
I smiled
he said
cast off those clever chains
that bind you to
your sanity
come break the rules
come hate and holler
come yell and dance
come prance upon your
mother's romance
come necromance
with me
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GRAEME HETHERINGTON

So The Story Goes
I watch, late afternoon, from the safety
Of a motel room, a hill that leans
Intently down. Far off a river winds,
Passing hard against the land around its base.
A shadow settles on, seems to single out
Its face of ragged trees: pieces from the banks
Of corners slip away. Out of nowhere
Comes a man clubbing savagely at cows
Grazing on the slopes. As ancient as the hills
Nietzsche walked with friends in some Italian town.
A corner turned he saw a rearing horse
Being beaten down and suddenly went mad,
Flung his arms around the suffering he saw;
Mad beyond recall, or so the story goes.
My love has reached the hill. It will not fall away.
Together we will round the corner of the night.
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CHRIS WALLACE-CRABBE

Matters of Style: Judith Wright and
Elizabeth Bishop

If Bruce Dawe's poetry has become extremely popular in Australia, largely as a
result of his deployment of styles and tones, his command of different kinds of
popular idiom and the manners of feeling which they reveal, our other most
widely appreciated modern poet, Judith Wright, surely presents a quite dissimilar
picture. After The Moving Image (1946), which we can now see to be typical
of her work in its allusive density of language (showing a complexity of texture
which apparently owes something to the Eliot of "The Waste Land", to early
Auden and to the modern Italian poets), hers has been largely a transparent poetry,
its lines of discourse clear even at its most evocative. Also, she has commonly
written without the modernist shrug of irony and self-depreciation.
Throughout her career Wright has continued to offer readers one of the things
which they most hunger after in twentieth-century poetry: an unmistakable
seriousness of manner in her treatment of serious concerns. Private emotions are
not felt as existing in detachment from public truths: she writes as though alienation-beloved word of our age-were not yet a necessity for the sensitive soul.
And as though poetry were still clearly a grand calling, but without a flamboyant
projection of self.
In this respect a lot of her poetry, combining direct utterance with lyrical
fullness, may seem old-fashioned to some readers; or somehow a product of
Australian cultural isolation. I prefer to say that she is one of those courageous
poets who manage to write without a style. To have a style is to have created a
verbal identity within which one can manoeuvre and ruminate: a recognizable
series of gestures which testify (hopefully) to the presence of a stable ego, within
and behind which the poetry can go about its business-in Eliot's phrase-quite
obliquely if necessary. To lack a style is to run the continual risk of being found
foolish or naive. I am certain that readers have found some of Wright's poems
naive in this way; I have done so myself at times. But in a period of narcissistic
arts and neurasthenic judderings her testimony comes to seem ever larger and
stronger. As does her Elizabethan naturalness with images of bird and flower, stars
and hands and tides.
The illusion of being natural, of a line as "a moment's thought", is peculiarly
hard to achieve in the second half of the twentieth century, and no critic could
explicate the sureness of tone that goes to guarantee the end of "Our Love Is
So Natural", for instance:

Our love is so natural
I cannot but fear.
I would reach out and touch you.
Why are you not here?
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How, we might ask, could the same poet have produced the large Biblical
dialogue of "The Harp and the King", the visual directness of those small pieces
which go to make up Birds and the almost Hermeticist dryness of "Habitat",
without giving us even the consolation of discernible Early, Middle and Late
Wrights? Why did she never build further on the new kind of lyric she invented
for those memorable pieces, "Woman to Man" and "The Unborn"? The answer
must be found in her unusually artless approach to the notion of a career in
poetry; like Hardy, Judith Wright might say, "the poems came". No poised or
hammered self emerges to accompany them; nor does she ever seem to contextualize her oeuvre, though we can trace connections of image and reference to and
fro, particularly with the aid of her very fine family memoir, The Generations
of Men.
We can see these things all the more clearly if we look at Wright's verse alongside that one of her most distinguished contemporaries, Elizabeth Bishop.! Both
are poets who have stood aloof from trends and trend-setting, the cult of poetical
personality and all the whimsical sleights of literary self-promotion. Both have
disdained to scarve veils of myth around themselves. Apart from Wright's recent
involvement in the politics of ecological protection, both give us as poets just
what is there on the page, no more, no less.
But here the resemblance ends. For all their apparent objectivity, their detached
scrutiny of the colours and bizarre shapes of objects perceived in solitude,
Elizabeth Bishop's poems are everywhere charged with style. Her diction prides
itself on its aristocratic precision; her phrases declare the same zigzag array of
inconsequences that she finds in the world around her; her sadness has good
manners; her dying falls are exquisitely prepared for and the casualness of the
poems demonstrably hard-won in recorded journeys past gunnels and cow-flops,
dead volcanoes, a dentist's waiting-room, mica-flakes and "little pockmarked
prostitutes". The language dances gravely and gracefully to mime the profusion
of a keen eye's trophies.
It is tempting to think that Bishop retains a certain distance from the main
poetic concerns of our age in much the same way as her long residence in Brazil
has kept her distant from all the centres of English-speaking culture. Nevertheless
I would place great value on a handful of her perceptive, tragedy-proof poems:
certainly on "At the Fishhouses", "Arrival at Santos" and "The Fish", each of
them as solid and responsive as a well-wrought yawl.
To put the matter another way, the major difference between Wright's and
Bishop's poetry is this: that the Australian has persisted, at least until Alive
(1973), in the older belief that it is possible to utter general truths and doubts in
a fluent, direct language without mask or manner, whereas the American implicitly
claims that there is little more one can do than to etch some of the most evocative
features of the surrounding world with stylish, attentive precision of a kind which
allows every detail its own haecceitas, its intimate particulars of shape, colour,
atmosphere. Bishop's is the sounder and safer process, but Judith Wright has
always had a strong appeal to that large group of people who want to believe
that poetry can still take you by the ear-which is odd in one respect, since her
strengths are not often aural-musical ones. She feeds our continuing hunger for
not immodest eloquence. We find it in poems as different from one another as
"Bora Ring", "The Cycads", "Extinct Birds" and "Naming the Stars", each of
which has the effect of expanding our range of feeling. In the circumstances, it
is not surprising that some of her weaker poems stand a long, long way below
her lucid best.
By comparison Bishop is on the face of it a poet of sensations and questions
rather than of emotion; the emotional pressure is felt obliquely in the urge to
organize, deploy and place the distinct things of her environment:
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Cold dark deep and absolutely clear
the clear grey icy water ... Back, behind us,
the dignified tall firs begin.
Bluish, associating with their shadows,
a million Xmas trees stand
waiting for Xmas. The water seems suspended
above the rounded grey and blue-grey stones.
How vivid it all is! Assured and absolutely correct, but also original, the words
take their unchallengeable places in this pavane of things observed. Style and truth
are sisters under the skin in such an art as this.
It also keeps reminding us-something the Romantics feared-that the eye is
the organ which most separates us from the world: to see beautifully is to stand
away from objects and people, making them as distinct as the toy horse and
ballerina in "Cirque d'Hiver". Elizabeth Bishop's is an art of meticulously cultivated loneliness, and in this respect fairly modern. Sometimes, too, these external
objects which loom so bright in her imagination become something colder and
more inert, emblem rather than image. This is for me the weakness of "The
Unbeliever", in which, revealingly, the sea is dreamed to be "spangled" and
"hard":
But he sleeps on top of his mast
with his eyes closed tight.
The gull enquired into his dream,
which was, "I must not fall.
The spangled sea below wants me to fall.
It is hard as diamonds; it wants to destroy us all."
When she trusts the sea to be itself, it can be much more threatening than this.
Wright's errors, on the other hand, are almost always on the side of generosity,
a generosity which can sometimes be carelessness. Her confidence of declaration is
as great as that of another late Romantic, Wallace Stevens, but where he is a
metaphysician she has a much simpler epistemology to declare, her major fictions
being the harp, the king, the mother, the bird, the poet and the land. The land is
the key to them all, as not only the poems but The Generations of Men shows:
that area of Australia which bears the suggestive name, New England, is her
heritage and tradition, fully attested by property itself and by the whole history
of her pioneering family, shapers of the land and namers of places:
Your trees, the homesick and the swarthy native,
Blow all one way to me this southern weather
That smells of early snow
she wrote long ago, with the fortunate confidence of one who feels both the
cultures in her bones.
I remember that when I first read these lines I found that they reverberated
with necessity, speaking at last in verse something that I had always instinctively
known; known, or else longed for, since what she was able to draw upon and
recreate here was that awareness, so rare in a culture as rawly young as Australia's,
in which she knew herself bonded to the land by necessity: an awareness which
Yeats could never find in himself, having to drive himself by sheer will to create
its literary equivalent in verse and drama.
There can be no doubt that much of Wright's ambition, her ability to make
large claims, even to overreach her verbal constructs, sprang from the way she
was able to draw upon a private tradition which was also public, a family mythkitty. She can boast, as very few can, of being a fifth generation Australian whose
people have lived in rural New South Wales and Queensland for a hundred and
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twenty years; they were locked, as deeply as the bullocky of her poem was, in the
quasi-religious struggle to tame the land, in the Adamic naming of its creatures
and places.
The inheritance which she knows to be hers is everywhere felt in the prose of
The Generations of Men as it pays tribute to her pioneering grandparents, making
clear the enabling qualities for which they stand: an available sense of the past,
above all. Thus, in one passage, Albert Wright reflects on his and the other
settlers' past labours:
These were the houses that remembered the last days of the forest, the chaingangs, the official barge that had travelled up the river with triangles set up in
the bows, ready for summary punishment to any assigned servant whose
master had a complaint to make of him. Their day was over now ... Like
Dalwood, they lived on the profits of rough and lonely lives spent in outpost
bush, among hardships they themselves had long lost sight of.2
Wright's imagination is capable of recreating her grandparents in a situation,
or situations, where Australian settlements already had a past. Having a family
which resolutely built up its own traditions and set its stamp upon places has
greatly helped her to lay claim to a series of regions of the imagination. Paradoxically, her close, familial knowledge of pastoral life in the high slopes of
northern New South Wales, the Hunter Valley vineyards and the hot plains of
central Queensland has helped her to make her poetry more universal in its reach.
As Ezra Pound said of another poet, another continent, she has been "quite
consciously and definitely putting New England rural life into verse"3 and Judith
Wright's sense of family history and sacred places (May Wright's Wongwibinda,
for instance) has become in her poetry at its best a profound knowledge of gain
and loss in history at large, and at worst has stoked the confidence with which
she reaches after large generalities.
Often, too, like Brennan or like Hope in their very different ways, she has felt
free to sound the bardic, "We were the last romantics" note, a note which has
long been inaccessible and/or mistrusted in English and American poetry. As a
corollary of this, she has taken an explicitly anti-modernist stance in some of her
expository prose, mistrusting excessive cerebration and the steely glance of Urizen.
Thus, she writes warningly that
... there is a new emphasis on intellect in Australian poetry, that poems are
being written rather out of intellectual experience than out of physical experience, that poets are more apt to have a background of academic or city life
than before, even that poems are being written about writing poetry. This
is, again, a new thing in Australia, which has not yet produced an urban
literature, and it certainly makes for a new kind of self-consciousness and
consciousness of literarines sas a thing rather apart from ordinary life. 4
To be free from such self-consciousness, on Wright's evidence, is to be rooted
in the land, or at least to have a sustained relationship with it. No wonder, then,
that one of the strongest underlying metaphors of her poetry is that which sees
the land as her own body, containing the streams and hills, the rooted hand, "the
blood's wild tree" and "the dark bent foetus" glimpsed in primordial fern-forest.
In short, as a poet she lays claim to the land, where Elizabeth Bishop, immeasurably more urban and modern-minded in this, must go to the land as an inspired
amateur, a tourist, a meticulous draftsman attentive to every hue and detail of
what lies before her, fascinating and irreconcilably other. One cannot imagine her
biting off more than she can chew, whereas for Wright the question does not even
seem to arise, since she feels her relations with the outside world to be entirely
natural.
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In "Habitat", however, the sequence of nine poems which begins Alive, we fmd
a new, dry, tentative and, yes, stylish poetry of thinginess coming to the surface.
Upon reflection, the occasion of these poems need not surprise us, for they deal
with farewelling a long-familiar house, long assumed to be intrinsic to the poet's
self, but the whole relationship-hopefully dubbed "symbiosis" at one point-now
called into question: "time now to pause/and look at each other." These reflections
on a house, its rooms and furnishings bear the unmistakable slight smack of
Auden's About the House, but they are far more close-hauled, lacking his love of
play and his Horatian discursiveness; again, the short, almost toneless sentences,
branded Factual, have something in common with middle Lowell. But the poetry
here is perfectly consistent, full of wry sapless stuff, proof against nostalgia or
inflation:
The charity lotteries for Dream Houses
will always succeed.
They build on a deep base.
Women are always dreaming
about houses.
My own are always large,
faintly decaying,
with some rooms empty.
Their shadowy corridors
hide more than spiders.
Their front rooms are handsome,
but the action goes on at the back.
The style, very modestly a style as it is of "Habitat" and its quizzical
companion-piece in the same volume, "Some Words", does not seem to have
marked a new direction in Wright's poetry; indeed I am not sure that her poetry
has such a thing as directions: it comes and goes as the spirit listeth, showing in
this all the strengths and weaknesses of a peculiarly natural relation to one's art.
To be sure, we tend to regard unevenness and inconsistency as faults in an artist's
body of work, but we should be willing to ask ourselves exactly why we do so.
lt may be, at worst, only because we want to be able to pigeonhole things neatly
and tidily, to know exactly where we stand. And Judith Wright has seldom
allowed us that comfort for long.
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JOHN BLIGHT

The Trial of the Biscuit Barrel
At my lessons I learnt, young, that
biscuits are twice cooked, but eaten
once. Nibbled (Alack!) by ladies
at afternoon-teas, or morningteas-gourmandised ...
not to be snatched
by young boys! Why biscuit barrel
lids, shaped like brass cymbals, clashed and
clanged at a child's stealthy approach;
denying children biscuits to
wire into their anatomies.
I write, witness of diet-starved
years, about a cut glass biscuit
barrel that had a brass lid which
my mother kept polished and I
tarnished, if I touched . . . and the sky
rang Chu Chin Chow and I leapt out
while the cat crept in unconcerned
about barrels, biscuits-but for
mice which might seek out biscuit crumbs.
I felt like a mouse when the lid
rang, 'Bell the Cat!' and I scattered
without biscuits ... denied barrels
stuffed full of iced Vo Vo's pink
and raspberry-red banded
and sprinkled with coconut which I smelt
through the glass, even with lids shut,
always shut when I sought biscuits
-wherefore my testimony.
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JEAN KENT
Moon Rising
Because it was almost evening
dark showers of leaves
were falling through the crooked parasol
of the wintry tree.
And the river behind
had unravelled its silver knots
the darkness had hoovered off the ducks
the evil-necked swans
the lost
rowers
But the sudden flood of evening
did not tip your full moon face
you rose
as the night swept in
swaying, ricepapery lanternlight
rippltng into a stream
of slippery silk
and when your turned to the leopard-leafed tree
my hands stretched batwings and itched
to hold you to the ground
as if you could float up and be caught
there
Then going back into the final wash of evening,
car hoods huge by the water
as you floated back
on legs again,
on one black bonnet a luminous whorl
a dizzied sky so suddenly unfolded
as the portable television rose huge
and blue.
No doubt behind the windscreen glass
they watched transfixed
too
not seeing you
shining through yourself
as you walked
past
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JENNIFER LANGLEY-KEMP

For Elizabeth
I was going to tell you about the flowers
that grow just below the 26th parallel
but I can't remember them all now.
Only mad myrtle that rioted over every fence
and outhouse of that bare, red-baked town
where you were born.
Mad myrtle-tiny purple blossoms that mocked
the summer dryness, the jasper rocks
and the willy-willies marching, always marching
along the gravel ridges.
I remember the bamboos along the french drain
but those flowers which came after the rains
I don't see very clearly, for sight has blurred
and that Spring, that SeptemberI can't remember-but I know flowers were there,
because I remarked on them at the timethat I do remember.
Maybe, when I'm nodding over older memories
suddenly I will see them all. Then I'll call to you
and you will listen,
politely listen as I tell you-politely listen
as I tell you about them once again.
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JUDITH DESAI

Remembrance
You were not pretty: this was grief perhaps,
And rightly so-we would all aspire
To colour and glow and memorable form.
You were not married: this was greater grief
To you: finding it strange indeed
To see us, favoured and crowned, daily warring,
To find how many married without beauty or grace,
From aimlessness.
But those who cannot push or grab fall back,
Who cannot say: 0 here I am and look at me
And hesitate to leave a mark on anything.
You did not keep cats, embroider
Or make things for fetes. You were not always busy,
Punctual though-fearing the other's easy wrath.
We were surprised when you died, you were not the kind,
it seemed, Old Maids die old.
At your funeral a colleague spoke
On your unvarying kindness-loved by allThis wasn't so-indeed you were not loved
Or thought of very much,
Being the fiat still stone
Our shallow tides ran swiftly over.
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LA WRENCE BUTTROSE

eric's / shirt
god another rejection slip
that makes 529 for this week alone
i guess my lines must be too long or something
not prosy or poesy enough maybe
lines should / be cut
in / two
this year / arranged in
bits / bit like '72 all over again
or so my up-to-date collection
of the last words in australian poetry mags
seems to say / and i bet japanese comes back
this year yes 1 can just feel it
o kriste where's my basho thought i'd
retired that slanteyed gook for good
no gotta get this language incisive / pregnant
with the balance / pol/phil/nihil / art
some good solid comment genre stuff /
romanticism? (old/new??) / give mysticism
another run ??? / no gotta be incisive
after all now i'm 24
no kiddy excuses no more
if i don't get it straight
my letter from ken
the dedication from john-peter
& signed original concretes from pi
sleeping in edwards' bed in london
and my talking to rae std whilst wearing
eric's / shirt
will be as close as i get to ....... .
just a fourth division quentin bell,
anais nin on a shoestring budget
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CORNELIS VLEESKENS

By-Pass

skirting a small country town.
you remark
that the little white hospital
backing onto the new road
is where you were born.
where your mother was born.
across the road,
your grandmother's old house
sheds coats of paint onto the lawn.
new owners giving it a facelift
and manicure.

2
i have no clan territory
to which to relate.
sure, my family have been respectable
these last three generations,
the gypsy blood only shows occasionally.
istrain
for a fishing village on the North Sea,
but in my eighteen year absence
it has changed. recent photographs
.
show a prosperous resort.
3
no, that is not mine.
too long gone. a faded postcard.
i imagine your white hospital
in sepia tones. it is more real.
there are no seas and continents
to its distance. only time.
new roads and houses breeding
on the hillsides
do not do as much damage.
i imagine myself on first-name terms
with all your family ghosts.
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PETER McFARLANE

The Room
Don't go in
they said
but the wall
at the head of the stairs
stopped any chance
of that
The window's no good
sealed
have to lift the manhole
climb high into the darkness
but don't go in
they said
up there
electric wires writhe
like mythical man-eating plants
cobras
they'll strike you
and you'll die
One day
I thought
I'll go in
risk tongues of fire
teeth
but fear held me
I missed the demolition

skulls
human bones and bits of skin
dust
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W. BUNBURY

Newspapers and Literature in Western
Australia, 1829-1859
THE GROWTH OF THE PRESS
Despite the economic and other problems faced by Western Australia in its
first decade, it did not lack a lively press. Manuscript newspapers were published
as early as 1830, the year after the colony's founding. (Beverley Smith (1961)
draws attention to the fact that in New South Wales the first paper was not
published until fifteen years after the colony had been established (p. 6).) Several
newspapers followed the pUblication of the Fremantle Journal and General
Advertiser in 1830. They are listed as follows:The Western Australian Gazette, 1830
The Western Australian Chronicle and Perth Gazette, 1831
The Western Australian, 1831
The Western Australian Colonial News, 1833
The Inquisitor, 1833.
These pUblications were all in manuscript form and few copies have survived.
To a large extent they contain only daily items of colonial news and records of
transactions. Their format, often only a single or double page single sheet, precluded much else. They contain no original writing, except for one aptly named
poem 'A Fragment', published in The Western Australian Chronicle and Perth
Gazette on April 9th 1831.
The Perth Gazette (1829-1864), the forerunner of the West Australian Times
and The West Australian, the Swan River Guardian (1836-1838) and The Inquirer
(1840-1901) were the three survivors of the early period since none of the early
manuscript newspapers appear to have lasted more than a year. The editor of The
Inquisitor, William Nairne Clark, became the editor of the Swan River Guardian
for the duration of its brief but lively existence. Clark was a young, radical lawyer
from Scotland with definite views about how the colony should and should not be
administered. He took singular pleasure in taunting his rival, Charles Macfaull,
editor of the Perth Gazette, a paper which Clark scorned as:'being of sombre taste and singular dullness'
and

'the tool of a party (i.e. the Colonial government) who considered it better
to say nothing than tell the truth.'
(Swan River Guardian, Oct. 29th, 1836)

Clark renewed his attack on the Gazette in the following issue with sarcastic
criticism of
the number of Mr. Macfaull's columns that are called 'Extracts'. He is decidedly improving in this respect, and we intend forwarding to him Pope's
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'Dunciad' which is suited to his particular fancy. He will finJ many rich
extracts in that famed work which no doubt will amuse his readers. Now if
Mr. Macfaull inserts this article as an 'Extract' in his next publication we
venture to say he will sell fifty additional copies of his newspaper.
(Swan River Guardian, Nov. 3rd, 1837)
If the Guardian had not failed for financial reasons it might well have been
suppressed for legal ones. The last three issues of the paper in February 1838
urged Governor Stirling to separate himself from "a clique of men who have
given him bad advice and done the colony a disservice". The Guardian urged its
views with a liveliness of description and inflammatory utterance that, given
today's legal constraints, would be considered libellous. Beverley Smith in her
comprehensive account of early colonial literature sees Clark as the champion of
"the bold peasantry ... who will one day be the esquires of Swan River" (p. 9).
It is certainly true that Clark envisaged a much more egalitarian and democratically run society than the Swan River colony appeared to be.
Clark's notoriety extended beyond the power of his pen. In 1831 he had fought
a duel with a Major George 10hnson, an associate on the staff of The Inquisitor.
10hnson alleged that Clark had insulted Governor Stirling. In the event, Clark
killed 10hnson and Clark was tried for murder in October 1832. The charge was
reduced to manslaughter and Clark was soon at liberty.
After the failure of the Swan River Guardian Clark spent a few more years in
Western Australia, contributing articles to The Inquirer, including a spirited
defence of the aboriginal people. He later left for Tasmania where he died in 1854.
The Perth Gazette's alleged 'singular dullness' did not cause its immediate
decline. The paper survived to rejoice in the sudden demise of its prickly competition:
Thy death was sudden, tho not unexpected
Yet thou hadst scarcely emerged from infant's rage.
Thy latter days unpitied and neglected.
We now read Finis on thy final page.
'On the decease of a late newspaper'
(Perth Gazette, Sept. 9th, 1837)

These particular rejoicings were somewhat premature since the Guardian struggled
on for a few more issues, but its final demise in February 1838 left the Perth
Gazette without a rival until the appearance of The Inquirer in 1840.
EDITORIALS
It is not always easy to deduce a consistent editorial policy towards any
particular topic or interest. In the case of literature it is difficult to be precise
since reference to writings and expression of all kinds are often spasmodic and
desultory in any newspaper. The very term 'literature' can, and clearly in this
period, did mean something quite different from its present meaning. The heading
'Literature' in papers of this time often included a great variety of material
ranging from short sketches and humorous definitions to factual and technical
articles. Whereas we tend to think of literature as being original writing, often
fictional in character, in the nineteenth century the term seemed to connote miscellaneous information.
As far as the Perth Gazette was concerned, Clark's accusation of 'singular
dullness' was not without foundation. But given the limited amount of material
available in the 1830's in Western Australia, Macfaull probably had little alterna·
tive if the Perth Gazette was to provide more than just colonial news. The detested
'Extracts' in 1836 included articles on a great variety of topics including an essay
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on 'The Origin of the Kaffirs in South Africa', an account of a balloon flight, news
of the London theatre, hints on horticulture and articles on music. It may well
have been their desultory presentation that so irritated Clark. The Swan River
Guardian was so clearly the product of its editor that the Gazette could not fail
to appear by comparison to be the work of several. Again, Clark was concerned
only with West Australian events whereas Macfaull appeared anxious to provide
reading matter of a more catholic kind. Malcolm Uren in his history of Western
Australia, Land Looking Westward, describes Macfaull as essentially a compositor
(p. 152). Certainly his intention in coming to the Swan River was not to pursue a
career in journalism. He purchased land near Fremantle with a view to farming
and then in collaboration with W. K. Shenton published The Fremantle Observer,
Perth Gazette and Western Australian Journal in 1831. He was seriously embarrassed financially by the costs of a legal action by William Nairne Clark in
1835 and remained handicapped by debt for the rest of his life. But he continued
to edit the Gazette until his death in 1846 and also filled two other roles, that of
Government Printer and Principal Postmaster, in the 1840's.
Under Macfaull the Perth Gazette was not insensitive to the development of a
climate in which the arts could flourish but its concern was muted, overshadowed
by other matters. Between 1833 and 1859, when the Gazette appeared weekly, there
are only four editorials which appear to be remotely connected with the arts or
education. These confine themselves to statements urging the development of
education
which will promote the opportunity of furthering advancement in life
(Perth Gazette, 14th June, 1833)
Later editorials express appreciation of the development of library facilities
and reading rooms at the Swan River Mechanics Institute. There is no specific
comment on the content of the library or expression of preferences in literature.
As far as an attitude can be deduced within the Gazette it is perhaps most
apparent in its sense of discrimination in the pUblication of literary material. The
Inquirer, as late as 1850, felt obliged to comment as the Swan River Guardian
had done fourteen years earlier on the Gazette's selection of 'extracts'. At this
time the Perth Gazette was still publishing, under the appropriate heading of
'Miscellaneous', various items of general interest such as travel articles, news of
interesting inventions, essays on viticulture, ventilation and repUblicanism, and
perhaps most appropriately for itself, an article offering advice on how to bear
with ill-natured criticism. It seems only fair to add that The Inquirer was publishing very similar material in 1850 and that the Perth Gazette was also publishing
extracts from original (literary) work such as Martin Chuzzlewit in the same year.
Most editorials in the period 1830-1850 were largely concerned with matters
very pertinent to the colonists' survival: land settlement, exploration, reflections
upon the colony by critics from elsewhere and the aboriginal question. Both The
Inquirer and the Perth Gazette showed considerable interest in the situations
created by the European settlement and its repercussions for the aborigine. The
Gazette, as early as March 30th, 1833, published a sympathetic and lucid account
of aboriginal culture by Robert Menli Lyon entitled 'A glance at the manners and
language of the Aborginal inhabitants of Western Australia'. Lyon points out
that although white men have invaded their land,
the aborigines helped us when we were in their power if lost in the bush,
sharing their food with us and showed us our way again.
Lyon appended a lengthy list of aboriginal words to his article and continued
this glossary in succeeding editions. The Perth Gazette, in its editorial for April
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20th, 1833, did not express total agreement with Lyon's views but emphasised that
they had been published
to open our columns for discussion which we hope will tend to remove
individual prejudice and establish one general sentiment throughout the
colony.

The Inquirer, as has already been mentioned, also published a series of articles
by William Nairne Clark in February 1842 defending the aborigines against accusations of inferiority.
The clash of the two cultures elicited a more vivid response from the press
than almost any other topic. Inevitably such confrontations provided material
of a dramatic kind and the quality of the writing appeared to improve accordingly. One of the most vivid accounts of an early encounter was reported in the
Perth Gazette on June 1st, 1833, by a correspondent:
Yagan stepped forward and leaning with his left hand on my shoulder while
he gesticulated with his right, delivered a sort of recitation, looking earnestly
in my face-I regret I could not understand it. I thought from the tone and
manner that the import was this.
'You have come to our country-you have driven us from our haunts and
disturbed us in our occupations. As we walk in our own country we are fired
upon by the white man. Why should the white man treat us so?'
This song reminded me of a chorus in a Greek tragedy and was commented
upon and explained by the other natives who seemed all to act as subordinate
characters to Yagan.
If there is a heightened sense of conflict in the encounters with aborigines, there
is also a sense of Arcadia, of an untroubled pastoral idyll, in some of the early
journalism, illustrated in this extract from an article comparing life in Canada
with life in Western Australia.

How blessed may we esteem ourselves in this climate with perpetual verdure
around us-nature affording us a most abundant return for our industry in
a continued succession of crops throughout the year.
From dawn to dusk the industrious pursue their various pursuits with
ample time for the improvement of their own buildings and grounds.
(Perth Gazette, 17th Aug., 1833)
It is perhaps somewhat obvious that Arcadia reveals itself only to the industrious,
even in such a pleasant and relaxing setting.
In comparison with the Perth Gazette, The Inquirer appears to reveal more
overt interest in literature, not only in the number of editorial comments but also
in the number of reviews, articles and original poems published during the first
thirty years of the colony's existence. In the 1860's and 1870's the Perth Gazette
came to adopt a much more active role in this field but The Inquirer was, without
doubt, the pace-setter in the 1840's and 1850's.
In its first edition, that of August 5th, 1840, The Inquirer stated unequivocally
that it aimed to be a journal of politics and literature, and asserted a qualified
confidence in itself as a source of enlightenment:

Our friends must remember that in England all that is most intellectual is
pressed into the service-the poet, the historian, the philosopher make
common cause and from such a combination the wonder is not that so much
good has been effected but that any evil at all should have resulted from its
development.
With ourselves it is different. We must become our own poet, historian
and philosopher. The information, which in England is derived from so many
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sources must here emanate from one. Our power of doing good can only be
commensurate with our means and should this equalization be effected we
shall have done all that can reasonably be expected of us.
Belief in 'the power of doing good' is a constantly recurring theme in the editorials
of The Inquirer over the next twenty years. On 14th July, 1841, the editor encourages the foundation of a literary society and on 28th October, 1843, the paper
urges the development of other elements in West Australian life besides the purely
commercial and stresses the importance of education, especially with emphasis on
moral training. Again on October 15th, 1851, in an article on the Swan River
Mechanics Institute, the paper recommends the role of Education, Music and the
Arts in providing valuable recreation. The editor emphasises the value of a
judicious choice of authors as
being able to do more for the lower classes than any other instrument ...
completely made to adopt the sentiments of the author whom he is in the
daily habit of conversing with.
Perhaps the most comprehensve and interesting statement of The Inquirer's view
of the relationships between literature and moral conduct can be found in the
editorial for June 16, 1858, again on the subject of the Mechanics Institute library:
Judging from the statistics furnished by the purveyors of books we may
anticipate that such a library will embrace works of fiction of the class termed
novels. It is of this description of literature that we propose to offer a few
remarks.
A great revolution has occurred in public opinion with respect to this class
of pUblication and the age which has witnessed the decline of English poetry
has beheld the exaltation of English romance. While Tennyson, Longfellow
and a host of kindred versemakers have accumulated the sweepings of
Parnassus and submitted to the microscopic gaze of their admirers the few
diamonds which their dust-heap contains, Stowe, Wetherall, Bulwer, Dickens
and Thackeray and others of equal honesty but inferior ability have appeared
as staunch allies to the political economist, the philanthropist, the moralist
and the divine. We may read with satisfaction, the works of Tennyson and
Longfellow, especially the latter, but if we turn to the poets of old, or even
to those of the last generation the contrast will be so marked, the inferiority
of our modern poetasters will be so evident that it would require an effort
to return to them again. If, on the other hand, we abandon the leaders of
fiction of our times and examine the predecessors of the past century, how
different the result. Let us emerge as we can from the filth of Fielding and
Smollett and we find to reward us much coarse humour and vivid description
of society as it then was .... Turn we from the days when Tom Jones was
a hero and the model of a finished gentleman and passing over the intermediate period, let us come to our own age and cursorily examine the production of some of the writers we have named. All these writers had some
public object in view. Mrs. Stowe, in her beautiful fiction, held up to the
world's indignation the horrors of slavery. Dickens, in Nicholas Nickleby,
exposed the iniquities perpetrated in cheap boarding school ... in Oliver
Twist the workhouse system and the schools of juvenile criminality are laid
bare.
Dickens and Thackeray are both assailants of the decorous vices of respectable society. They, and more particularly the latter, fasten upon those
latent vices which the world does not see or winks at and expose them to
public scorn.
The novels of the present day are different from those of the past. They
are now the medium of instruction and not mere amusement and they are
daily becoming the vehicles in which information of any description is administered.
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In them there is no mistake about the relative positions of virtue and vice
and if some novels are silly there are few of them that are vicious. If they
are well selected they may form a valuable addition to any library such as
that of the Mechanics Institute.
The use of the verb 'administered' in the penultimate paragraph conveys nicely
the medicinal flavour of the editorial. The Inquirer had no hesitation in using the
moral authority of respected writers to reinforce its own convictions. On 19th
April, 1850, the paper published a letter to The Times' by Charles Dickens in
which the novelist expressed his abhorrence of public executions and the effect
they had upon the behaviour of the spectators. The letter was published without
editorial comment. During the same month The Inquirer followed in considerable
detail the trial of an abori8inal for murder. On April 24th the paper published
an editorial critical of the death sentence passed upon him, a sentence which The
Inquirer condemned as 'despotic' since the aborigines did not, in The Inquirer's
view, understand white man's law. The juxtaposition of Dickens' letter and the
editorial appear to have been designed to achieve the same effect, revulsion from
official brutality.
REVIEWS AND ARTICLES
To some extent reviews represent an extension of an editorial viewpoint and
certainly give some idea of the interests and expectations of contemporary readers.
As with editorials concerned with literature, The Inquirer predominates in the
number of reviews. The Perth Gazette published very little in the way of critical
comment during this early period and in the main such reviews were little more
than announcements of the pUblication of the work in question. The Inquirer, on
the other hand, under an occasional heading entitled 'Review' discussed a great
variety of pUblications including books on travel, exploration, novels, English
theatre and new volumes of poetry. Some of these reviews were very extensive,
amounting in the case of some of the poetry reviews, to almost a precis with
extensive quotations.
Reviews of works of fiction accounted for approximately a quarter of the
books reviewed. By modern standards of review these might appear slender,
despite their lengfli, in terms of critical assessment. In discussing a new volume
of poetry by Henry Sewell Stokes in November 1855, the reviewer confines himself to observing that:Mr. Stokes has undertaken a task above his powers but his little volume has
its merits and we have reviewed many worse rhymes on the war than these.
(The Inquirer, Nov. 7., 1855)
It should be added that this review, along with nearly all the literary reviews
published by The Inquirer, was taken from another source. The Examiner, Atlas,
Australasian, The Times and Athenaeum were all sources of critical material.
The most revealing local review was possibly the one published in the supple·
ment to The Inquirer, October 1st, 1851. This concerned the first edition of the
short-lived West Australian Magazine and provides interesting comment on The
Inquirer's perception of its own role in relation to the encouragement of writers.
The West Australian Magazine, under the editorship of Arthur Shenton, was
established with the aim of circulating, in the colony,

a Periodical which, at the same time as it amuses and instructs those who
have not time to pen literary productions will also bring into light much
bright and polished talent amongst us, that is only latent talent from not
having any opening through which it may shine forth.
('Prospectus' of the Magazine published in The Inquirer, May 7, 1851)
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In reviewing the long-delayed pUblication in October, the reviewer comments that
The introductory address, after alluding to the fact that: -'but a few years
elapsed since the place from whence the Editors write their articles was a
portion of an uncultivated wilderness' proceeds to state:-'And now the
public efforts of some of Britain's family circle are manifesting themselves in
a desire and endeavour to turn the minds of this infant population into that
delightful and entertaining channel from which the thirst for learning and
general information unfailingly springs forth and which proclaims the march
of cultivation and improvement more certainly and widely than the imparters
can dare to hope for, and with more benefit than the recipient can be aware
of .. .'
We presume the meaning of all this to be that hitherto the inhabitants of
the uncultivated wilderness have been as uncultivated as the ground upon
which they reside; the importations of literature from the Mother Country
have been of no avail; the Colonial Press has been idle and inefficient from
the earliest days to the present time but this state of affairs is to be altogether
changed owing to the feeble efforts of some of Britain's Family Circle (to
wit the conductors and contributors to the West Australian Magazine) and
henceforth we should no longer be savages, but civilised beings. The inhabitants of Western Australia may well be thankful that the 'latent talent' has
become developed if results so decided are to ensue.
(The Inquirer, Oct. 1st, 1851)
The reviewer also takes exception to the direction given in the introductory
address that the great writers are to be praised but are not to serve as models
for would-be writers.
The young are not to emulate the works of our standard poets, historians
and essayists because these men were to be regarded as 'distant and shining
lights' but they (the young) are to follow the steps of the writers in the West
Australian Magazine because they are not 'shining lights' but can be approached.
Not surprisingly, The Inquirer finds such direction condescending. More surprisingly, however, after the vehemence of its earlier criticism the article commends
the pUblication and hopes that the public will purchase it. The Perth Gazette also
commends the magazine and expresses the view that such a magazine will provide
alternative food for thought for the colonists and divert them from the sole
pursuit of wealth.
The West Australian Magazine died in infancy. Another edition was scheduled
to appear in January 1852 but no copies survive to prove that it made a second
appearance. Although neither reviewer commented upon its defects the first edition
contains little of literary merit. There are several poems, very derivative in style
and content. The remainder of the magazine consists of essays and articles about
life and progress in Western Australia, written largely from a material standpoint.
It is clear from its comments upon the West Australian Magazine that The
Inquirer took its role as 'a journal of politics and literature' fairly seriously, even
jealously. From its outset the paper appeared to campaign for the moral improvement of Western Australia, as we have seen. It was also jealous of the colony's
reputation. The editor, during The Inquirer's first five years, Edmund Lochee, was
like W. N. Clark, a lawyer, and like Clark he did not practise his profession in
Western Australia. He began by farming in the York area and a few years later
became editor of The Inquirer. Lochee was interested in the arts and in education.
He helped found Perth's Choral Society and was himself a keen musician.
Clearly he saw one of his major tasks as editor of the paper to be the defence
of the colony's reputation. The Swan River Colony was the subject of much rnisWESTERLY, No.1, MARCH, 1978
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representation and scathing comment, especially in the eastern colonies where
many discontented migrants had gone after leaving the Swan River. One of the
early reviews, published in 1841, is defensive in character, probably for just these
reasons. The book in question was Nathaniel Ogle's The Colony of Western
Australia, published in London by Fraser, in 1839. Fortunately for Mr. Ogle he
had done the right thing and praised the place:
It is very pleasing to us that we are enabled to speak in high terms of praise

of Mr. Ogle's book for there are very few who take the trouble to write or
even think about Western Australia that we should indeed have been sorry
if the subject had been treated in a way calling for disapprovation.
(Inquirer, Feb. 3rd, 1841)
Less approval was given to Thomas Bartlett's book 'New Holland: its Colonization, Production and Resources', which The Inquirer reviewed on September
18th 1844:
Our own decided opinion of the work is that it is both a feeble and mischievous production ....
With regard to the colony Mr. Bartlett was never more than ten miles
from Perth and even that only once so that the memory of it is preserved
even to this day.
Apart from reviews, newspaper articles about writers and writing provide another
index of literary interest. There are very few of these in the period 1829-1859 and
most are syndicated from English newspapers. In its edition of July 11th 1855
The Inquirer published an interesting article on the degenerative effect of serial
literature. The article originated in the Edinburgh Review. The author suggested
that serialization had marred Dickens' plots, spoiled his characters and aggravated
his tendency towards caricature. The Inquirer obviously felt it was not injuring
its own interests in publishing these comments since, unlike the Perth Gazette, it
did not publish any of Dickens' work in serial form. The insertion of the article
may even have been an oblique criticism of the Gazette's practice. (Relations
between the two newspapers were never cordial and at times were openly hostile.)
The Inquirer does not appear to have made it policy to quote from or include
extracts from authors of established merit. In breaking this custom to include a
poem of Thomas Hood's, 'The Death Bed', the paper explained
Although not fond of poetry in newspapers the following lines we lately met
are so exquisitely beautiful and classical that we make no apology for giving
them to our readers.
(The Inquirer, 29th July, 1846)
This policy of not publishing much fiction may well have been influenced by the
fact that The Inquirer was also a bookseller from 1857 onwards and thus well able
to supply such material in another form.
A consistent effort to introduce more literary material into the paper came in
1851 when The Inquirer published a Saturday Supplement. The aims were stated
as follows:To the literary productions of the mother country and the sister colonies do
the projectors look for the material wherewith to make this sheet acceptable
to all classes.
(The Inquirer, March 9th, 1850)
The contents of the first issue consisted of a humorous essay from Blackwoods
Magazine, a travel article on the Sandwich Isles and anecdotes of Court life. As
the 'Supplement' continued, however, it included less and less material of quality
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and no original writing. The latter continued within the body of the paper, almost
solely in the form of verse. By 1852 the 'Supplement' had become mainly a vehicle
for detailed local news. In 1853 there was a slight revival of interest in literature.
An unusually morbid story, even for Edgar Allan Poe, was published in the
October 26th edition. But by 1854 any kind of literary inclusion had disappeared
entirely and although the entire newspaper was greatly enlarged after 1855 when
a new press arrived from England, the additional space was absorbed by advertisements as the paper had hoped. The Supplement, as such, ceased to exist after
the merger of The Inquirer and Commercial News in July 1855. At this juncture
The Inquirer's traditional sub-title 'A Journal of Politics and Literature' also disappeared from the front page.
BOOKS AVAILABLE 1829-1859
As has already been mentioned The Inquirer was an agent for the purchase
of books after 1857. From its advertisements and from those of the Perth Gazette,
as well as from the reviews already discussed, we can form some idea of the range
and quantities of books available to the colonists of this period.
Prior to 1850, with the possible exception of Mr. E. Marples, whose store
advertised books in 1847, no regular bookseller existed in Perth. Four book sales
were advertised in the Perth Gazette between 1833 and 1839, but apart from
listing Byron's Don Juan, no authors are mentioned. Mr. Marples' list for 1847
includes Spenser's Faerie Queene, Gulliver's Travels, Don Quixote, the poetical
works of Milton, Shelley and Thompson, Shakespeare's complete works and
Marryat's novel Poor Jack.
From 1847 onwards the supply and range of books appears to grow steadily.
In 1854 all these authors were still available and in addition novels by Dickens,
Bulwer Lytton, Thackeray, Charlotte Bronte, Harriet Beecher Stowe and Miss
Edgeworth. By 1857 a much more representative collection of both past and
contemporary writers was available. These included the works of Pope, Burns,
Longfellow, Goldsmith, Smollet, Fielding, Sterne, Fenimore Cooper, Dumas,
Hawthorne, Racine, Disraeli and Macaulay.
Elizabeth Webby's study of 'English Literature in Early Australia' (1976)
reveals that nearly all the authors listed above were available in the eastern
colonies during the 1830's. Western Australia was badly handicapped during this
period by infrequent shipping. But by 1859 over a hundred ships called at West
Australian ports annually and supplies of all kinds had improved considerably.
There were still, however, some gaps as far as literature was concerned. An interesting omission from booksellers' lists was the work of Jane Austen, whose
complete novels were available in Sydney from 1838 onwards.
Despite the shipping problem of the 1830's and early 40's there is evidence that
the colonists were not entirely deprived of books during this period. Many had
brought extensive libraries with them, like George Shenton who generously lent
out his books and had to advertise in the Perth Gazette for their recall. Other
settlers, especially those in the outlying districts, were perhaps not fortunate
enough to have books to lose. A letter from 'A Country Settler', published in
The Inquirer of 24th September, 1845, bemoans the 'very small quantity of
literature at the disposal of the young people in this colony'. But as the shipping
movements of the 1850's increased, supply became less of a problem. References
appear in the newspapers of the late 1840's, notably in the form of notices of
lectures on contemporary writers, to indicate that the audience had acquired some
familiarity with their work. The Perth Gazette published poems by Tennyson,
Longfellow and Hood throughout this period, again indicating that their work
was known and read.
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An amusing poem by 'les Trois Amis', obviously members of the audience at
one of the Swan River Mechanics Institute lectures, provides a wry comment on
both the vagaries of literary fashion and the preferences of the Colonial Chaplain,
the Reverend 1. Pownall, one of the frequent lecturers at the Institute. The poem
was entitled 'Late Lines upon a Late Lecture'.
Byron and Moore, alas and Scott
Are cancelled from the page.
Pownall has registered the blot.
Longfellow now the rage.
But England owns her Poet Peer
In Scotia's hills among.
Her Border Bard is ever dear
Her gifted child of song.
Or while Her melodies she'll sweep
Yon wild Atlantic shore.
Can Erin e'er forget to weep
Her own Anacrean Moore.
No! Throned above the tuneful race
The idolized of all.
The three shall sit in pride of place
Until Parnassus fall.
O'er living genius, Pownall's care
The meed of praise be shed,
But let the Institute forbear
To strip the mighty dead.
('Original Poetry', Commercial News* April 26,1855)
PUBLICATION OF VERSE
Original verse and poems from other sources formed a large proportion of
literature during this period. Nearly eighty poems were published in the three
major newspapers of the time and in the same period approximately fifty poems
from other newspapers or from well-known poets were also included. In some
cases it is difficult to determine whether a poem was an original offering from a
local writer. Some of this latter material is obviously Australian in context but
not necessarily West Australian. The original poems treat a wide range of subjects,
major themes being those of exile (especially in the 1830's), transience and death,
religious certainty, patriotism, imperialism, and reflections upon landscape. In a
lighter vein some of this verse pokes fun at the more pompous side of colonial
life and also its failings. The Legislative Council is often the butt for satirical
doggerel; resentment about the coming of convicts, the idiosyncrasies of governors
and shortages of materials are all subjects for a poetic whinge.
The non-original verse published in both the Perth Gazette and The Inquirer
also contains a substantial proportion of comic or satirical verse, mainly drawn
from Hood's Comic Annual, Punch and Blackwood's Magazine. Other subjects
treated include some themes similar to the original poems, religion, mortality,
patriotism and romance and in the 1850's poems on the Crimean War form a
major concern. But the bulk of the borrowed verse is of a light nature and obviously intended for entertainment. As indicated earlier, for reasons which can

* The Commercial News existed separately from The Inquirer (April-July 1855) prior to
their merger.
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perhaps only be guessed at, The Inquirer, in particular, did not make a habit of
publishing serious poetry unless it was original and local.
The Swan River Guardian (1836-1838) published five poems, all of them
original, and all in a very similar vein, very much in the energetic and direct style
of the editor, William Nairne Clark. The poem 'No more let us roam' which
appeared in the Swan River Guardian of October 13th, 1836, is perhaps the most
interesting of the five. The poem is signed 'G', which suggests that Clark was not
the author since he clearly identifies himself as the composer of the other four
poems. But in style and sentiment it is very close to the others, especially the poem
published on January 5th, 1837, and which begins:We are far from the land where our countrymen dwell
That land of the brave and the free.
And despots around us, are tolling a knell
Which is Death to this Gem of the Sea.
'No more let us roam-A song of Western Australia' has as its theme the
notion of establishing democracy in a new land:
No more let us roam, we have passed o'er the wave
And our country no more shall we see.
We are exiles of mind, we have sought for a grave,
And here on this spot it must be.
Then fill up the glass and drink to the land
Where our hopes and our prospects now rest.
Let prosperity honour the free British band
Who founded this Gem of the West.
Australia's free sons with pride on the crest
Unblushing can face all around.
The parents of heroes-on fame's future list,
The Lords of an honour-sought ground.
Then fill up the glass etc ....
Though far from the land where our fathers bled
For rights of all Britons the pride
Our swords from our scabbards will start and blush red
Like theirs, should these rights be denied.
Perth, 24th September, 1836, 'G.'
The poem is more remarkable perhaps for its sentiments than for its originality
of expression, though it is direct and vigorous. It is the identification with the
environment that is striking. The poem consciously reiects the past and affirms the
future. The 'exiles of mind' have accepted their death in terms of continuing to be
part of an older tradition but draw heavily on aspects of that tradition for their
future, the defence of individual rights and freedoms. This is the radicalism of
Tom Paine defying the conservatism of the colonial establishment.
The other poems published in the Swan River Guardian are all of a semipolitical character, invectives in ballad or sea-shanty style against the governor
and, inaugurating a tradition, some snipes at the Perth Gazette:
How sweet to roam thus
Thro our adopted home.
While the lazy Gazette is sleeping boys.
Then awake to the trumpet's call my Boys!
Never give way to despair, my Boys.
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In a much more reflective mood some of the early verse of G. F. Moore and
other early settlers evokes a sense of exile and nostalgia. Moore's 'A Dream of
Home' published in the Perth Gazette of 20th December, 1854, provides an interesting comment on the poet's identification with new surroundings. The writer
imagines that he returns to his birthplace and finds that all is not as he remembered it to be. He asks himself whether it is he who has changed. In this melancholy frame of mind he is consoled by one

.... whose Lyre gave out
a long, a well remembered sound
Which, like a talisman, dispell'd my doubt;
Then not till then-my Home was found.
It seems, from this, that 'Home' resides in rediscovered friendship.

But Moore feels obliged to consider the question of where 'Home' really lies
still further:
Can no place on earth but the place of our birth
Be called by the sweet name of Home?
He appears to answer this question by asserting that an adopted country can
meet the requirements:
From its native clay-from its native clay
We transplant to a genial soil
The vigorous shoot, 10! it soon takes root
And will amply repay our toil.
Moore concludes on a note of conventional piety and wisdom that 'Home' is
here or Tis there, 'tis everywhere,
Its dwelling place is in the mind
and that the next world offers certainty of reunion with old friends.
Two other poems, written by "S.R.M.' of Leschenault written in 1838 and
published in the Perth Gazette on October 11th of that year also evoke the feelings
of regret and inner conflict which are characteristic of the immigrant state. In the
first poem, 'On approaching the shores of Australia', the writer is in prophetic
mood, imagining the country's glorious future. In the second, 'Sunday Reflections
of a Back Settler in Western Australia', he presents a sombre picture of the loneliness of the bush and the physical and mental isolation of the newcomer.
Many of the early poems of the period with which we are concerned possess a
strength and clarity of utterance which give them a certain attraction. By comparison with many of the poems of the 1840's and 1850's they are less consciously
poetical and rely on direct experience and observation.
One of the earliest poems to express pleasure in the landscape of the Swan
RiVer was published in the Perth Gazette of December 20th, 1835-'On Mount
Eliza's gently swelling height'. The poet extols the beauty of river landscape and
expresses pleasure in the growth of civilisation in the form of buildings around the
water's edge, and boats upon its surface.
No fabric raised, whose bright looks catch the eyes,
And make us think of Home and all we prize.
What though 'The Swan' in graceful turnings glide
No cheerful boat had ever stem'd its tide
Or merry barks, with white sails deck'd its face.
To tame nature, civilise it, in an eighteenth century landscape garden sense,
appears to be the duty of Man in these beautiful but wild surroundings. Settlement will transform the alien into something familiar, reassuring. Tension also
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exists between a conscious appreciation of the beauty of the landscape and apprehension as to the fate of the new settlement.
Oft as these scenes I view, new hopes will spring
Of future greatness which each year must bring,
And in my mind's eye fondly view each grace
Which fancy loves to form on many a place.
No darkening clouds, I trust, will ever rise
To blight the hopes we all so fondly prize.
But the writer concludes on a cheerfully optimistic note, and defines the colony's
critics:
Land of my adoption, onward is the way
In spite of all that prejudice can say,
Detraction's tongue shall no more have her weightShe's done her worst, and sent forth all her hate.
Nought's now required to make a Prosp'rous land,
But Councils wise, and Industry's strong hand.
In this secured, let each one do his best
The sunny clime will work out all the rest.
'A'.

An ambivalence of view concerning past and future, present surroundings and
those remembered with affection, informs many of the serious poems written
throughout the first thirty years. Change of location affected custom, practice and
habits of thought. The poet who identifies himself as 'Cymrw Gwylt', writing in
The Inquirer on April 11, 1855, entitles his verse The Sabbath Bells'. For him
the habit of attending church in Western Australia lacks the aesthetic association
of older, earlier churches:
But no sweet sound the hour tells
I miss thy peal, Sweet Sabbath bells.
This very brief survey of early poetry in Western Australia concentrates on
those poems which deal more directly with the landscape and associations provoked by the new environment. These are not necessarily better poems than others
during the same period but they are of interest as expressions of identification with
or rejection of the West Australian scene. There also exists from this time some
competent and original expressions of religious belief, of self-contemplation and
tributes to human achievement, but such poems are of a kind that might have
been written in other settings.
A realistic note is struck in the poem 'From Swan River to Italy' published in
The Inquirer of April 14, 1858. The writer, cryptically named The Minstrel of
Ara Glen', describes the heat of a Western Australian summer in a style reminiscent of Longfellow but with a feeling for the power of the landscape and
climate. The poem is addressed To my sister Mira':
Sister in the Australian summer
Often blows the hot sirocco.
From the weary inward desert
From mysterious central regions
From sun-heated sands untrodden
Where no river cools its passions.
Perhaps one of the most interesting experiments with imagery and ideas is
contained in a poem entitled The Passions' by 'L' published in The Inquirer of
December 7th, 1858. This poem is essentially an exploration of a spiritual condition through the sustained metaphor of a natural phenomenon, the Australian
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bushfire. The destructive effect of uncontrolled anger is contrasted quite naturally
and unselfconsciously with the force and devastation of the fire. No other poet
in this early period has used local imagery in this way.
As summer flames, which searching rise
With smoke and ashes to the skies,
Through scrub and forest, blaze and crack,
And leave the landscape burnt and black.
So passions, with relentless smart,
Burn blig~,ting in the human heart:
The poet exhorts the victim of passion to repent and obtain forgiveness:
... Regenerate spiritual life
Shall soon succeed to stormy strife:
So waving herbage, fresh and green,
Repairs the bush-fire's raging scene.
'L' (Author).
The identity of some of these early writers is, unfortunately, not always easy
to establish. Some poets like E. W. Landor and W. N. Clark proclaimed themselves openly but others appeared to prefer anonymity. Perhaps they thus felt
more free to comment on a variety of aspects of colonial life without being called
to account. As we have seen already both poetry and even correspondence could
provide an extension of editorial viewpoint within a newspaper. It is interesting
to note in this last respect that one of the most sustained volleys of correspondence
to appear in an early West Australian newspaper arose from a dispute over the
quality of a certain colonist's verse. Certainly no other editorial of the time,
whether concerning literature or land values, ever provoked such lively debate.
The argument was triggered by a review in The Inquirer for July 24th, 1854,
of an 'Amateur Theatrical Performance'. The reviewer quoted in full the Prologue
to the evening's entertainment. This piece of narrative verse was apparently composed by the Advocate General, Mr. R. Birnie. In the next issue of the paper a
certain 'A.M.L.U.' criticised the prologue on the grounds of sense, metre and
plagiarism and hinted darkly that its pUblication by The Inquirer was an obvious
invitation for others to criticise such a composition.
A.M.L.U., who appears to have been one Lindley Murray, was in turn attacked
by two correspondents, 'Nemesis' in prose and by 'Aliquis' in verse. Nemesis
condemned A.M.L.U. for showing 'barrenness of heart and inversion of understanding:
I leave this ricketty urchin to the silent scorn of men and to the lasting brand
of his well-chosen signature.
Putrescat in pace.-Nemesis.
While Nemesis mocked with a lighter touch:
At Perth a place less famed for wit than Ferney
Flourished a-( not Voltaire) called Richard Birnie.
Who without plea of haste or drink or worry
Broke ruthlessly the laws of Lindley Murray
For which and sundry other dire offences
He met the usual penal consequences.
At this point two more anonymous critics entered the fray. Cymrw Gwylt,
himself a contributor of original verse, and 'Junius' added their comments. The
latter obviously felt that the episode had revealed latent talents in the community:
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Sir.-The publication of the extraordinary effusions of Aliquis and Nemesis
have afforded considerable amusement to the public and I think that you will
agree with me that, in versatility of talent displayed, we have made very rapid
advance towards a high state of classical celebrity. Indeed we may congratulate ourselves that this colony possesses such a duplicate amount of transcendent genius. In the present stagnation of business and a total absence of every
kind of amusement to drive ennui from our doors, it is truly a solace of no
mean value to find eminent individuals condescending to come down from the
heights of Parnassus to cater for our sublunary pleasures. That they have
succeeded needs no proof here. They have laughed themselves and provoked
it immoderately in others.
Cymrw Gwylt confined himself to criticism of both Aliquis and Nemesis on both
personal and literary grounds without entering too deeply into the original argument.
Correspondence on this topic might have continued for some time since yet
another correspondence added fuel to the argument by offering information to
A.M.L.U. as to the source of the alleged plagiarism in the offending prologue. But
at this point the editor intervened, as he had attempted to do the previous week,
to inform readers, that while the subject had provoked interesting discussion, this
must be the end of all correspondence on the prologue. It had certainly provided
The Inquirer with good copy.
The details and the identities and even some of the issues involved are probably
obscure for modern readers but the incident reveals a liveliness of interest in
writing which one might not suspect from the normal level and range of correspondence of the time.
THE PERFORMING ARTS 1829-1859
The origin of the 'prologue debate' described above, an amateur theatrical
performance, draws attention to another aspect of early colonial life whose
development is traceable through the contemporary press.
From the outset both the Perth Gazette and The Inquirer took an interest in
the state of the performing arts. A note in the Perth Gazette on March 16th, 1833,
comments upon what appears to have been an act of suppression of the first
West Australian public performance of a play. The performance in question was
'The Union versus The Albion or The Interrupted Sacrifice, a farce in Two Acts'.
The Gazette states that the play did not take place
to the infinite disappointment of the laughter-loving public (it) was suppressed
a few days ago by the Civil Commissioner, the parties not having a license
to perform in the open air.
In the present dearth of places of public amusement it is a pity to interrupt such diverting performances and more especially as the benefit society
would derive from these exhibitions would fully compensate for the degradation of the actors.
Beverley Smith, in her study of early West Australian literature, comments on the
prejudice among the governing classes of the colony against the theatre. This may
well account for the scarcity of public performances in Western Australia in the
first thirty years. According to Beverley Smith's account a convistion existed among
those opposed to the theatre that one of the causes of transportation was the
immoral effect of London theatre (Smith, 1961, p. 51 ff.). As late as 1855 one of
the questions for debate at the Swan River Mechanics Institute was: 'What influence do dramatic entertainments have upon public morals?'.
The period 1828-59 contrasts markedly with the second half of the century in
terms of the availability of theatre. Between 1860 and 1890, if newspaper adverWESTERLY, No.1, MARCH, 1978
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tisements and reviews are an accurate guide, over fifty plays were performed in
Western Australia whereas prior to this period only seven are listed as having
taken place. The details of these early performances are sketchy. Often no titles
are given, the reviewer contenting himself with the information that the performance had occurred and that the occasion had proved enjoyable. It seems that
most of the material was farce or comic melodrama. This was also true of much
of the material in the next thirty years. Performances of plays by Shakespeare
and Sheridan for example did not take place until the 1880's. Even at that stage
the press saw the necessity to prepare the audience for such fare by outlining
details of the plot and action well before the opening night.
The Perth Gazette appears to have taken more interest in drama than its rival.
A dry comment about a lecture given at the Perth Wesleyan Chapel in the edition
of October 22, 1842, gives perhaps a hint as to the editor's attitude towards the
critics of theatre. Commenting on the 'Lecture on the Theatricals' which apparently consisted of a denunciation of plays and players, the article observes that
We listened with much pleasure to the declaimer and acknowledged him as
one of the very best actors we have seen.
SATIRES AND SKETCHES
Use of the dramatised form as a medium of expression within the newspaper
was rare. Where it existed it was usually used for satirical purposes. One of the
most entertaining examples of its use appeared in the Swan River Guardian for
January 18th, 1838, just before that journal's expiry. In an amusing sketch entitled
'The Two Editors', W. N. Clark sets the scene at Government House and introduces Governor Stirling, Charles Macfaull and himself as the protagonists.
Enter Macfaull.
Macfaull. May it please Your Excellency. I can no longer endure Clark's
impudence. When I am writing my most brilliant articles I think
I feel a slap on my shoulder and his. question 'Are you asleep,
Mac?' which puts me into such a quandary that I am obliged to
lay down my pen in despair and rub my chin. I can't get on. Why
don't the Government prosecute him for libel and lodge him in
Fremantle Jail?
But apart from the irreverent Clark no other writers in this period appear to have
used the sketch or dramatic form for satire, except for Peter Pindarus Rusticus,
writing in the Perth Gazette on August 29th, 1846, who makes a satirical comment
on contemporary West Australian politics. Most satirical or comic work was in
the form of verse.
Some syndicated work, notably that of the North American writer Haliburton,
appears in The Inquirer in the early 1840's. Haliburton wrote under the nom de
plume of 'Sam Slick of Slicks ville' . As a Canadian, Haliburton was well placed
to write objectively of both British and American foibles and his dry observations
on war, finance and politics were popular in most Australian newspapers of the
time. One antipodean wit appears to have successfully imitated his style in The
Inquirer of 1841 and makes amusing comments on the failings of colonial governments. In commenting on colonial dependence on the mother country, Sam Slick
observes
If you'd only had the luck to have been born under the Stars and Stripes,
you'd have had it (independence) long ago, for the Americans after all, are
the only people who appreciate colonies.
(The Inquirer, Feb. 2nd, 1842)
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Apart from a satirical article supported by doggerel published also in 1842 in
The Inquirer (Aug. 3rd) which is highly critical of the Legislative Council, there
are no other self-contained examples of local satiric writing until 1850 when the
Perth Gazette printed 'A Nursery Tale for Future Young West Australians' on
August 23rd. The villain of the story is a dragon which turns out to be The
Inquirer which blights the aspirations of youth with its 'malignant breath'.
An amusing letter from 'Grandmamma', but almost certainly written by one
of the newspaper staff, appears in The Inquirer for June 16th, 1852. While this
is not satirical in intent it provides a refreshingly light-hearted view of lectures
given at the Swan River Mechanics Institute.
The most delightful picture was the Governor who sat the whole time without
blinking his eyes with a fortitude and strength of will which is to his credit,
he screwed his eye open and faced the lecturer with a bold determined look
as much as to say 'I am determined to keep awake, so try your best to send
me to sleep. I defy your efforts'. The lecturer did his best, but I am proud to
say the Governor withstood the trial and never nodded once.
Other letters from Grandmamma follow in subsequent editions. They are all
omniscient in tone and substance which suggests that they are editorial inspired.
Governors, from Governor Stirling onwards, were not immune from journalistic criticism. An article entitled 'Auction Extraordinary' appeared in the Perth
Gazette of 1st August, 1856, and appears to be a comment on Governor
Kennedy's performance in government. The details of the events described are
perhaps a little obscure for twentieth century readers since they relate to personalities and events in a highly topical way. But it was undoubtedly recognisable to
the West Australian readers of 1856.
A grisly account of mayhem and murder appeared in The Inquirer during
March 1857. The narrative, which was possibly reprinted from an English newspaper was entitled 'Vitriol and Blunderbusses in Britain'. It is essentially a piece
of black comedy, of an absurdist kind. Perhaps the most interesting aspect of its
publication is the manner of its introduction. Clearly the editor did not know
what to make of the material.
The insertion of this horrid narrative has been delayed for a week in order
that we might obtain satisfactory vouchers for the writer's respectability,
sanity and on these points we have no doubts. Short of a miracle we never
read anything so simply stated, yet so incredible in its substance.
A sample of the 'incredible substance' follows.
P. immediately seized the blunderbuss, always considerately hung up in any
first class carriage of the L.N.W.R., in order that gentlemen may never be
at a loss for a weapon in case of any unpleasant discussion, blew the wouldbe assassin's arm to shivers and then offered to fight R. and A. on the spot.
As the journey progresses the conflict involves more and more passengers in the
carriage. Children, or parts of them, fly around the carriage, dismembered by
grenade-wielding little old ladies. The account concludes
Both my legs are shaved off at the stumps and I still wear the back of my
head in a sling. When the train arrived at its destination I expressed myself
to the superintendent in terms of becoming horror and reprobation. He only
laughed at me and said 'Put a top to it! Lor, bless you sir, Why folks would
never take excursion tickets if they weren't to be allowed a little rational
excitement on the journey'.
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The inclusion of this piece is so completely at variance with the hearty, almost
back-slapping, humorous extracts published in the newspapers of the period that
it affords opportunity to speculate upon the editor's motives for its inclusion.
Death was a subject of fascination for the Victorians but often from a sentimental point of view. The reader was more often privileged to hear an expirer's
last words from the deathbed. On the other hand, contemporary accounts of the
massacres of Europeans which accompanied the Indian mutiny of 1857 were
reported in the West Australian papers in considerable detail. Such reports were
not squeamish about details of mutilations and atrocities.
Since no details of authorship or source are given for this story it is hard to
be certain of its origin. The fact that the editor took only a week to ascertain that
its author was not insane may indicate that the story was locally inspired. If so,
did the editor take it seriously, or was he merely absolving himself from any
editorial responsibility in case the story provoked outrage among his readers?
It did not arouse a line of correspondence.
SHORT STORIES
Apart from the unusual contribution mentioned above, whose source is uncertain, no original short story was published in any of the West Australian newspapers during this period. A few short serials were published in the supplement
to The Inquirer and Commercial News. A short story by Dickens, 'The Story of
Fine-Ear', from Dickens' 'Household Words' was also published in The Inquirer
for October 10th, 1851, and on October 26th, 1853, The Inquirer published Poe's
story entitled 'A Short Tale' in its supplement. This story concerned the effect
of mesmerism upon a dying man.
Since the short story as a literary form was in its infancy during this period
it is perhaps not surprising that so few were published. But in the three subsequent decades West Australian newspapers did not print a large number of stories
and only one original tale, a bloodthirsty tale of piracy upon the high seas, submitted by 'a youth'. This was published by the Perth Gazette in January 1876.
CONCLUSION:
It seems evident that newspapers did playa considerable part in providing the
colonists with literary material from the old world and also in encouraging the
development of better facilities for the enjoyment of literature. Perhaps, just as
importantly, in the absence of literary magazines of a regular nature, they played
a significant part in encouraging an expression of attitudes towards the new and
strange world in which many of the colonists found themselves. That many
settlers did not write about their new surroundings or in a way which suggested
identification with the new world is an aspect of social adjustment normal in
such circumstances. Certainly the papers did nothing to discourage 'colonial literature' or local colour. But as Beverley Smith had observed:.... for many years the educated colonist continued to regard literature as
inseparable from the peculiar location of the English countryside, the changing seasons of the northern hemisphere and the inspiration of the European
literary scene (p. 32).
The remainder of the century witnessed the gradual development of a local
literature, chiefly apparent in the press in the form of poetry, as in the first thirty
years of the colony's existence.
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NEWSPAPERS PUBLISHED 1829-1859
(Complete runs are held at the Battye Library, Perth)
Fremantle Journal and General Advertiser
1830
West Australian Gazette
1830
West Australian Chronicle and Perth Gazette
1831
Fremantle Observer
1831
The Western Australian
1831
The Western Australian Colonial News
1833
The Inquisitor
1833
Perth Gazette
1833
The Swan River Guardian
1836 1840 The Inquirer

MSS

1874
1838
1901
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JOHN CATLIN
blackbird
outside the shop
are family, mothers, grandmothers,
children with runny noses.
inside an old gull stands on one leg
near the counter, eyes blinking in
the light.
the greek worries about his customers
& moves his vinegar bottle down the counter
away from the gull & juggles the silver net
& wills the chips to burn faster.
the gull leaves & they all drive back
to the sea. they nest in the municipal
tip in car bodies & shanties & the
mayor talks of the shame & suggests
they shift the tip before the gulls
claim land rights & white rights &
gullrites.
but they go when the rain comes, leaving
two dead & the council buries & bums
what it can & the mayor congratulates
himself on his patience & the gulls wing into
the city parks & huddle against night winds.

ANDREW LANSDOWN
Coots
Because it acts like a magnet on the eyes,
a strip of white adhesive tape
along the ridge of the nose
is a most effective disguise.
Coots knew this when masks were still in vogue
and long before nylon stockings
had been invented. A white beak
set in complete black
and running between the eyes
to the crown of the head
is standard wear for a coot.
So when a dabchick is beaten up
and the question ripples around the lake,
"Which one of the coots did it?",
the victim invariably has to admit:
"I only noticed his beak."
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MARK MacLEOD

Being Born
With a bottle in one hand
and a head cupped in the other,
to read is impossible
and I am watching
The Days of Our Lives.
I have wanted to tell you.
I have wanted to talk
to the boring girl next door
I have wanted to bite
the arm of my child when she screams
to chip my wife for being late.
I have wanted to curse
these empty breasts
I have offered behind the door:
she will not be tricked
she knows the smell of fear
and the smell of a male.
And she will laugh for her mother
and mouth at the milk· knots
underneath her blouse
and suck coolly through
the burning of my dinner.
Look at me! I am the one
being born here.
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PETER KOCAN

Dawn m the Park
All night in a bitter attrition,
The Passchendaele of the lamp's circle,
I had fought for no prize
But the poem's armistice.
Dawn was stunned with cold
And I tired to my bones' marrow
As I wandered. A duck quacked
Complaint out of the mist.
I passed locked lavatories
Where sad men try to meet,
And empty lovers' haunts
Where the ordinary griefs
Are never finished with.
Sunrise caught me, guilty,
Like a visitor surprised
In someone else's church.
But then a common day
Began happening just the same,
With ducks imploring bread
Behind me as I turned home.
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H. S. CLIFFORD

The New Fortune Theatre
The midday sun blares down
On an empty Elizabethan stage,
Closed in by dark, cold offices
That lie vacant.
Dozy students,
Bleary eyed,
Clutter around this monument to the arts.
Waiting for wisdom,
They lounge fanning themselves.
Dream disturbed
They peer,
As a peacock mounts the stage
Pursued by some clean cut, grubby minded, middle-class kid
Who copies cocky
Yet yanks its tail.
They snigger inwardly,
But still
Year in, year out,
They come,
Sleepy eyed,
Absorbing the colour before them,
Resigned to idle acts_
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COLLEEN BURKE

The Dam
An expanse of
grey water
silently
folds itself
into
mountains
muted
by the slender
fall of rain.
In the valley the
township
huddles lights ablaze
against the
darkness.
The
mountain of water stirs. There
is a smell of salt. A vision
of waves and some people dream of
death by drowning

have you ever
seen a dolphin smile
sometimes
you have to
smile
at men
who spend
a lifetime
trying to
teach
dolphins
to speak
english
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'New Writing in Australia'
Two Views of a Special Issue of Australian Literary Studies, vol. 8, no. 2, 1977
HAL COLEBATCH:

"The druids, however, did profess to be a
band of initiates. Their solidarity was intense
. . . they monopolised education, and planned
it so that its main function was the recruitment and development and glorification of
their own caste. _ . Some say the druids were
profound teachers and philosophers. Others
say they were humbugs. Their secretive and
portentous manner did sometimes impress
contemporaries ... But the nearer the Greeks
and Romans came to the purer Druidism of
Britain, the less sure they felt about the
Druids' claim to be thinkers. The supposed
Secret Wisdom dissolved in problematical
fogs. The concrete facts were pretentiousness
and mumbo-jumbo and human sacrifice."
-GeotJrey Ashe
It is only possible to discuss this particular
magazine in general, even impressionistic,
terms. As the editorial says: "it is pointless to
try to define new writing and reduce it to a
coherent movement" (though indeed trying to
define "new" writing is what the issue does
implicitly). There is no "school", in any sense
that the term can be usefully applied, represented here.
Nonetheless, while accepting that such parameters are general, and subject to exception,
some observations can be made: the people
who appear within the covers of this particular issue of Australian Literary Studies by and
large form a group, some tightly, some loosely, conne( ted. This is particularly true of the
poetry, where those represented closely coincide with those Richard Packer in his famous
Quadrant art i c I e categorised as "The
Epigones."
The edition's sub-title, "New writing in
Australia - special issue" carries with it an
implied exclusiveness that the contents bear
out. The question is what is "new" and what
is not (unless one applies a strictly chronological criterion), becomes in this context and
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with this usage, a matter of subjective valuejudgements, apparently with reference back to
some vaguely-perceived Zeitgeist. The inevitable predicate of this is that those judged not
to be attuned to the Zeitgeist (under the
banner of the "new" or whatever other name
it takes) are excluded. It is obvious that no
comprehensive survey of all new Australian
writing, in the sense of everything published
in the last few years, could be undertaken in
a magazine of this size, but no explicit criteria
are given for what is included and what is
excluded.
Some of the exclusions are very noticeable:
Les Murray, who is today not only a major
poet in his own right, but also a far from
negligible editorial influence, is referred to
mainly by way of insult. Peter Kocan, who
writes in disciplined and traditional forms on
themes taken from large areas of the external
world and the morally-aware imagination, is
certainly not of the epigoneous group, and I
was able to find only one reference to him a somewhat distasteful personal one unconnected with his poetic work. It is thus a fair
question to ask how and why those selected to
appear and write under the title "New Writing in Australia" were chosen.
As a specifically West Australian reader,
with some interest in the poetry now being
published in my own State, I noticed other
omissions, omissons which I think it is reasonable to suppose must have their counterparts elsewhere: there is no mention, for example, of the works of such poets as Fay
Zwicky or Nicholas Hasluck, nor of the entire
poetic output of the Fremantle Arts Centre
Press - anthology, magazine and individual
collections. On the national scene one certainly notices the omission of the publishing lists
of such reputable houses as Hawthorn or
Edwards and Shaw, while other publishing
houses - Wild and Woolley, Outback and
Q.U.P. - are dwelt on to an extent some
might consider excessive. A couple of 50called "checklists" occur with notes to the
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effect that they are incomplete. They certainly
are. Similarly Quadrant is denigrated, presumably because its editorial politics tend to be
Social-Democrat-cum-Conservative, and thus
unattuned to the Zeitgeist.
It has been suggested that such a phenomenon is not worth taking seriously - this
was the argument of at least one of Richard
Packer's critics. However, it seems depressingly true that Australian literature today is not
healthy enough for this to be the case. Some
of those included in Australian Literary
Studies, such as Robert Adamson and John
Tranter, are undoubtedly talented and able
poets who have a deserved prominence in the
contemporary scene (though whether their
writing is the sort that lends itself to academic analysis is another question). Others,
however, simply provide caricatures of poetry
and creative writing in general that will indirectly damage the careers of better writers and
literary culture as a whole. A more direct
objection is that some of those associated with
this sort of writing have - as their appearance under the imprimatur of a serious academic journal shows - entrenched themselves
on enough of the commanding heights of
Australian literature to be able to knock
down or pull down others not blessed by the
Zeitgeist. In a less depressing context the way
in which some of these self-referring, unread
poets write of each other as celebrities - as
THE celebrities of Australian letters-would
have something comic about it, but the laughter vanishes when one realises how much real
harm may have been done.
Imprecise adjectives like "new", "major",
"important",
"exciting",
"stimulating",
"ground-breaking" - favourites in these essays, which sometimes, incidentally, appear
only marginally literate - can be dangerous
in many ways. In this case, one of the dangers
is an implication that the many people not
included in this survey of new writing were
not included because they were too trivial or
of insufficiently high standard.
Michael Wilding writes in one piece: "How
terrible in the Soviet Union - writers have to
resort to Samizdat self-publishing, the C.LA.
funded liberals say. But the major writers of
the U.S.A. and now Australia have been circulating their versions of Samizdat for 20
years."
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Leaving aside the political implications of
this, (both the vicious and the fatuous)1, it is
worth noting who Wilding indicates the
"major writers" of the last 20 years to evidently be: not A. D. Hope, or Douglas Stewart, or Peter Porter, or Judith Wright, or Patrick White, or Hal Porter, or Les Murray, or
Bruce Dawe, or Vincent Buckley, or Randolph Stow or James McAuley (presumably
minor writers?) the least of whom has nevertheless produced and published work more
memorable and valuable than the epigonous
poets.
A difficulty in discovering what criteria for
inclusion may have been employed is posed
by the frequency with which terms like "elitist" are used derogatively. This has the effect
of moving any attempts at critical evaluation,
or even instinctive value-judgements, close to
divorce from what C. S. Lewis called The
Tao - the broadly and generally accepted set
of standards and values on which any attempt
at judgement must ultimately be based if it is
to retain relevance to human communication.
It is impossible for me to look at the epigonous critical standard precisely, beyond expressing a feeling from this pUblication that
the only critical climate many of its contributors would welcome would be one of mutual
congratulation among themseves. There is virtually no real analysis as such, but many
vague adjectives.
This is, perhaps, all very well within a selfreferring group, but one wonders where such
unresponsiveness to the existence of any wider
world leaves any literature or poetry structured
along more traditional lines, and indeed where
it leaves the readers of poetry - a rare breed,
but not, in spite of the new poets, a completely extinct one. The contempt for anything
smacking of "traditionalism" one senses behind many of these contributions2 would certainly tend to exclude any audience or poetrybuying or reading public with traditional
notions and values of poetry. Presumably
those not of the Zeitgeist are consigned to the
rubbish-heap of history.
Literary cliques have always been with us,
and the fact of their existence can be taken
for granted, though some may argue that historically the more important literary works
have been the products of individuals, who
have been able to take and build upon the
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thought of many schools and other stimuli,
including a knowledge of the world, of learning in the classical sense and of the scientific
disciplines. But when a group makes what can
only be regarded as an impliedly exclusive
claim upon the "new", in a hitherto serious
academic quarterly, it is perhaps time for
those concerned about the future of literature
in this country to take a hard look at what is
happening.
Perhaps, indeed, it was to draw attention to
what has happened already that the editors of
Australian Literary Studies chose to confer
upon these particular writers the accolade of
"new" and important. On the other hand, this
may impute too much irony and subtlety altogether.
NOTES
Note Wilding's recent statement from Togatus
and the Weltanschauung it indicates: "It isn't a
world that is especially encouraging to any radical social vision. Remember November 11, Kerr's
C.I.A. coup that re-established the LiberalCountry Party puppet government. And that is
only the beginning.
Barry Humphries' Pseuds' Comer, Richard
Packer's article on the poets, and Les. A. Murray's piece on the poets demonstrate this anxious
aggression towards the 'alternative.'."
2 One example among many of the hostile and
superior attitude some of these "new" writers
take to those not of them, including poets of
long-proven distinction and ability, is Tim
Thome's review in The Australian of January 1415, 1978, of work by W. Hart-Smith, R. A.
Simpson and Andrew McDonald. Thome implies
(by association rather than direct statement, but
the point is clear) that W. Hart-Smith's "trite"
work is in the category of what "should not be
published", while the reader of R. A. Simpson
"must be content to plod through verse which is
aurally boring", and Andrew McDonald's book
Absence in strange countries has "little to recommend" it.
The standard of Thome's own published work
is not such as to establish his authority to make
judgements like these in matters of poetry, or to
pass strictures on a poet like W. Hart-Smith.
1

JUDITH RODRIGUEZ:

I suppose the Editor, Laurie Hergenhan, was
prepared for this one to blow up in his face:
an issue of the scholarly biennial Australian
Literary Studies consisting of surveys and statements (reminiscences and raves?) by the
"new" writers and the editors of "new" magazines. The editing is determinedly unobtrusive,
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and appears in the arrangement of contributions, rather than in the usual editorial attempts
to purify critical proceedings and save the
reader from boredom or puzzlement. It strikes
me as a feat of courage and ingenuity, seeing
the material came in all sizes - from Murray
Bail's two short paragraphs to the pages and
pages and pages of Tranter and Hemensley and in all shapes: articles, point-by-point answers to a questionnaire, notes, rambles, one
dream-vision, one interview and several performances. Whether you measure informationper-thousand-words, or tang of temperament
(by millisniff or kilo fume ), uniform consistency is out of the question. You look for happenings: theme and countertheme, fantasy,
bitchery, puns, and perverse relationships. First
reading: vertigo. Second: fascination?
What was there in it for Australian Literary
Studies? Obviously there's an effort to push out
past the folds of the academic gowns. Documents are the thing. The mostly non-academic
manifesto-writers, their friends, enemies and
other followers, are probably more responsive
to, and happier in, printed interviews, tirades
and violently partisan reviews, than in overtly
scholarly essays such as Dennis Haskell's
searching "Thoughts on Some Recent Poetry"
(on Tranter, Forbes and Adamson). In this
seeming emergence from what by contrast is a
dream of peace, may A.L.S.'s reading and paying tribe increase.
Perhaps its writing tribe too; for in a way
that doesn't involve word-by-word responsibility, A.L.S. has now a connection with more
writers whose opinions usually appear in periodicals that carry poetry and literary prose.
Most importantly, a consensus many have
tried to put lately is expressed here: that initio
atives taken and impetus achieved in Australian
writing going on from 1968, are no longer
fresh; that conditions have changed as a result
of those initiatives, bringing new problems and
suggestions. There's at least the desire for reevaluation, of the situation rather than the
works. This issue offers itself to the formulation and polarization of current moods and
convictions. It records them; it also opens
them to the impatience, shock or approval of
readers. Most of the writers are pleased - all
print is good print - though some, who turn
opposition into energy renew their tactics
against Creeping Accolade. As Tranter writes
on 'the Practice of Revolution':
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Because the university is staffed by and operated for the upper middle class ... it will
always endorse conservative values, and
oppose genuinely revolutionary movements
in the areas it deals with ... the danger for
the new writing lies in absorption, not out\ right attack ... perhaps our intuitive fear
. of academic hegemony is no longer relevant,
now that the new writing is beginning to be
understood and appreciated by academics
themselves. Perhaps, even, one day, a prestigious academic journal might gather together the best of the exponents of th~ new
writing and give them the opportumty to
express their views . . . to the general approval of academics everywhere ... perhaps
a magazine like Australian Literary Studies
... arghhh!
The idea of a survey has been in the air. A
few of the poet-critics who've attempted in the
last year or so to run through what's significant in their eyes: Kevin Hart placing his winners in a Southern Review; Jamie Grant holding his punches while filling in the general
book-watcher in Australian Book Review; Tom
Shapcott trying to do the all-round helpful in
short order in The Age; Tim Thorne, parroting
the editorial stance under the thin guise of an
interview in New Poetry; and, closely relevant,
Kris Hemensley in Meanjin, on about "'A
vague twilight of all exaggerating wonder':
Australia's New Poetry" (Vol. 35, No.1, April
1976). Such articles point the need, but each
is inevitably partisan or bland. Michael Denholm in a recent T ogatus achieves a dispassionate 'introductory' statement (a book is to
follow) about the new writing scene, from
publishers' associations to trendyism. A.L.S.
with its questionnaires invites the passion back
in.
With no ironic intention, Shapcott partly
anticipated Hergenhan's procedure, asking for
manifestos in his anthology Australian Poetry
Now (Sun Books, 1970). No structure was
suggested. The results were often wild and
wonder-making. Some appeared again this time
round, in A.L.S.. Shapcott's much longer list
included most of the A.L.S. poets-how much
have things changed, really? - though most
conspicuously, Jennifer Maiden, Rae Desmond
Jones and John Forbes have made their plays
since then.
The Word, be it noted, has changed from
NOW to NEW (IT'S TIME - no longer?).
For Shapcott then
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... it is obvious that if the anthology is to
be at all definitive of what is happening
NOW it is impossible to ignore any of the
better known writers ... just as it is impossible to ignore the work that is appearing
in the little printed broadsheets. (Preface,
October 1969)
"New writing that has grown up in Australia
since the late 1960's" (A.L.S. Editorial) and
"current experimental writing" (Tranter quoted
in the same Editorial) clearly cast a net less
wide. Yet it's a pity the Editor's advisors have
landed him, at least in poetry, with something
close to a gang. Where are Carol Novack, j. s.
harry, Robert Harris, Philip Roberts, Philip
Hammial and Laurie Duggan - to name a few
likely inclusions. Did some of these refuse to
answer? As with contributors to the anthology
Mother, I'm Rooted, it would help with the
reading of what's there to know who did refuse,
and why. Still, I hazard a guess that the powers
that be here don't recognize experiment if it's
associated with clear utterance, regular forms,
an older writer, or good book-sales ... let's see:
Alan Gould, Anne Elder, Bruce Beaver, Les
Murray. The first two, exclusively 1970's poets.
And "writing that has grown up ... "? Why not
change to "writers that have grown up since the
late 1960's (in the garb of the counter-culture) "?
It was strange, among much defensive derision, to find a stroke of piety:
To my mind [Patrick White] continues to
take alarming risks for which we should all
be grateful - his emotional, intellectual,
even stylistic risks. Yet I don't suppose he
has been invited in this survey.
-M urray Bail
It recalled Robert Harris' intention to include
in an anthology (not published) of new poetry,
work by precursors - Beaver, Dawe, Hall. It
correlated with David Ireland's loving tribute
here to Machado de Assis, and Peter Carey's
endorsement of his early admiration for Faulkner's As I Lay Dying.
Indeed the section concerning fiction is more
concisely organized and reads more humanely
than the poets and editors, many of them poets.
"The editor is in there with the squabble"
(Robert Kenny). Can it be that "the craft so
long to learn" keeps fiction-writers at their
fiction? They choose various ways of making
a statement, but they all have some skill at
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doing it. None of them sets out to fill reams,
and none of them really knows what namedropping is; they are probably all still fascinatedly studying Hemensley's scramble lists and
his critical use of the whim. With them, there's
not much occasion to beware of misrepresentation, as when Tranter misapplies what Mark
Strand said at the Hogarth Gallery (of the
U.S. poetry currently engaging Australian allegiances); you don't meet petulance like Clive
Faust's (what's he doing here?); the fictionwriters don't form up in circles patting each
other on the back, and whatever hatreds may
flicker between them they apparently think out
of place in discussing their writing. Tranter,
who derives a malicious satisfaction from exhibiting his enemies in lubricious groupings by
way of "sociological" argument, would profit
by translation to the world of fiction.
I suspect that many editors, like some poets,
failed to reply. Who were they? Contempa,
surely Saturday Club Book of Prose and
Poetry, and what about Philip Roberts of
Island Press? since several magazine editors
take the opportunity to write of their bookseries. Roberts' annual Poet's Choice would
qualify him, indeed, as advisor to this issue;
like Shapcott in 1970, he trusts and displays
very young writers; but, again like Shapcott,
his feeling for experiment is probably too catholic for the present exercise. I suspect, too,
that the 'old guard' of 'new' writers slipping
volubly into their thirties, want to pretend that
one line of more recent initiative doesn't exist
- the marshalling of resources at the Fremantle Arts Centre to produce the magazine
Patterns and books of poetry and fiction that
are the new writing of Western Australia; and
Open Door Press's distinctive posters, folders
and small books, brought out by editors of the
defunct Canberra Poetry (favourite pissing-post
of 'new' writers). These two presses have in
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common a pleasure in pamng writing with
graphics, and a dislike for pretentious mystification. The writing they deal in matures
slowly.
To return to the games of the high-profile
'new': it seems only Bob Adamson posed problems in two sections. Dennis Haskell's article
is surely used partly to cover his absence
among the poets, and Carl Harrison-Ford
writes of the early New Poetry. Given his
gratulatory touch ("It felt like a cast of thousands") I'm glad Tranter and Ken Bolton each
rolled an eye at the brasher era of Cheryl and
Bob Adamson.
No, I don't think this venture blew up in the
Editor's face. It has excellent general articles.
Among all the personality and opinion are
some clinching critical dicta: Vicki Viidikas'
"I like all the writers who are out of step";
Martin Duwell's astute distinctions between
forum magazine and manifesto magazine practice; and, in a different spirit, Hemensley's disappointed expectation that Judith Wright's
writing should bear signs of her having once
been turned on by Pound's ABC of Reading
("But where is it evident?"). Despite much
showing-off and unlikeable condescension
among contributors, despite incomplete checklists, the issue asks to be discussed every page
of the way, and referred to as a convenient
record of these literary times.
It is also an index to one of the few remaining princely pleasures. Not the business-man,
not the Prime Minister can crook his finger
to the artist and say: OK, so that was the act.
Now the other act - fill in, give the mood,
explain! A gusto not of the 'new' permeates
the whole strangely-proportioned issue, the collector's delight in a specimen curious rather
than hard to get. I'd guess the Editorial crew
enjoyed assembling their bizarre treasure, here.
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BOOKS
The Saviours -

An Alternative View

Patrick O'Brien, The Saviours : An Intellectual History of the Left in Australia, Drummond 1977, 220 pp., $10.95.
The advent of a federal Labor government in
1972, its turbulent period in office and its subsequent defeat in 1975 has spawned a plethora
of books which seek to explain the ideologies,
attitudes and actions of that government, the
A.L.P. generally and its supporters. Most of
the books have been written by journalists
who have preferred to focus on the day to
day battles of the Whitlam government, seeing its victories and defeat as a function of
parliamentary and electoral tactics. It has
been left to academics to consider the broader
question of the influence of ideology on
Labor's governing style and programme.
Until the publication of Mr O'Brien's book
the academics who had written on Labor's
record had been drawn from the non-Labor
left. The first such work published within two
years of Labor's assumption to power, written
by Robert Catley and Bruce McFarlane, encapsulated in its title From Tweedledum to
Tweedledee the general perspective of this
group's critique Mr O'Brien criticises the
Labor government from a rightist position.
Whereas CatIey and McFarlane discern little
difference between the Labor government and
its conservative predecessors, Mr O'Brien
links Labor's social democracy with more revolutionary left traditions.
It is to some extent unfair to classify The
Saviours with the general collection of books
on the WhitIam government. Mr O'Brien
covers a more extensive period in Australian
left intellectual history. However, as he states
in his introduction, Mr O'Brien is interested
in tracing the intellectual origins of the ideas
that came "to constitute an 'orthodoxy' that
nurtured the Whitlam Labor government's attempts to create a 'New Australia'''. (p. xi).
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The present review focuses on this aspect of
the book.
The alternative titles to his book, Mr
O'Brien reveals, were "The Sources of Inspiration, the Ideologies and the Commitments of
the Intellectual and Cultural Left in Australia
since the 1930s", and "The Mind of the Left
in Australia". In choosing The Saviours, Mr
O'Brien opted for the most tendentious of the
three he considered. Whatever their differences
Mr O'Brien believes that all sections of the
left have a common goal in a "transformation
of man and society that will lead to the establishment of an egalitarian and organic harmony in which no man holds mastery over
another in which decisions affecting all are
made by all" (p. xi).
It is not only the messianic goal which justifies the religious analogy implied in the title
but the actions and attitudes espoused by the
left in achieving the goal. Mr O'Brien argues
that the moral imperatives of the goal permit
leftists to see opposition as evil, representing
forces of darkness, standing in the way of history, dehumanised as a result and liable to be
dealt with in any way appropriate. Stalinist
forms of organisation internally and repressive regimes are justified provided the ultimate goal is served by them. It is this feature
of left ideology which worries Mr O'Brien.
He sees it as endemic in the attitudes of Whitlam government supporters toward their opponents (p. 178); fellow-travellers and Australian communist responses to Soviet acts of
repression (pp. 16-18); communist writers'
criticisms of literary opponents and left establishment academics' undermining of colleagues and students who have not absorbed
the general left ideology alleged to prevail in
humanities and social science departments in
Australian universities.
Mr O'Brien's title imposes constraints on
his examination of Australian left ideology.
He is clearly aware that he is dealing with a
highly complicated phenomenon. Tn his introduction Mr O'Brien lists eight categories into
which the left might be divided ranging from
"Old Communist Left" to the "Traditional
Liberal Left", from the "New Communist
Left" to "The Radical-Progressives" (p. xiii).
Mr O'Brien then has to argue that all participants in this diverse movement are committed
to the goal outlined above and this provides
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the rationale for all their political actions. In
the process Mr OBrien frequently ignores
more important elements of the ideology of
the persons with whom he is dealing, is often
highly selective in his quoting and tends to
read into statements implications which are
not justified.
An example of the latter tendency may be
found at the beginning of the essay "On
Understanding Labor and its Defeat'. Mr
O'Brien argues that "Like many other parties
and movements located within a socialist
frame of reference, from the German National Socialists to Russian Bolsheviks and Third
World and Left liberation movements, the
A.L.P. has mythologized the concept of the
'people' to heroic and god-like proportions"
(p. 167). On turning to the footnote which
justifies this sweeping statement the reader
finds a series of quotes from Whitlam's ministers complaining about Senate obstruction.
Lionel Bowen: "The Australian government
has a mandate to establish the Schools Commission . . . The Senate has no right to obstruct us.' (p. 192).
The question of 'mandate' is a difficult one.
The A.L.P. having included the Schools Commission in its 1972 election platform might be
as reasonably entitled to assume it had the
same 'mandate' to carry it as Sir Charles
Court recently assumed the current federal
government enjoys for its uranium policy.
Given the attitude most democratic politicians
have toward the significance of election results it seems not unreasonable to allow them
to argue their mandates without having it
assumed that they are raising "the concept
of the 'people' to heroic and god-like proportions".
Forcing all elements of the left into the
salvationist paradigm contributes heavily to
the polemical character of the book. This is
also assisted by the structure of the book. In
choosing to write a series of essays Mr
O'Brien is not subject to the discipline that
would be imposed by a chronological or more
systematic thematic approach to his subject.
Needless to say Mr O'Brien is at his best
when he analyses revolutionary leftists who
more readily fit his general characterisation.
In his essay "Zhdanov in Australia" he deals
well with the stultifying effect of Stalinist orthodoxy on communist writers in Australia.
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In the essay on "Revolutionary romantics"
he sensitively considers Dorothy Hewett's
break in the late 1960s with Soviet literary
forms and their impact on the quality of her
writing (pp. 107-108). His tendency to rely on
personal conversations as a principal source
is most effective in the essay on "Melbourne's
Left intellectual establishment and the
ALP.". Mr O'Brien writes here with the intimate knowledge of a participant in the
1960s. When Mr O'Brien analyses the A.L.P.
as a whole it is through the blinkers he acquired on the outskirts of the Victorian
ALP. at that time.
Mr O'Brien's assessment of the intellectual
background of the A.L.P. is the major weakness in his argument for his central theme.
He maintains that pursuit of left salvationist
goals explains. Labor's cavalier attitude to
economic, social and political realities in
Australia and produced its ultimate defeat.
This is an important point. Most other writers
have viewed the Whitlam government's difficulties as a product of inexperience, a hostile
Senate, tactical ineptitude, a misreading of
problems in the Australian economy. Mr
O'Brien maintains failure was endemic in
Labor's ideology which was incapable of producing rational policies related to the real political environment. Mr O'Brien relies heavily
on quotes from former Deputy Prime Minister Dr J. F. Cairns, the one A.L.P. leader who
could reasonably be included in his paradigm,
and on statements from other leaders about
Labor's goals in a distant and ill-defined future. He ignores essential features of A.L.P.
ideology as it developed in the 1960s and
1970s which underpinned policies directed toward the better functioning of a welfare capitalist system rather than social transformation.
The ideas imposed on the ALP. by Whitlam and his supporters, which were strengthened by his leadership and by the restructuring of the Victorian Branch in 1970, were in
the conventional social democratic mold concerns for an efficiently run mixed economy, social welfare policies based on 'equality of opportunity', competition between government and private sectors to improve the
efficiency of both, alliance with the West in
the last resort in any confrontation with totalitarian powers. The British Fabian, C. A. R.
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Crosland, in an influential visit to Australia in
1963 wrote in The Bulletin (17 August 1963),
"The first essential condition is that a Labour
Party must be seen to be passionately and
profoundly democratic. It must be seen to be
clearly anti-communist ... The second essential is that a Labour Party must have a firm
and responsible defence policy . . . The third
condition is that a Socialist Party should be
seen to be a nationalist and not a class party".
One of WhitIam's own statements on capitalism is a long way from Mr O'Brien's portrayal of a party revolted by demon capitalism. In Labor and the Constitution (Victorian
Fabian Society, Melbourne, 1965) he wrote,
"The sins of capitalism in Australia today are
ones of omission rather than commission and
of not being sufficiently enterprising and independent."
Mr O'Brien prematurely buries Fabianconservative, social democracy (p. 95) and
overlooks the central feature of A.L.P. policy
in 1972. Having done so he focuses on the
non-essential in the views of every Labor
minister he considers in his final essay on
"Understanding Labor and its defeat".
Two examples may be found in the quotations cited from R. F. X. Connor, the Minister for Minerals and Energy and K. E. Beazley, the Minister for Education. Both are important in that Connor's conduct of his portfolio impressed the A.L.P. left in particular,
and the education policy of the A.L.P. was
both expensive and seen to be at the heart of
the Whitlam government's initiatives. Mr
O'Brien cites a paragraph from a private letter
in which Mr Connor asserts "No man is complete who lacks a cosmogony.' Mr Connor's
commitment to theosophy gave him immense
satisfaction in his personal life. Simpler ideological concerns governed his minerals policy.
Mining entrepreneurs were ridiculed by him as
"mugs and hillbillies", not because they lacked
a cosmogony but because the agreements they
reached with overseas investors did not gain
all they might have for Australia and their
planning for the development of Australia's
resources was inefficient. His policy was
nationalist and social democratic.
In the case of Beazley, O'Brien cites a statement in which Beazley expresses the view that
every individual child should be a 'temple of
the Holy Ghost' and that the Labor govern96

me nt's education policy was fulfilling the
spiritual needs of Australian children (n. 85,
p. 198). Whatever Mr Beazley's personal religious views may have been, his and the Labor
government's education policy was based on
the conventional social democratic principle of
'equality of access'.
Mr O'Brien has done a service in pointing
to the need for further study of the intellectual background of the A.L.P. The subject,
however, awaits treatment by a neutral or
sympathetic scholar.
K. C BEAZLEY

Tigerland
Barry Oakley, Walking Through Tigerland
(University of Queensland Press, 1977, cloth
$5.50, paperback $2.95).
The twenty short stories in Barry Oakley's
new collection, Walking Through Tigerland,
have all been published before, in a variety
of Australian literary journals and newspapers. This may account for the inclusion
of lit number of stories which have the air of
padding what is otherwise a reasonably unified volume. For, given a variety of subjects,
settings and points of view, a thematic pattern does emerge in the author's walks
through Tigerland.
The title of the collection refers specifically
in the final story to the home of that noteworthy Melbourne institution, the Richmond
Football Club. But the settings of the stories
as a whole have much more significance than
this might suggest. Tigerland is a hostile environment, a modern urban jungle peopled by
office clerks who peer out timidly from behind
potted palms, by unsuccessful business men,
bored housewives, frustrated artists. and public servants. It is a familiar world of bureaucratic impersonality, of fragmentation, loneliness, repression.
The beasts of Mr Oakley's jungle have a
variety of bites. While trendy cant and ruthlessness lurk in academia, the monsters of
rigidity and sterile routine rampage in the
church, the business world and government
departments. Nor do marriage and family
provide a sanctuary for the battered individuWESTERLY, No.1, MARCH, 1978

al: here, too, the forces of alienation and betrayal are in evidence, as husbands, wives and
children wander in bewilderment from the
herd.
All of which, this description might imply,
makes for singularly gloomy reading. Certainly a few of the stories are unrelievedly sombre, but on the whole the author maintains a
balance of wry detachment and sympathy,
with the occasional flight into absurd fantasy.
It is above all this delight in the ridiculous the witty, pointed observation of game-playing and societal rituals - which distinguishes
this collection. Mr Oakley's talents as a shortstory writer seem to lie predominantly in the
satiric observation and re-creation of the false
and foolish in our public and private lives
alike. 'The True History of Australia', a fivehour epic saga with "all the pace and panache
of a Dead Sea Scroll", is also the name of a
story which outlines the rivalry in the life and
loves of Mooney the playwright, and the narrator:
We relaxed a little. He put a leg over the
arm of his chair, looking round amused at
what he called my Islington chic, patted his
stomach, said he'd put on five pounds from
English buns and bitter, got up, showed me
his jogging style, told me he'd purchased a
Home Exerciser. I said that these days I
ran on the spot too. While Janet, his
ignored and delicately beautiful wife, unseated me with her stares, we recalled
pranks and drunks, crashes with cars, collisions with women - but the whole time
there was a net unrolling between us, baselines being chalked at our feet.
He said his collected plays were now in
their third reprint. I parried with details of
a publishing coup in London. Had I heard
about his being nominated for the Arts
Council of Australia? Had he, that I could
soon be a director of the firm? He would
soon be going to an International Theatre
Workshop in Boston. I hoped his stay
would coincide with my annual visit to
New York. Fancy, he laughed, a mere
playwright being sketched by Louis Kahan
for the frontispiece of Meanjin - it was
some years, I backhanded, since I had read
an Australian literary magazine, and Louis
who?
The slick phrasing of verbal tennis neatly
evokes the superficial childish world of oneupmanship which replaces genuine creative
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endeavour. As with so many of the characters
in these stories, the ultimate concern has become the creation and maintenance of an
image. Mr Oakley shows that a competitive
and status-conscious Tigerland seems to demand this defensive game-playing: in order
to survive one must not question oneself too
deeply.
Satire of the pseudo-artist can be turned
against the pseudo academic as well:
On the way over I tell about his host,
William Burns, head of the English Department at the university: he's tall, he's
smooth, he's distinguished, he's diplomatic,
he's nothing. Two dimensions with long
grey hair, wealthy, from a pastoralist family. With one degree only - an Oxford
B.Litt. First-degree Burns, a specialist in
William Shenstone, an eighteenth-century
poet so obscure that no one else in the
western world has taken him seriously;
even Dr Johnson only gives him six pages.
An Oxymoron, born with a silver cliche
in his mouth, a bachelor of fifty still subject to his mother, the eccentric authoress
Adeline Burns, who once compiled a book
of Aboriginal legends., and made them
sound as if they were made up by Swinburne.
It is through such elegant bitchiness that
Mr Oakley punctures our pomposity and selfdelusion - ours, because sooner or later we
are forced to recognize ourselves in some portrait in the gaBery. The debunking of even the
most specialized target, like the lunatic efforts
of some experimental poets, can force us to
laugh at our own propensity for extremism.
Like Swift's mad Laputan scientists, the poets
in 'The Chidlow Memorandum' have no
awareness of their ridiculous posturing:

I shook the hand of D -, a giant of a man
dressed in bearskins. He offered me Japanese tea, his own tiny cup almost invisible
in his hand. The haiku was verbose, he told
me, and he was refining it still further. On
the floor to my left, a young man in what
appeared to be the goggles of a motorcyclist was on his knees, assembling random snippets from newspapers. To my
right, a big, handsome woman worked
away at a wall with a paintbrush. She was
painting the work MOCK in red letters
two feet high. A third had cut out words
from books, put them in a device like a
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large sieve, and was shaking them back on
to paper, delighting in new patterns, associations. A fourth, short and fat, had espoused the poetry of breathlessness, and
ran heavily on the spot, gasping words onto a tape.
It is the witty observance of the oddities
and affectations of our behaviour which constitutes one of Barry Oakley's main strengths
as a writer. The neat turns of phrase, the polished slick texture of his satiric writing, appropriately reflect the world and values of the
academics, bureaucrats and ad-men depicted
in his work. And in some of these stories the
comic or bizarre details suggest the currents
of fear and disorder which run beneath the
surface of our daily lives, on both a personal
and political level. 'Defending the Library'
and 'Invaders' evoke the Tigerland of political
anarchy, ominous and claustrophobic, where
the feelings of fragmentation, the loss of
traditional order, are projected onto a national level. The former story, particularly, is a
fine piece of descriptive and atmospheric writing, suggesting the turbulence of New Guinea
in the days preceding independence. Feelings
of terror are also successfully evoked in the
story, 'The Literary Problem': the element of
mock-heroic highlights the serious concern for
the prevision, and vitality of language, rapidly beng undermined by the 'progressive' educationalists. An atmosphere of disintegration
is created on a more personal or psychological level in the story 'Visions of Macoboy', in
which the central character, precariously
warding off the approach of a nervous breakdown, feels increasingly besieged by a number
of hostile London forces, from the sultry weather to inefficient tradesmen.
Mr Oakley's talents as a satirist thus cover
a considerable range. With epigrammatic quip
and elegant inSUlt, he debunks the absurdity
of our social rituals. He can detect and evoke
those more sinister and dangerous forces below the surface of 'normality'. Indeed, in a
number of these stories, one has the feeling
that the wit and stylistic elegance are the
author's defence mechanisms in a hostile, potentially anarchic, environment. In stories like
'Defending the Library' and 'The Late George
Slipper', Mr Oakley effectively creates a tension between the surface humour and the underlying glimpses of political and psychological fragmentation.
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It is unfortunate, however, that one or two
of the stories seem to suffer from an uncertainty of tone, thus making it difficult to
determine the satiric target. 'Homage to
Schmitz', the story of a senile, dying playwright, is a case in point. It is told from the
point of view of a young student admirer,
who watches and records the last months of
the eccentric Schmitz with a mixture of awe,
bewilderment and faint disgust. Is the story
an attack on the arrogant artist who scorns
societal approbation? Or a satire of the gullible student who idolises the megalomaniac
Schmitz? Both? Neither? The concluding
paragraphs reflect the tonal confusion of the
story as a whole:

Abutting against Mr Schmitz's backyard
was that of a Slav, only his area was far
smaller. In this tiny concrete enclosure the
Slav kept a big brown dog. When the dog
was agitated - by a cat, or someone calling its name - it would run about its
space and finally leap in desperation at the
paling fence separating its pathetic area
from the luxuriant wilderness of our own;
for a moment or two you would see its
head, long and narrow, almost dolphinshaped, before it sank back again to its
cell.
"Call out to Rover," Mr Schmitz said to
me. I did o. The luckless animal cried,
barked, ral and finally scrabbled at the
fence with :s paws, so that we caught the
usual brief limpse of its head. "You see?"
said Mr S, Imitz. "I give you a parable.
We hear ur name called mysteriously
from afar, f, but the fences are too high.
Rover, I
dute you, and I curse your
maker." 0 ,uds came, a chill penetrated
the air, but )y the time I had wheeled him
back to th( warmth of the house he was
dead.
Is this a pa )dy of Great Moments in Literature? Or is orne sympathy being elicited for
the dying Schmitz - or the student? It is difficult to determine whether the point of the
story is a condemnation or an endorsement of
cultural elitism.
Similarly, The Death of Sardanapalus',
the first story in the collection, is difficult to
assess. Bob Tantau, trendy University tutor in
English, brings the world of motherfucker and
marihuana to the middle-class suburbia of
Teresa Ryan, the thirty-five year old student
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trying to live up to what she sees as the desirable image:

example, the rejected lover's reactions sometimes sound hollow and clichaic:

Promenading now in the dark bedroom and
deciding - black tank top, sexy and tight,
Indian skirt of filmy blue. Tidy up living
room? No. Uncleanliness next to godliness
in his scale of things. And for the coffee
table, Kurt Vonnegut and yes, R. D.
Laing.

Margie's colossal cheek: okay, I'll lunch
with you, but only for the hour. Very busy.
Dared not complain. Love makes you abject, lest your prop be taken away and you
fall. Feigned indifference over the candles,
but she wasn't fooled. I'm fired, am I?
Sheehan fires you from the agency, now
you fire me in return. Too embarrassed to
pursue the matter further, though so much
that I wanted to tell her - that those
lunchtimes, those times of scotch, sitar
music, and sex, were the happiest of my
life. Joined with her, I felt totally alive,
yet totally helpless: a complete giving. She
has me, body and soul. All that's left are
clothes I stand up in. P.M.G. mailbag.
Loved her in some kind of basic and authentic sense. With her, he spoke: he, as a
person, uttered something. And now, all
dumb. Nospeaks at the office and at home
the dog. Even the written word won't flow.
Brain and biro blocked.

The satire here is somewhat heavy-handed;
but both Bob and Teresa are, after all, stereotypes, of the hippy academic and the respectably rebellious housewife. Yet there is some
uncertainty as to the author's intentions with
these stereotypes : he oscillates between scorn
and sympathy for his characters, but the result is confusion rather than controlled ambivalence.
When Teresa and her husband front up for
dinner with Tantau and his 'woman', Teresa's
reaction reveals her gullibility, her wavering
search for a solid identity:
Wholemeal spaghetti, yoghurt from the
carton, and flagon red. Its ordinariness
mocked the Ryans' whole social style dinner parties with candles and placemats
suddenly seemed absurd, and she resolved
to invite people to tea instead of dinner
from now on.
She simply replaces one image with another.
And Tantau's rebellion is shown as a dubious
one also: he is the radical who bites the hand
which feeds him. Yet later in the story he
acts as the agent of Teresa's exposure, figuratively and in the flesh. Is he the self-confessed
hypocrite, and thereby excused? And what, if
anything, does Teresa learn from her disillusioning encounter? Perhaps we are meant to
conclude that Bob and Teresa are simply two
different species of phoney. Such 'slipperiness'
of tone and point-of-view makes it difficult
once again to determine the value:; which the
author is mocking or seeking to uphold.
This uncertainty of tone is fortunately confined in the main to these two stories. A much
more dangerous weakness, however, is revealed in those four or five stories which deal directly with the failure of personal relationships. Here Mr Oakley generally manages to
avoid self-indulgence and triteness, but there
are some lapses. In 'Guilfoyle, Leaping', for
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This is certainly not bad writing: the wry
detachment and pace of the narrative save the
passage from excessive self-indulgence or banality. But one has the feeling that it is rather
forced, as if the author is not quite at ease
with his material, or writing according to a
formula rather from a sense of felt understanding. This story and others like it ('An
Air Letter from Middle Australia', 'O'Brien'
and 'The Best Seats in the House') don't have
the sense of control or authority found in
many of the other stories in the collection.
Perhaps it is irrelevant to expect depth of
characterization or motivation in a five or sixpage sketch; yet even so, the overall impression is of a certain shallowness. These stories
emerge as vague mood pieces rather than serious attempts to analyse, at times even suggest, the complexity of personality and personal relationships.
This is even more evident in 'The Late
George Slipper', which at twenty-six pages is
by far the longest story in the collection.
Given this fact, one might reasonably expect
a more ambitious and complex character portrayal, but this expectation is not satisfied.
Certainly Mr Oakley is amusingly acute in his
satire of academia, although one wonders why
he bothered to locate the story in the Univers99

ity of Western Australia: the particularity of
the setting seems to serve little purpose. Perhaps the sense of George's alienation is meant
to be emphasized by placing him in the land
of black swans and barbecues, but this contrast is not really developed. The story, in
fact, seems to point simultaneously to Mr
Oakley's strengths and weaknesses as a shortstory writer. 'The Late George Slipper' is a
witty, accurately observed piece of social
satire, unfolding numerous accounts of academic rituals from the farcical to the grimly
comic, and as such, it is a good story. But
there seems to be material here for a much
better story. George Slipper emerges as a
pathetic figure whose darker depths are hinted at, but never explored. Thus George's suicide, convincing enough on the level of psychological realism, is not as moving as it
might be. Perhaps George's 'shadowiness' as a
character is partly the result of seeing him
through the eyes of the narrator, Vincent
MacNamara, M.A., yet one feels that there is
more to George than the author has been
willing or able to deal with. Mr Slipper,
down-and-out Writer-in-Residence, may not
be the stuff of tragedy, but as an individual
he warrants a more fully rounded treatment
than we are given.
The collection concludes with the title story,
'Walking Through Tigerland'. It is a celebration of the colours, activity, sounds and smells
of Richmond, successfully evoked by the hectic piling up of descriptions and lists. The
tribe, however, temporarily and superficially,
has at last found a sense of common purpose:
I hear the siren and the erupting roar from
the Melbourne Cricket Ground, less than a
mile from where we stand; it's taken up by
car horns, and by people who rush into the
streets cheering and shaking hands.
And Father Flynn, that quiet sober man,
rushes mad as Quasimodo to the ropes under the great spire, swings, swings, and the
bells peal out all over the city. The Tigers
are, by the grace of God, Premiers.
In all the narrow streets the people go
wild, and despite the smells of tomato
sauce and kerosene and the papers blowing
along the road and the rubbish and the
ruts and the droppings of dogs, you know
there's a tribal feeling here, you belong.
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This piece appropriately sums up the collection. Walking Through Tigerland works as a
satire and a celebration of our social rituals,
through Mr Oakley's keen sense of the absurd, the farcical, the false. His talents as a
short-story writer seem most suited to the
satiric observation of institutions, stereotyped
characters and situations; and to the dramatization of the plight of the vulnerable individual lost in our ruthless Tigerland. When
dealing with themes of a more personal and
introspective nature, he is often less successful, sometimes lapsing into superficiality and
evasiveness. But it is nevertheless important to
have a talented writer who upholds the values
of honesty, spontaneity and directness by allowing us - sometimes forcing us - to
laugh at ourselves.
SUSAN KOBULNICZKY

A Child's Tale?
Trevor Todd, Mason Judy. Illustrated by
Robert Juniper (Methuen of Australia, 1977,
$9.95).
Once upon a time, a mighty smart man made
a mighty big claim. "Deeper meaning resides
in the fairy tales told me in my childhood,"
he said, "than in all the truth that is taught in
life." For this mighty smart man (and Schiller
was his name) to make such a statement, suggests the importance of the deceptively easy
form of literary magic we call the child's tale.
Another mighty smart man (and Bruno Bettelheim was his name), years later, outlined
the demanding expectations of the genre.
"For a story truly to hold the child's attention," he wrote in The Uses of Enchantment
(Thames and Hudson, 1976), "it must entertain him and arouse his curiosity. But to enrich him, it must stimulate his imagination;
help him to develop his intellect and to clarify
his emotions; be attuned to his anxieties and
aspirations; give full recognition to his diffiCUlties, while at the same time suggesting
solutions to problems which perturb him. In
short, it must at one and the same time relate
to all aspects of his personality - and this
without ever belittling but, on the contrary,
giving full credence to the seriousness of the
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child's predicaments, while simultaneously
promoting confidence in himself and in his
future." The magic of a fairy tale, in other
words. ·isn't easy to create. No wonder there
are so few good ones around . . . Unfortunately, Trevor Todd's Mason Judy is not "Jack
and the Beanstalk"; the spirit behind this recently published tale is informed, but its execution is flawed.
Todd's story seems intent on acquainting
his lower-to-mid primary school audience
with the incomprehensive confusion experienced by a child in being dislocated. The conflict in the story arises when Mason Judy. the
protagonist. shifts house to a suburban wasteland: "Into a place where all houses are new
. . . Where a big bulldozer has pushed right
through . . ." Confronted with chaotic disintegration, Mason escapes from the reality of
"Dad" "shouting" and "Mum" being "snappy," by moving into the fantastic world of
wish-fulfillment and the mythical world of the
Dreamtime. The plot unfolds with the author
adhering to the generic demands of romance
- demands delineated by Northrop Frye in
Anatomy of Criticism (Princeton University
Press, 1957). Mason first undergoes an initiation experience. during which he finds a magic
stone. This discovery moves him towards a
realization of his quest. With the assistance
of Aranda, the Aboriginal guardian of the
stone, the two set off to return the talisman
to the Father. Their journey, like all quests,
is fraught with perilous adventures. like the
meeting with Japara. Mr Change Man, who
tries to trick the boy into relinquishing the
stone. The marvellous experiences of Mason,
as is always the case with romance, are sequential and processional. and they lead,
eventually, to the crucial struggle. In Mason
Judy, the confrontation with the Mamu represents the most dangerous of all his trials the meeting with the dragon with "huge eyes
-evil, red! Huge. great nostrils, trumpeting
and slimy! Mouth-the most terrible of all!'
As with all the adventures undergone by the
quester in romance. the crucial struggle is
successfully dealt with. This fact warrants t~e
exaltation of the hero, the moment when he IS
acknowledged as a "Little Warrior." when he
proves his worthiness in the pr~sence. of the
Father who will fulfill Mason s deSIre for
psychoiogical comfort. Mason's wish, of
course, is that his family will be happy and
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content in their new home. The story ends,
then, with Mason being transported back from
the Dreamtime, confident in his integrated
self that he can cope with the anxieties associated with dislocation. Thus, Todd understands his obligations to his audience; he is
sufficently mindful of the features of romance,
and faithfully adheres to its stages. Hence, the
meaning and function of his story are evident: psychological conflict is inevitable; anxiety and pain are intrinsic aspects of human
existence; still, if an individual indefatigably
runs a good race or steadfastly fights the good
fight. allowing the mind to make a heaven of
hell, that person will emerge victorious, an
integrated personality.
The most frequently used term in psychoanalytic interpretations of fairy tales is "integrated personality." Todd. paradoxically,
seems to work towards an emphasis on this
concept by giving us a story of mannered disorganization. Although the plot is fairly linear
and conventional, it jolts the reader through
contrived time dimensions, as well as ersatz
chapter division. The piece begins in "Time
Past," wth the formulaic phrase "In the beginning . . . "; it scurries from the imaginary
"featureless plain" to the unpoetic "Byamee
Gardens." There are four main chapters and
as many as eight divisions within each chapter. This apparatus is, perhaps, too artificial
for a story which stresses that the real issues
of life are confronted on a psychological level,
and worked through emotionally: after all the
mind divides. the heart unites. Moreover, the
story. although arguing for the oneness of
life regardless of environmental or mythic
context, is flawed by innumerable variations
in style. The first chapter, all of about fifty
words in free verse, is followed by a longer
chapter, divided initially in couplet form,
then in terza rima, and. finally, in quatrains.
The poetry throughout is replete with easy
rhymes. forced, and irregular meters. Its syntax is convoluted, its diction is awkwardly
various, and its images are mixed, trite, and
at times, inappropriate.
As suggested, Todd's intentions with the
story are several, but the concept of integration as a solution to the problem of separation anxiety seems paramount. Integration. in
Mason Judy, has racial rather than psychological implications. To this end. the author al101

lows his protagonist to experience the mystic
variety of Aboriginal stories. Although socioculturally commendable, this meeting of bulldozers and magic stones is specious. What's
more, it is not theoretically valid, especially as
Todd manipUlates the two realities. The main
problem here is that myth is pessimistic, while
the fairy story, according to Bettelheim, is
optimistic. Myth provides definite answers;
fairy tales merely suggest solutions. The latter
leaves the child to infer what the story implies about life and human nature. In other
words, Todd's work is too didactic. It moves
with great insistence to the point, explaining
too much and allowing the reader to work out
little for himself. The manner in which Mason
Judy copes with change is not necessarily the
way all children would cope. Todd seems to
impose his adult, rational sense on the chaotic
irrationality of childhood.
Robert Juniper's illustrations seem to be the
real excuse for the book. His minimal landscapes for and abstract interpretations of the

story provide an imaginative dimension to a
narrative which is devoid of pure fantasy. The
compositions are richly varied in color and
form, and are emotionally exciting, creating
moods which the text fails to do except
in the most heavy-handed of ways. As with
Todd, Juniper works with different styles; although there is a tie that binds them together,
he is, at times, totally impressionistic, symbolic, and painterly; at other times, he is
graphic, representational, or romantic. Often
he uses line drawings to bring plot and characterization into focus, and here he surrenders
the beautiful to the pretty, confining the
reader's/viewer's sense of meaning by defining
and differentiating the marvellous and the
real. Even the illustrator, then, does not always seem to appreciate the heuristic intention informing fairy tales.
Mason Judy, in brief, on most every level
and in most every way, hits its mark, but
misses its magic.
JIM LEGASSE

W. GREEN
The Photographs
I stared at them for hours
hushed with wonder, hungrily
like a voyeur
endeavouring to pry behind their eyes
behind the sepia-secrets of their history
... they mocked me-openly-through the years
their images blurred
I saw myself fifty years on
caught in a single stolen moment
staring into the curious bland eyes
of unfamiliar grandchildren
unable to comprehend my youth
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NOTES ON CONTRIBUTORS
ALEXANDER, Alan - vias born in Strabane,
Northern Ireland, emigrated to Australia in
1965. Is in charge of Creative Writing units at
W.A.I.T. A contributor to Australian literary
journals and anthologies.
BOLTON, Chae-was born in New Zealand, now
lives in Sydney, she works part-time while devoting herself to writing. This is her first publication
in Australia.
BLIGHT, John - a well known poet, lives in Brisbane. Interested in experimenting in prose-poetry
forms.
BUTIROSE, Lawrence - born in Adelaide. In
1971 founded the poetry magazine Dharma with
Stephen Measday, which ceased publication in
1976. Now working on a successor, Real Poetry.
Has published two collections of poetry, and
conducts a weekly poetry programme on Adelaide radio 5UV.
BUNBURY, W. - is a graduate of The University
of Durham, and is a postgraduate student in
English at the University of Western Australia.
He works with the Australian Broadcasting
Commission in Perth, and is at present on assignment in Sydney.

COLEBATCH, Hal- born in Perth, and has
published stories, poems and articles in various
magazines. His first book of verse, Spectators on
the Shore, was published in 1975.
DELLIOS, Rosita - works as a journalist at The
Geelong Advertiser, and has recently been
travelling overseas. Cave of the Sun is her first
published story.
DOWNEY, Laurel- has worked at various jobs,
and as a student of Visual Arts. Intends to begin
a career in nursing, but has always wanted to
be an artist. This is her first published work.
DESAI, Judith - lives in Melbourne and has previously published some short stories and poems.
ELDER, Anne - whose poetry was so well known,
died on the 23rd October, 1976. These poems are
published by courtesy of her literary executors.
GREEN, W. - is a tutor in the School of Human
Communications, Murdoch University. A joint
collection of poems with Terry Tredrea will
shortly be published.
HIBLER, Richard-is a lecturer at Capricornia Institute of Advanced Education in Queensland.
He has published work in Australian and overseas literary journals.

BURKE, Colleen - born in Sydney and has
travelled overseas in Ireland and England. She
is a community worker in Glebe, Sydney. Has
published a collection of poems, and poetry in
anthologies and magazines.

HARROP, Leslie - poet and critic. Recently arrived from England, he edits a new literary
magazine in Victoria, Helix.

BEAZLEY, K. C. - is a graduate of the University of Western Australia and Oxford. He teaches
in the School of Social Inquiry at Murdoch University.

HASLUCK, Nicholas - was born in Canberra,
now lives in Perth where he practises law. His
poems have appeared in Australian literary journals, and his book Anchor and Other Poems was
published by Fremantle Arts Centre Press in
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WALLACE-CRABBE, Chris - was born in Melbourne and teaches English at the University of
Melbourne. He has travelled widely in Europe,
Asia and North America, and has a particular
interest in the relationship between American
and Australian poetry. He has published a number of books of poems and a book of criticism.
CATLIN, John-born in New South Wales, now
lives in Western Australia and works for the
Education Department. Has published poems in
West Australian magazines.
CLIFFORD, H. S. ~ studying in Arts at the University of Western Australia.
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HETHERINGTON, Graeme -lives in Hobart. Is
a lecturer in the Classics Department at the University of Tasmania. Has published poems in
Australian and English magazines and literary
journals.
JENKINS, Wendy - has worked as a social worker for Mental Health Services in Perth, and
travelled in Europe. Has published poems in
Australian literary magazines.
JOHNSTONE, Heather - is a Canadian doing
graduate studies in English literature at the University of Adelaide.
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KENT, Jean - since completing an Arts degree at
the University of Queensland has been working
in Vocational and Educational Guidance, and
writing. Now lives in Sydney. She has published
poems in Australian anthologies.
LANGLEY-KEMP, Jennifer-is married, with
four children, and is a part-time English student
at W.A.I.T.
KOBULNICZKY, Susan - is a graduate of the
University of Western Australia and Cambridge.
She teaches English literature at the University
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W.A. Institute of Technology, and has published
poems in literary magazines.
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is a graduate of Ohio State University.

MacLEOD, Mark - is a senior tutor in the School
of English at Macquarie University. He has published poems in Australian literary magazines,
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RODRIGUEZ, Judith - born in Perth, now lives
in Melbourne. She teaches English at La Trobe
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of verse, and poems in various literary magazines.
SMALL, Michael - teaches English and Film at
Carey Grammar School in Melbourne. He has
published stories and articles in Australia and a
30 minute play staged in England.
SZACINSKI, Fairlie - was born and lives in Melbourne, has travelled in Australia and overseas,
spending some months in India. She is a nurse
by profession but works part-time. Has published work in a number of literary journals.

MARSH, Elizabeth - was born in Sydney and is
a graduate of Sydney University. She has taught
English Literature at Sydney University, Queens
University, Ontario, and La Trobe University,
and is at present teaching at tertiary institutions
in Perth. Her poems have appeared in Australian
literary magazines and in America.

KINROSS SMITH, Graeme -lectures on creative
writing. Author of Mankind's Spies and joint
author, with Jamie Grant, of a book of poems.
His two volume illustrated book of profiles of
Australian writers is to be published shortly.

McQUEEN, James-born in Tasmania, and has
worked at a number of jobs. Studied painting at
the National Art School, and served one year as
weather observer on Macquarie Island. He began writing in 1974. His work has appeared in
Australian journals.

SCOTT, Margaret - was born in England and
came to Australia in 1959, now lives in Hobart.
Worked for the Tasmanian Education Department and then joined the English Department of
the University of Tasmania. Her poems have
been published in Australian literary journals.

McDONALD, Andrew-was born in England, has
been a teacher and is doing postgraduate work
in Sydney. Has published poetry in Australian
literary magazines, and a book A bsence in
Strange Countries with Queensland University
Press.
McFARLANE, Peter -lives in Adelaide and is
a secondary school teacher and part-time lecturer at Sturt C.A.E. Is co-editor of a poetry
anthology Orange Moon, and has published
poems in a number of Australian literary journals.

TURNER, Anthony - has worked as an English
teacher, law reporter, and free-lance journalist,
and at present is in advertising. He has published
two books of poetry, Early Poems and The Press
Conference and Other Poems.
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poems by Alan Alexander
West Coast writing 4
COOL SUMMER
poems by Lee Knowles
West Coast writing 5
A FAITHFUL PICTURE
the letters of Eliza and Thomas Brown
at York in the Swan River Colony 1841-1852

$3.50

$2.95

$2.95

$3.95

$3.25

$3.25

$7.95

LATEST TITLE
OTHER EARTH
bilingual edition of four Greek-Australian stories
by Vasso Kalamaras
with translations by the author and Reg Durack,
and cover watercolour and text drawings by Ian Wroth $4.25

Fremantle Arts Centre Press
gives wider publication to Western Australian writers
order from you r usua I bookseller or

Fremantle Arts Centre Press
1 Finnerty St Fremantle, 6160 (add 40c postage)
all prices recommended only

THE

UNIVERSITY
BOOKSHOP
AT THE UNIVERSITY, NEDLANDS
WESTERN AUSTRALIA

Specialists in the Service and
Supply of University Text Books
and organised for obtaining any
work of Literature published
overseas.
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